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Kurzfassung
Thema der Arbeit ist die bionisch inspirierte Repräsentation von Information in der Kontrolleinheit
eines Software-Agenten. Im Zentrum steht die erstmalige technische Umsetzung von neuropsychoanalytischen Konzepten zur Generierung und Verarbeitung mentaler Datenstrukturen, die bekannten
bionisch inspirierten Ansätzen gegenübergestellt wird. Dadurch wird ein völlig neuer Weg in der
Künstlichen Intelligenz beschritten, der Systeme ermöglichen soll die Kontrollprinzipien des
menschlichen mentalen Apparates implementieren und dadurch in einem dynamischen Umfeld zielgerichtet agieren können.
In der Konzeptionierung wird eine bestehende Entscheidungsfindungseinheit durch ein Informationsmanagementsystem, das Informationsverwaltungsfunktionalitäten und einen Datenspeicher umfasst, vervollständigt. Die sich daraus ergebenden Adaptierungen werden über den Top-DownDesign Ansatz in einem neuen Modell definiert, dessen Implementierung das technische Framework
ARSi10 ergibt.
Die Realisierung erfolgt in körperbasierten Software-Agenten. Als Testumgebung wird der auf einem Multiagenten-Simulationssystem basierende „Bubble World“ Simulator entwickelt, in dem das
Verhalten der Agenten über definierte Anwendungsfälle bewertet wird. Die Evaluierung erfolgt
anhand interner und externer Leistungsindikatoren. Hier zeigen sich die Stärken des entwickelten
Systems. Information aus internen und externen Sensordaten wird auf neuropsychoanalytisch inspirierte Datenstrukturen abgebildet und für den Entscheidungsfindungsprozess genutzt. Dies ermöglicht es den Agenten mit ihrer Umwelt in einer Art und Weise zu interagieren, die die Balance ihrer
Systemressourcen und dadurch die Aufrechterhaltung ihrer Funktionsfähigkeit zur Folge hat.
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Abstract
This work describes the bionically inspired representation of information in a control unit for embodied software agents. It focuses on the first ever realization of neuropsychoanalytic concepts for
generating and processing mental data structures in computer science and compares said approach to
established bionically inspired methodologies. The approach is completely new to Artificial Intelligence and should allow the design of systems following the principles of the human being’s mental
apparatus, thus enabling them to operate in dynamically changing environments.
An existing decision unit is supplemented with an information representation system composed of
an information representation concept, a data storage, and an information management unit. By use
of a top-down design approach, the resulting adaptations are introduced into a new model whose
implementation in embodied software agents produces the computational framework ARSi10.
The multi-agent framework-based simulator ‘Bubble World’ is developed as a test-bed with predefined use cases, and the agents’ abilities are evaluated through internal and external performance
indicators. These show the benefits of the developed system. Internal and external sensor data are
mapped to neuropsychoanalytically inspired data structures and used for the decision making process. This allows the agents to interact with their environment while keeping their system resources
balanced and thus retaining their functional abilities.
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1. Introduction

Can a machine show human-like intelligence? Back in 1956, when the term Artificial Intelligence
(AI) was introduced, there were notions that this aim would be reached soon1. J. McCarthy defined a
machine as offering artificial intelligence if it behaved like a human being [MMRS55 ]. Branches
like symbolic, statistical, embodied and emotional AI have been formed. As we know, today there
does not exist an implementation that actually fulfills these expectations – however, intelligent systems are still required.

1.1 Heading Towards Intelligence
Back in 2000, Dietrich et al. discussed the future of modern automation and its influence on fieldbus
systems [DFZB09, pp. 343-352]. For economic and ecological reasons, present-day office and public buildings are equipped with large numbers of sensor nodes. For example, the airport Frankfurt/Main includes as many as 200.000 sensor nodes [HMK+08, pp. 41-43]. Rising costs for integration and maintenance direct development towards configurable fieldbus connections. New strategies
must be found in order to cope with performance issues regarding the amount of data to be processed and the expenses involved in managing the nodes in ad-hoc sensor networks. First steps in
this direction were taken at the Institute of Computer Technology of the Vienna University of Technology. As a result, the Artificial Recognition System (ARS) project was started in 2003 [BDK+04,
pp. 1219-1222] [PP05 ]. Dietrich et al. introduced the idea of mimicking the parallel organization of
neural networks in fieldbus systems and the processing of sensor data [Die00, pp. 145-146]. Future
building automation systems do not only process sensor data. They must perceive environmental
events, realize their impact, anticipate potential dangers, and react adequately2. A surveillance system on an airport should be able to recognize suspicious actions – e.g. a suitcase left on the floor –
and inform the security staff. Additional actions like tracking the movements of certain individuals
or locking doors with minimal consequences to normal airport traffic should be taken automatically.
In contrast to a production line, the number of states is not foreseeable. No occurring event will

1

“Machines will be capable, within twenty years, of doing any work a man can do” – by H. Alexander Simon [ Sim65,
p. 96]
2

The term adequate does not only relate to find a solution to the given problem, but also to appropriately react related to
specified real time constraints.
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match a previous one in detail. However, similarities between predefined templates3 of an event and
currently perceived sensor data, which represent the current external influences on the system, must
be found. In order to cope with the amount of sensor data, as a first step, significant data required to
deal with the current situation must be separated from insignificant one [Rus03 ]. This data are
mapped to predefined templates. The next goal is to process the activated templates and compute an
action handling process. Nature provides numerous systems that are able to fulfill these tasks. Although those capabilities are diverse, even natural systems considered to be of primitive intelligence
are able to deal with their environment in an adequate and adaptive way. Hence, AI approaches try
to copy these systems of nature regarding their behavior and structure.
Although this thesis deals mostly with smart control systems, it crosses over into the field of machine intelligence. The scientific community has not agreed on a uniform definition of the concept of
intelligence4, yet. There exist numerous definitions from different areas of research. Every single
definition specifies the term for a certain domain but does not cover a wide range of application areas. According to the New Oxford Dictionary of English [Pea98, p. 949], intelligence is
“… the ability to acquire and apply knowledge and skill”.
One of the numerous definitions in psychology states that
“… a person possesses intelligence insofar as he has learned, or can learn, to adjust himself
to his environment” S. S. Colvin quoted by Sternberg [Ste00, p. 428].
The Artificial Intelligence (AI) point of view [Fog95, p. 1591] states that
“Any system that generates adaptive behavior to meet goals in a range of environments can
be said to be intelligent”.
The wording does not match in any definition. Nearly every problem statement dealing with intelligent systems comes up with a separate definition for system intelligence. However, they show similarities which can be summarized in the generic terms that the adaptability of an individual to the
range of environments constitutes its intelligence. The other way of approaching the question is to
discuss the requirements that must be fulfilled to achieve intelligence. Pfeifer and Scheier present a
list of frequently occurring terms [PS99, pp. 6-10]. This list includes characterizing intelligence
definitions, commonsense notions, a graduated property, thinking and problem solving, learning and
memory, language, intuition and creativity, consciousness, emotions, surviving in a complex world,
perceptual and motor abilities. Amongst others, the ability to interact with the world and the requirement for emotions have met with a certain amount of acceptance in the area of Cognitive Science5 (CS). Even though it is possible to specify a definition of intelligence, the question of its validation invariably arises. Apparently, the evaluation of whether an object is intelligent depends on the

3

Dietrich et al. define a template as a predefined pattern used as archetype or for comparison [DFZB09, p. 428].

4

It is derived from the Latin word “intellegere”: to understand.

5

Cognitive Science is defined as an interdisciplinary field that combines findings from neuroscience, biology, psychoanalysis, artificial intelligence, computer science, philosophy, and psychology to study the cognitive and information processing functions of the mind [DFZB09, p. 429].
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observer and is based on a subjective point of view. In addition, intelligent behavior need not always
be the right behavior, and correct behavior not always intelligent. An interpretation would be to label
behavior intelligent if the individual is able to explain the reason why it acted the way it did. Again,
the observer must evaluate if the machine’s description is intelligent or not. This problem is a typical
“frame of reference issue” which is controversially discussed within the AI community. Generally,
according to the generic definition of intelligence above, the requirements for intelligence are evaluated by the way a system deals with a specific situation and must be defined for any new scenario.
The human being is said to be the species with the highest known level of intelligence – although it
is high on complexity too, regarding the brain functionality. Hence, a number of approaches exist for
trying to merge theories of neuroscience – neuropsychology, psychology, neurology – in operational
systems. Thereby, researchers aim to achieve human-like mind functionalities. A large part of these
projects end in a “shopping for solution”6 problem. As the basic models from neuroscience lack
coherence, different models and theories are combined in an attempt to fill the gaps. Often engineers
design a system using theories from different scientific areas than their own without discussing the
concepts with professionals from those areas. As a result, contradicting theories are combined and
inconsistencies arise within the resulting model. Chapter 2 discusses this issue in detail. The ARS
project tries to avoid this mistake, and breaks new ground in AI by using neuropsychoanalytic concepts. Neuropsychoanalysis “… is the research field concerned with the correlation of psychoanalytic and neuroscientific terms and concepts” [DFZB09, p. 425]. This definition results in a specification for the term neuropsychoanalytic concept.
Definition 1: In this work, the term neuropsychoanalytic concept refers to psychoanalytic and neuroscientific concepts that are attended by the neuropsychoanalytic approach.
M. Solms – neuropsychologist and psychoanalyst – is one of the main figures in the neuropsychoanalytic movement [ST02 ]. Neuropsychoanalysts work on combining findings of neuroscience and
psychoanalysis7 into one consistent model. Neuroscience provides knowledge on the human brain
structure. Within the last decades, technological developments like MEG8 and PET9 have established
new possibilities in this area. Psychoanalysis provides models of the human mind’s functionality.
Although the mapping between brain processes and human mind functionality remains unclear, neuropsychoanalysts work on connecting both disciplines.
The topic of information representation touches neuroscience and psychoanalysis at different levels.
The technical realization must cope with a number of questions on object representation, object as-

6

In this context, shopping for solution relates to the procedure of combining different theories without taking care of their
compatibility.

7

Psychoanalysis is a scientific discipline founded by S. Freud which is considered under the three aspects of methodology,
therapy, and theory [Lap73, p. 410]. The scientific aspect define psychoanalysis as a group of psychological and psychopathological theories emerging from treatment and research [DFZB09, p. 427].

8

Magnetoencephalography

9

Positron Emission Tomography
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sociations, object recognition, and the symbol grounding problem10. According to D. Knuth the term
information refers to
“… the meaning associated with data, the facts or concepts represented by data; often used also in a
narrower sense as a synonym for "data", or in a broader sense to include any concepts that can be
deducted from data” [Knu97, p. 637].
The term data is referred to the “representation in a precise, formalized language of some facts or
concepts, often numeric or alphabetic values, in a manner which can be manipulated by a computational method” while a data structure is defined as “a table of data including structural relationships” [Knu97, p. 633].
Neural networks, logic approaches or the frame concept are popular concepts for knowledge representations11. They are known to be feasible constructs in information engineering in order to describe problems. Regarding bionic12 information processing the human being is often used as an
archetype. A common approach is to model declarative and implicit human memory. This model
certainly has its value in neuroscience and some of the specifications are suitable for engineering as
well. However, they hardly give evidence on the structure of their content, which is the topic this
thesis focuses on. Even though psychoanalysis reaches its limits when discussing the question of
data perception, it provides a description of data structures as processed by the human mind. A
common issue within AI is the tendency to model memory as a functionally closed entity. The author agrees with the idea that memory, like perception or intelligence, emerges from an individual’s
sensory and functional setup and is not restricted to simple storage and retrieval tasks. Chapter 2
goes into more detail regarding this statement. One jigsaw piece pertaining to the emergence of
memory is information and its representation. This thesis focuses on the engineering description of
this concept and its evaluation in the context of the ARS model that defines a control unit based on
human-like information processing.

1.2 The Neuropsychoanalytic Approach for Engineering Applications
As described above, the ARS project is rooted in the area of building automation systems. It developed from the Smart Kitchen (SmaKi13) project [SRF00, pp. 1-8]. The SmaKi is a kitchen, representing the prototype of a smart room that is equipped with a sensor network. Received sensor data are
compared to predefined patterns and used to detect and handle safety-critical situations [BLPV07,
pp. 1033-1038]. The ARS project itself forms the basis for spin-off projects at the ICT, like the

10

The symbol grounding problem discusses the question how abstract symbols obtain sense within the real world.

11

For a distinction between knowledge representation and information representation see Section 1.3.

12

The science of bionics deals with the technical implementation of constructions and operations of biological systems
[Nac02, p.1].

13

Smart Kitchen project [Available: http://smartkitchen.ict.tuwien.ac.at/project/project.html Accessed: November 25th,
2010]
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SENSE (Smart Embedded Network of Sensing Entities)14 project, and the PIAS (NeuroPsychoanalytically Inspired Automation System)15 project. SENSE is positioned in the area of ambient intelligent systems [BVZ08, pp. 1092-1096]. The aim is to merge video and audio data, which
are received from an adaptive and self-organizing sensor network, to reliable higher-level information. Like in the SmaKi, scenarios and objects should be recognized. First implementations are
being tested in a surveillance system at Krakow airport. In contrast to SENSE, the PIAS project
deals with the processing of information, not its retrieval. Reliable information is evaluated and
compared to a predefined knowledge base. On the base of the internal system state, the environmental situation and predefined knowledge, an action sequence is computed. PIAS aims at modeling a
human-like decision process to determine actions.
According to Palensky et al., the history of AI can be divided into four generations – symbolic AI,
statistical AI, embodied AI, and emotional intelligence AI [PBTD08]. The former two imply the use
of a bottom up methodology16. Representatives of symbolic AI work on a description of the world’s
knowledge in rules and logical relations. Adapted to statistical AI, artificial neurons are connected to
a network in order to achieve functionalities of the human brain. As complex problems are not manageable by the use of a bottom-up design approach, engineers also use top-down design approaches17. Embodied AI predicts that a system body is required to achieve human-like intelligence, while
emotional intelligence AI concludes the same for emotions. Proposed models often face the above
described “shopping for solution problem”. As stated in Dietrich et al. [DZ08, pp. 12-17], a 5th generation of AI must argue about common issues and admit similar mistakes – therefore, a true evolution of AI is required. The ARS project heralds the 5th generation of AI and shows a possible path
for progress.
Neuropsychoanalytic concepts are used for designing a building automation control system. In order
to avoid common mistakes, the conversion of neuropsychoanalytic concepts to computer science is
done in cooperation with an advisory board of neuropsychoanalysts and psychoanalysts. Two
branches are defined. One discusses the perception of sensor data, covered by neuroscientific theory,
the second covers its computation – covered by psychoanalytic theory. The work of Velik et al.,
Burgstaller et al., and Bruckner deal with the perception and fusion of sensor data [Vel08 ]
[BLPV07, pp. 1033-1038] [Bru07]. Zucker (né Pratl) et al. introduce a hierarchy to sensor fusion
[PLD05 ]. Raw sensor data are combined into semantic symbols18. Velik attaches her work to this
approach and introduces the term neuro-symbol. A neuro-symbol is a concept of semantic information combining different characteristics of information processing – neural characteristics as well
14

European Commission funded project of the 6th Framework Programme, Embedded Systems

15

Funded by the Austrian Science Fund (FWF) [Available: http://ars.ict.tuwien.ac.at/paias/ Accessed: October 28th, 2010]

16

“The functionality of existing modules are enhanced piece-wise in order to gain a new system.” [DFZB09, p. 419]

17

Top-down design refers to “… a design method that starts its design process with the problem to be solved or the task to
be committed. The designer tries to identify the necessary functionality in order to overcome the problem. This functionality is then further subdivided until existing solutions can perform subtasks” [DFZB09, p. 429].

18

A symbol is defined as “… an object, picture, or other concrete representation of ideas, concepts, or other abstractions” [ DFZB09, p. 428].
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as symbolic one [VLBD08, p. 49]. The essential part of this method of sensor fusion is the use of a
hierarchical and neurologically inspired fusion process. In Velik’s work the sensor fusion is not a
process that occurs on the same layer, but instead is separated into three layers which may be extended in further work. The foundation for this approach is formed by neurologic and neuropsychologic theory of information processing. Velik’s concept is described in more detail in Section 2.5.
Up to now, the ARS project focuses on external perception – perception of the environment. Internal
perception – perception of a system’s internal state – is addressed by Velik et al. [VLBD08, pp. 561580] but not discussed in detail.
The ARS decision unit implies principles of human mind functionality. A psychoanalytic model is
used for its specification. This work covers information representation within the decision unit and
therefore mainly deals with the psychoanalytic branch of neuropsychoanalysis. However, the topic is
not fully covered by psychoanalysis and hence touches neuroscientific concepts too. The use of a
psychoanalytic approach in CS is rather new, but there have already been discussions on advantages
of an alliance for both areas. S. Turkle, professor of the Social Studies of Science and Technology at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, discusses accordance in the development phase between
psychoanalysis and AI [Tur89, pp. 241–268]. She states that AI and psychoanalysis share concepts
like the integration of personal references into their theoretical concepts and AI may be able to realize and support psychoanalytic models. A. Buller introduces a concept for a robot controller, which
is based on the psychoanalytic theory of psychodynamics [Bul02, pp. 17–20]. The basic pillars of
psychodynamics are psychic tensions and the defense mechanism, conflicting mental processes and
the association of thoughts, feelings, and wishes [Bul05, pp. 70-79]. Buller models a human-like
memory for controller units for software agents. They build on the theory of procedural, semantic,
episodic, and working memory. Buller reviews psychodynamics in terms of his concepts. Definitions like feelings, pleasure, conflicts, thoughts and tensions are specified in technical terms. As
Buller introduces a bionically inspired memory system into his agents, this approach is discussed in
detail in Chapter 2.
The reason for the rare occurrence of neuropsychoanalytic concepts in the field of computer science
can be found in the controversy surrounding its own scientific background. However, many theories
in the field of CS are based on psychoanalytic ideas. One of the supporters of psychoanalysis, W.
Bucci, discusses in [Buc00, pp. 203-224] the need for a psychoanalytic psychology to enter and refine the field of CS. She states that mind-body interaction, unconscious processes, or dual processes
of thought have their roots in psychoanalysis. Unfortunately, this idea is often antagonized by psychology and neuroscience. E. Kandel explains in his article on the biology and the future of psychoanalysis [Kan99, pp. 505-524] that psychoanalysis lacks a conceptual and experimental scope. He
argues for a closer relationship between psychoanalysis and cognitive neuroscience. However, he
states that “…psychoanalysis still represents the most coherent and intellectually satisfying view of
the mind” [Kan99, p. 505].
Still the main point of criticism is represented by the subjectivity of studying the subject of interest –
the human mind. In neuroscience, experimental results can be measured by evaluating the brain as a
physical object. Psychoanalysis does not provide a similar possibility. S. Freud obviously based his
theory primarily on neurology. Due to the insufficient technological equipment of the late 19th century, he had to rely on different methods of observation. The methodology of analysis makes the dif-
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ference. In psychoanalysis, the human mind is observed by a person, which creates a subjective experience. M. Solms states that the different methodology of observation opens the door to the functionality of the psyche, to concepts like feelings, which cannot be measured objectively by neuroscience [ST02, p. 306] but influence a human being’s behavior. Thus, it can be assumed that mind and
brain do not form a dualistic system. The only possibility to observe these functions is offered by the
subjective view of psychoanalysis. Neuropsychoanalysis searches for connections between both
concepts and applies their advantages to a combined approach.
The question arises if a psychoanalytic model can be used for the design of an engineering application. During the 1960’s and 1970’s, when statistical AI saw its heyday, the use of behavioristic approaches was respected by the AI community. Machines were designed by modeling the behavior of
human beings. In contrast to psychoanalysis, the behavioristic object of study was not the mind itself
but the person’s behavior. Behaviorism assumed that a person’s environment forms the person’s
behavior. However, behaviorists deduced the functionality of the mind from the individual’s behavior. The input, which represents the environmental situation, is correlated to the output, which represents the resulting action, and this correlation is formalized in statistical dependencies. The legitimation for its use in AI is its mathematical description. The complexity of the mind and the individual’s
internal state is disregarded. However, because of the human being’s complexity, it is nearly impossible to design an adequate model of its functionality by observing its behavior only. It would be like
trying to model the internal mechanisms of a photo camera only by observing the input – pulling the
release button – and the output – resulting photograph, an example given by the computer scientist
Iran-Nejad [IN87 ]. Naturally, to design a model of a system implicates a level of abstraction. The
level of simplification influences the level of consistency with the original. Regarding the example
of the photo camera, a behavioristic observation of input and output of a transistor results in a highlevel of similarity to the original – provided that the schematic diagrams of the computer chips are
known.
The branch of embodied AI is formed in the 1980’s and is strongly based on behavioristic observations. It is based on the intuition that intelligent life requires interaction with the environment and
therefore a body. Brooks introduced this movement with the subsumption architecture19, a layered
control system for a mobile robot, in 1986 [Bro86a, pp. 14–23]. He argued that behavior emerges
out of sensorimotor stimuli. At the same time, scientists were investigating the role of emotions in
the context of intelligent behavior. M. Minsky discusses the need for emotions in order to achieve
intelligent machines [Min06]. The neurologist A. Damasio summed up that emotions are essential
for planning and decision making processes. In addition he predicted that it is not possible to create
animated life-forms that live and feel in the sense human beings do. Their characteristics likely depend on the medium in which they are realized and their neural design [Dam03, p. 129]. The author
must state that the goal of the ARS project and this work is not to copy the human being but to model and to abstract some of his functionalities.

19

R. Brooks introduced a control system for a mobile robot based on a hierarchical layer structure [ Bro86b, pp. 14–23].
Each layer represents a task achieving behavior. The higher layers deal with more complex behaviours, subsuming the
behavior of the lower layers – subsumption architecture.
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At first glance, connectionists should have the best chance to succeed in constructing emotional
agents, following Damasio’s statement. Only upon closer observation, both approaches are equidistant to the “creation” of feelings, as the term medium not only stands for a structure of neural network but also for the material and its characteristics. In general, computer scientists are bound to
systems, made out of silicon. This raises the question which approach to follow in order to converge
with reality without the use of organic material – an issue which the designers of neural networks
must face. Biological neurons are described by artificial ones on a low-level of abstraction. They are
connected to a network with the aim of achieving mind-like functionality. Unfortunately, the mapping between the neural brain structure and its functionality is unclear. Hence, a functional description of the mind itself is needed as the engineer is interested in the functions and not the brain structure itself. Neuropsychoanalytic concepts provide this description.
The embodied as well as the emotional approach are essential in neuropsychoanalytic concepts
whose use in the area of engineering is additionally legitimated by the functional and in many areas
coherent description of the human mind that it provides. This work uses these findings as foundation
and incorporates them to the proposed model. Section 1.3 defines the methodology to accomplish
this task.

1.3 Methodology
This thesis focuses on bionically inspired information representation for a decision unit for embodied software agents (see Definition 7 in Section 2.4.1). As discussed above, neuropsychoanalytic
concepts, psychoanalytic ones in particular, must be touched therefor. The proposed model must fit
the mechanisms of information processing into the functional blocks of the ARS decision unit.
The feasibility study is executed in close cooperation with psychoanalytic scientists and represents
step number one of the modeling process, which is discussed in Chapter 3.
Step number two deals with the description of the psychoanalytic model in technical terms and the
closing of theoretical gaps for a complete technical description.
The fusion of the model of information representation with the decision unit represents the third
stage. Besides the definition of data structures, a component labeled as information management
system, which summarizes information management functionalities and a data storage, is introduced. Since decision unit and information management system are decoupled from each other, their
compatibility must be a point of focus within the modeling process.
The information management system is additionally tied to a perception unit, which is based on neuropsychoanalytic theory and provides semantic data which is received from the sensor system. The
intersection between both parts is analyzed and elaborated.
Fourth, the resulting model is reviewed regarding its consistency and compatibility with psychoanalysis.
The decision unit is inspired by psychoanalytic theory and designed following these basic premises
[DFKU09, p. 100] [DZ08, pp. 12-17].
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1. Theoretically, it is possible to model every psychic function.
2. Although problems exist in verifying the psychoanalytic model, it still represents the best
way to deal with the problem of simulating the human mind.
3. The theory that the model is based on must include a complete model of the human mind. A
mix of different theories where each defines some of its functions leads to inconsistencies.
4. Interdisciplinary work between professionals of both scientific communities is crucial for
successfully advancing the project.
5. The interdisciplinary work must be organized in such a way that psychoanalysts and neuropsychoanalysts deal with the functional description of the model only, while engineers deal
with a translation into technical terms and the implementation as well as verification in
comparison to competing technologies. Hence there must be a clear differentiation between
the modeling and the implementation phase
6. The modeling must follow a top-down design approach (see Footnote 17).
7. Regarding the data processing, a clear distinction between information flow and control flow
must be integrated. This is a common trend in data processing in the area of information
technology. In biological systems, this principle is implemented by the neuron: Incorporation of information processing is required for flexibility.
Within this thesis, the differentiation between knowledge representation and information representation is established.
Definition 2: “Knowledge representation is the study of how to put knowledge into a form that a
computer can reason with.” [RN03, p. 16]
Definition 2 gives a broad explanation of the term knowledge representation. Knowledge representation implies the structural organization of information that the system possesses knowledge. The
knowledge is stored in a collection of formal symbols [BL04, p. 4] that form propositions about the
world. These collections are also labeled as knowledge bases. This thesis not only deals with the
structural definition of predefined knowledge but also focuses on the representation of received data
as well as changes made to this data due to manipulations by the decision unit. Hence, to avoid misunderstandings the term knowledge representation is discerned from the term information representation in this work. This leads to definition 3 that is applied for this work.
Definition 3: Information representation summarizes the structural composition of data that is received by the internal and external sensor system and the information management system. Information representation excludes functionalities that are required to handle this data like search, activation, and manipulation mechanisms.
Search, manipulation and activation mechanisms are part of the information management module’s
functions and the decision unit (see Fig. 1-1). The information management module additionally
forms the interface to the information representation layer. This leads to definitions 4 to 6 that are
applied to this work.
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Definition 4: The information management system combines the information management module
and the information representation layer.
This generic term is used as it is left open if the information management system represents a simple
database management system or a knowledge base management system. A knowledge base introduces reasoning that is realized in the ARS decision unit itself. However, it is possible to extend the
proposed concept by a filter mechanism using reasoning even though this is part of future work.
Definition 5: The information representation layer is synonymous with a data storage.
Definition 6: The combination of information representation and information management system
form the information representation system.
Although the defined premises aim at the modeling process of the decision unit, they must be applied to the information representation system as well.
Neuropsychoanalytic concepts extensively deal with information processing. In order to comply
with Premise 3, it must be investigated whether they are feasible with regard to a technical model.
This leads to research Hypotheses 1 and 2 that must be proved in this work.
Hypothesis 1: It is possible to apply neuropsychoanalytic concepts to a technical model for information representation and information processing.
Hypothesis 2: The considerations of the premises that are defined above lead to the demonstration
of Hypothesis 1.
As shown in Fig. 1-1 sensor data enters the decision unit through the perception interface – inner and
outer perception – and leaves it towards the actuator interface. In between the information is pro-

Fig. 1-1: Decision layer and information representation layer
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cessed by the functional blocks of the decision unit. The black box represents a bundle of functional
blocks and their connections. Specific modules are able to exchange information with the information management module that defines mechanisms for processing data in the information representation layer. A rough draft of this concept is proposed by Zeilinger et al. [ZPK10, pp. 708-714].
After the modeling process begins the implementation phase. It must be pointed out that there is a
strong differentiation between the modeling and implementation phases. The modeling phase deals
with the design of a technical model obeying neuropsychoanalytic requirements and boundary conditions without concentrating on the technology the system should be executed on. The implementation phase has the aim to map the given concept onto the available technology by the use of common
engineering techniques. As a first step the concept is implemented in embodied software agents
within a simulation of artificial life. Use cases are defined in order to test the system’s behavior.
Hypothesis 3: The proposed model can be implemented to an embodied software agent and evaluated in a game of artificial life.
As the decision unit and the information management system are closely related to each other, their
behavior cannot be observed separately from each other. In order to avoid the typical controversial
discussions regarding specific terms, the requirement is not to produce intelligent but smart systems.
Second, the smartness of a system is evaluated by its handling of a specific predefined situation by
satisfying its needs in the best possible way. However, these parameters must be defined in detail for
the test framework.
Hypothesis 4: The functionality of the information representation system can be demonstrated by
use cases and only in combination with the decision unit.
As the result of this work, a bionically inspired information representation, feasible for the use with
the corresponding ARS decision unit, is realized. The integrated framework is named ARSi1020. The
information representation is in the center of this work, even though the information management
system is required for the control unit’s functionality and must go along with defined data structure
characteristics. The proposed information representation system should not be mistaken for a
memory system, which, according to Section 1.2, is emergent and therefore cannot be. In addition,
memory cannot be reduced to information processing. A learning mechanism is not implemented
and information required for the decision making processes are predefined. Although the foundations for learning are implemented, the current work aims at transferring the psychoanalytic concept
of data structures and information processing to engineering without the integration of learning
mechanisms. Psychoanalytic theory is used as the theoretical background for the modeling process.
To use this approach and transfer it to a technically feasible model poses the challenge in this thesis
as this procedure is undertaken the first time. Despite ongoing discussions about cooperation between computer science and psychoanalysis (see Section 2.2), this is the first time that a technical
model based on findings from both scientific areas has been formed as well as implemented. Hence,
the author has had to familiarize himself with basic knowledge in psychoanalysis in order to be able
to get an idea of the methodological differences between computer science and psychoanalysis, since
20

ARSi10 for ARS implementation version number ten
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only with this knowledge is it possible to work with psychoanalytic experts in order to transfer psychoanalytic terms and principles to a technical description. In a second step, open issues, which are
not covered by psychoanalytic theory, must be verified and a way to introduce them investigated.
Care must be taken that the defined solutions conform to the original psychoanalytic model.
Although the modeling process is extensive, the methodology used appears to be the only possibility
of merging these sciences. It is important to follow this path in order to solve upcoming issues that
are brought on by the increasing complexity of building automation systems and cannot be solved by
a purely mathematical approach. A broad variety of related work regarding information representation in autonomous agents, evaluation methods, and neuropsychoanalytic findings regarding the
interconnection between environmental and internal conditions must be investigated therefor. Different approaches that result in the proposed model are analyzed and discussed.
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In Chapter 1 the 5th generation of AI is discussed. Below, we focus on the requirements for its realization and the current techniques that deal with the topic of this thesis. The influences of embodied
as well as emotional AI to this work are discussed in detail on the basis of work by R. Brooks, R.
Pfeifer, and T. Ziemke, to name but a few. Cooperation between the areas of psychoanalysis and
engineering as well as their influence on AI are analyzed. In this context, the findings of S. Turkle,
M. Leuzinger-Bohleber and R. Pfeifer are examined. The discussion focuses towards information
processing and knowledge representation in control units for autonomous agents. Hence, two
memory based control architectures, SOAR (State, Operator Apply Result) and ACT-R (Adaptive
Control of Thought-Rational) are introduced. In addition, modeling and implementation techniques
for knowledge bases that can be applied to the ARS model are analyzed. Frameworks to verify the
proposed solution must be discussed and the neuro-symbolic data processing that prepares raw sensor data for the use by the bionically inspired information representation system is introduced.

2.1 Embodiment, Emotions, and Common Misunderstandings in Artificial
Intelligence
In Section 1.2 the requirement of embodiment and emotions for the improvement of a system’s behavior is discussed. Below, both approaches are analyzed related to the ARS concept and their use in
autonomous software agents.

2.1.1 Embodiment in Autonomous Agents
Embodiment as a requirement for the development of human-like behavior has been widely discussed in the areas of neuroscience and CS).
A broad definition of the term embodiment refers to the ability of robots to
“… have bodies and experience the world directly - their actions are part of a dynamic with the
world, and the actions have immediate feedback on the robots’ own sensations” [Bro91b, p. 1227].
In the mid-80’s R. Brooks started to focus on the system-environment interaction rather than the
internal world modeling [Bro86b, pp. 14-23]. The introduced subsumption architecture represents
the paradigm that intelligence emerges from several sub-components by interacting with the environment [Bro91a ]. Brooks argues that intelligence “… is determined by the dynamics of interaction
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with the world” and that “… only an embodied agent is fully validated as one that can deal with the
real world” [Bro91a, p. 155].
Pfeifer et al. define embodiment [PS99, p. 649] as
‘‘… a term used to refer to the fact that intelligence cannot merely exist in the form of an abstract
algorithm but requires a physical instantiation, a body. In artificial systems, the term refers to the
fact that a particular agent is realized as a physical robot or as a simulated agent’’.
The term embodiment exists in different notions that are grouped by Ziemke into six categories
[Zie03, pp. 1305-1310]:


Structural coupling of the system to its environment that does not explicitly require a body



Historical embodiment that results from interaction between agents and their environment



Physical embodiment that requires physical instantiation



Organismoid embodiment that restricts physical embodiment and introduces additional requirements of certain types of cognition and body abilities



Organism-like embodiment or organismic embodiment that limits embodiment to organisms
only



Social embodiment that defines embodiment in the context of social interaction

By contrast, Núñez et al. categorize embodiment to three views called trivial, material, and full embodiment [Núñ99, p. 55]. Trivial embodiment gives a wide range covering the definition of embodiment as direct relation between the mind and the biological processes from which the mind emerges. The material embodiment view likewise claims that mental functionality emerges from biological
processes. In addition, cognition is seen to be a decentralized phenomenon that deals with the complexity of real-time body-world interactions. The view of full embodiment combines trivial as well
as material embodiment but additionally defines the body to be involved in any agent activity. It
forms the basic activity of perception to thinking. Ziemke’s categorization defines the basic requirements focusing on the realization of the agent’s body and its environment. Nunez’ definitions
investigate the term embodiment regarding the connection between mind and the underlying physical processes as well as different hierarchical levels of the implication of embodiment. For further
considerations it is assumed that embodiment requires a body that enables the agent to experience
the world directly. Regarding Ziemke this accords to physical embodiment and assumes that the
agent body is equipped with a sensor and actuator system.
Pfeifer et al. claim that embodiment forms the foundation for intelligence is the trivial meaning of
the term, while the more concrete meaning relates to the physical and the information theoretical
processes [PIG06, pp. 783-790]. They summarize the influence of embodiment to the principles of
robot design in comparison to conventional control paradigms:


Reduction of costs in terms of less computation



More energy efficient control systems
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Enables temporal correlations and higher-order regularities and therefore form the basis for
effective learning algorithms



Introducing information structure to sensor data which results in the possibility to categorize
input information

The last two points are basic and essential abilities as well as crucial for this work. Pfeifer et al. state
that improvements in the agent design result from considering the agent as a whole, rather than its
control unit only [PIB05, p. 99]. This automatically incorporates embodiment to the design. Pfeifer
et al. claim that embodiment always requires the interaction with a real physical world system
[PI03]. In addition the importance of embodiment in the area of information representation is
claimed by Dautenhahn et al., who state that embodiment “… is only the physical basis of cognition
but a necessary condition and point of reference for perceptions and memory” [DC96]. This states
one of AI’s basic problems that is the rapid identification of the area of interest by the agent as well
the adaptation to environment that is continuously changing by appearance and properties of located
objects and events [PLOS08, pp. 76-87].
In contrast to Brooks, Pfeifer does disagree with behavior-based control principles, but conforms to
one that is completely based on sensorimotor coordination. This concept simplifies the mapping of
sensor information to perceptual categories as due to the sensorimotor coordination, information
structure is introduced into the sensor data. The agent’s behavior emerges out of the association between received sensor data and the actuator control. This corresponds to the point of view of psychologists and cognitive scientists like S. Harnad who states that the
“… things in the world come in contact with our sensory surfaces, and we interact with them based
on what that sensory-motor contact affords" [Har05, p. 20].
The Braitenberg Vehicles [Bra84] are one of the first models that imply a sensorimotor concept. The
behavior of these vehicles, named after V. Braitenberg, emerges out of direct connections between
the systems sensors and actuators. The exposure of light results in different speeds of movements.
More light triggers an increase of speed. Darkness results in immobility.
In their Artificial Mouse (AMOUSE) experiment, Bovet et al. [BP05a, pp. 324-330] show a realization of this attitude in its purest form. AMOUSE’s behavior develops on the base of associations
between sensor and actuator modalities, weighted by a simple realization of the Hebbian law. Especially the emergence of a behavior despite the temporal difference between the action and an
“award” is worth mentioning. A closer look to this experiment regarding the defined data structure is
given in Section 2.3.

2.1.2 Emotions in Autonomous Agents
The approach of embodiment generally focuses on the body-world interaction and the body’s configuration. The neurologist and neuropsychoanalyst A. Damasio denounced the approach to focus on
external interaction between the body and its environment only. He argues for additionally arguing
the interaction between the body and the brain [Dam98, pp. 83-86]. As the human being’s emotional
system was said to interfere logical rational thinking for a long time, emotions had been widely ig-
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nored in CS even though scientists like Galatzer-Levy claim that logic is maybe needed for playing
chess but intelligence is essential for surviving [GL09]. When the emotional system attracts interest
in neurosciences again21 and in connection with the human being’s intelligent behavior, CS started to
take a closer look at emotional mechanisms22. Even though A. Damasio’s claim that adequate reasoning does not work without emotions [Dam94, p. 191] is doubted by representatives of the scientific community of engineers [Slo04, pp. 128-134], emotions are widely seen as essential mechanism
in the functionality of the human being within the neuroscientific community. Damasio assumes
from the loss of emotional and intelligence capabilities due to the damage of certain brain areas that
emotions are required for reasoning [Dam94, p.61]. Sloman argues that only because a state occurs
as side effect of an operation that is essential for intelligence, it cannot be concluded that this state
triggers intelligent behavior. He doubts that emotions form the foundation of intelligence and claims
that they emerge from mechanisms which are important for intelligent behavior, as a side effect. In
contrast, Piccard points out that there may exist intelligence without emotion but every actually
known intelligent live form possesses emotions [Pic99, pp. 134-137]. Even though this is no evidence that intelligence is triggered by emotions, she states that in order to understand intelligence it
is important to go on investigating emotions, respectively mechanisms which trigger them. This
view has won attention in the area of CS. Apparently there are different opinions dividing the scientific community regarding the question if emotions influence intelligent behavior. However, it is a
current opinion in AI that emotional systems are worth a closer look in order to design sophisticated
control systems.
Damasio equates emotional mechanisms with any mechanism that serves the homeostasis of the
body. The homeostasis accords to the regulation of body integrity and its internal balance. Heartbeat,
hormonal levels, or body temperature must be kept near optimum levels. Damasio introduces three
categories of emotions – background emotions, primary emotions, secondary emotions [Dam03, pp.
43-46], while another psychologist and neuroscientist Panksepp defined the basic mammalian emotional action system. These innate actions include seeking, fear, lust, care, panic, and play [Pan05]
and associate an environmental situation with an individual’s reaction. Emotions that show more
complex control abilities of the individual are defined as complex emotions respectively as secondary emotions. However, numerous different arrangements for emotional categories have been defined and no one is identical to any other. As the investigation of the different systems is not the
focus of this work, they are not discussed in detail. Different concepts of emotional systems have
evolved that differ in detail but agree on a common base. The emotional system is claimed to be an
evaluation system for the current situation, which enables the individual to react on uncommon situations. As this work is based on neuropsychoanalytic concepts, further definitions are constructed in
respect to them. Dietrich et al. define an emotion [DFZB09, p. 421] as a
“… psychic evaluation of contents of perception based upon memory traces”.

21

While at the beginning of the 20th century, the term emotion was relevant in scientific work it lost impact later.

22

H. A. Simon released a paper on “Motivational and emotional controls of cognition” in 1967. This publication introduced the emotional approach to CS but was not influential initially. Its relevance increases at the end of the 80’s and the
beginning of the 90’s.
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This work is based on the definitions given in [DFZB09] and ensuing publications. As memory traces describe and represent stored information in the mind (see Section 3.1) this given definition accords to an evaluation of the current and already experienced situation. Before going into detail on
the technical realization of emotional evaluation systems, specific terms must be introduced.
According to neuropsychoanalysis, unbalances of the homeostasis result in bodily stimuli. These
bodily stimuli trigger drives that are defined as psychic representatives of homeostatic unbalances
(see Section 3.1, [DFZB09, p. 420]) which are formed by affects and drive contents. The drive content conforms to the instinctual aim and represents the activity that results in a decrease of the bodily
stimuli. There exist a number of psychoanalytic affect theories. Further constraints follow the definition in Section 3.1.
Damasio defines the terms pleasure and pain to be a “… constituent quality of certain emotions as
well as a trigger for certain emotions” [Dam00, p. 76]. While pleasure is associated with positive
emotions, pain is associated with negative ones. In this way, coincidences to the psychoanalytic theory of affects can be seen. Pleasure, displeasure, and pain show similarities. According to psychoanalytic theory, pleasure and unpleasure23 only exist within the psyche as result of bodily stimuli.
Damasio [Dam00, p. 71] explains that pain and pleasure are results of bodily stimuli. Emotions and
pain or pleasure have the same stimuli as origin but are different. Rather emotions are associated
with pain and pleasure. Emotions are more complex than drives as well as pleasure and pain. Drives,
pleasure and pain invoke emotions, a coincidence with the psychoanalytic definition of affect. Within the last decade, the influence of these theories in CS has grown.
Parisi, similar to Damasio, points out that robotics has generally concentrated on the interaction between an organism’s nervous system and its environment [Par04, pp. 325-338] while the interaction
between the nervous system and the internal environment has been ignored. He suggests the reproduction of the inside of the organisms’ body in order to improve their understanding. Parisi labels
the second type of interaction with the term internal robotics while he called the first one external
robotics.
Cañamero discusses the use and the understanding of emotions in the context of autonomous robots
[Cañ05, pp. 445-455]. Starting in the late 90’s she has dealt with emotion systems in agents and
introduced an autonomous creature (Abbott), situated in a 2-dimensional world, whose control unit
is based on Brook’s subsumption architecture [Cañ97, pp. 148-155]. One creature (Abbotts) consists
of numerous agents (Abbott). The creature is advanced by adding new agents. This approach is similar to the iterative process in the subsumption architecture. As an aim the creature should dispose of
certain learning and problem-solving capabilities. It must experience certain phases of an organism’s
life. At the first stage, it accords to a newborn. Hence, according to Cañamero, the creature is strongly driven by “motivational states” that accord to triggering of actions due to bodily needs and basic
emotions24. Cañamero differentiates between emotions – fear, anger, happiness, sadness, boredom,

23

Unpleasure is a psychoanalytic term that is used for the expression of inner-psychic displeasure.

24

Cañamero defined basic emotions as “peripheral and cognitive responses triggered by the recognition of a significant
event” [Cañ97, p. 148].
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and interest – and motivations – aggression, cold, curiosity, fatigue, hunger, self-protection, thirst,
and warmth. An imbalance in the homeostasis evokes a drive that serves as stimuli of motivations –
e.g. increase of blood sugar invokes hunger. In Cañamero’s approach an emotion influences the motivational as well as bodily state of an Abbotts. Regarding the implementation of an emotional system to autonomous robots, she defined four questions that must be discussed. First, there exist numerous emotion theories. Their scope must be investigated as well as the question how they can be
combined should be discussed. Second, it must be figured out which mechanisms underlie the emotion system and how they influence perception and action. Third, which aspects of the chosen emotion system can be implemented in agents and fourth, a way must be found to measure respectively
quantify emotional states [Cañ05, pp. 445-455]. These questions can be applied to the development
of a control unit, respectively of an agent and must be faced when dealing with interdisciplinary
research.
T. Ziemke et al. [ZL09] have based their research on the integration of emotions in an embodied
cognitive-affective architecture for robots. The project is part of the ICEA (Integrating Cognition,
Emotion and Autonomy) project. Similar to the ARS project, ICEA brings together knowledge from
different areas of research. Different to ARS the scientific community consists out of neurophysiologists, computational neuroscientists, cognitive modelers, and engineers. The project aim is to model
and to implement a cognitive system architecture, integrating autonomy, cognition, and emotion by
modeling different brain structures on different levels of abstraction. Two premises form the foundation for the research. First, emotions and biological regulatory mechanisms are essential for the development of high-level functions, and second, artificial cognitive system architectures can be
equipped with models of these mechanisms. Starting with low-level mechanisms – e.g. biological
regulation – and ending up in high-level functions like learning or emotional decision making. In the
context of the ICEA project, Ziemke et al. introduce a concept of emotions. The term emotion is
defined as [ZL09, p. 104]:


Closely related to embodied cognition



Based on a homeostatic regulation process



A principle of organization for behavioral and cognitive mechanisms, used in organic brains
and robotic cognitive architectures

Ziemke et al. base their models of an emotional system upon the theories of A. Damasio. Hence, the
introduced terms are different to psychoanalytic inspired definitions that are the foundation of this
work. In Ziemke’s case, the term affect is a general definition of drives, motivations, emotions, feelings, and moods. They define an affect as any bodily impulse that is transferred to the mind and any
signal that is invoked by them in the brain. Ziemke et al. propose a work in progress enactive/embodied cognitive-affective architecture which is strongly based on Damasio’s work but additionally implies other psychological, neurological, and neurobiological approaches [ZL09]. The
model introduces internal and behavioral organization which is achieved on three hierarchical levels
that accord to reflexes, motivations and drives, feelings and emotions. As this work remains in progress, no experiences on the compatibility of the different theories are available.
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AMOUSE, which is mentioned above, integrates a reward-punishment system [BP05b, pp. 22722277] that is used to evaluate the situation and actions which lead to the situation. The rewardpunishment system has been introduced to couple a reward/punishment with a specific action. In so
doing, Bovet et al. are able to associate an action with its time-delayed consequences. Pleasure and
pain are applied to the sensor system by negative and positive stimuli. Following the definition of
pleasure and pain by Damasio the reward/punishment system in AMOUSE can be compared with
this theory, even though the term emotion is not explicitly discussed.
On the contrary, C. Breazeal explicitly introduces an emotional state to the robot Kismet [Bre02 ] in
order to investigate human system interaction. The aim is to conceptualize a sociable25 robot by
combining findings from different scientific communities like infant social development, psychology, ethnology, and evolution. The aim is to design a system that physically, affectively, and socially
interacts with humans. Kismet is a robot head that is situated in the world and is disposed of facial
expressions that change the body posture, gesture, gaze direction, and voice. Facial expressions and
sounds should reflect Kismet’s current “emotional state”. Breazeal argues that “… if the robot’s
observable behavior adheres to a person’s social model for it during unconstrained interactions in
the full complexity of the human environment, then we argue that the robot is socially intelligent in a
genuine sense” [Bre03b, p. 168]. The crux of the matter is that a person is needed to interpret Kismet’s behavior as well its emotional state. Kismet disposes of a set of drives that are to engage people, to engage toys, and to occasionally rest. They are influenced by stimuli resulting out of a homeostatic concept. The drives are directly mapped to facial expressions by an emotion system. An emotional reaction includes:


Event



Evaluation of the event by affects



According expression by the use of face, voice, and posture



Evaluation of available actions which invoke a behavioral response

In Breazeal’s approach emotions refer to particular computational processes that actually occur in
the system. The observer interprets the resulting gestures as specific emotional states. However,
because only a human being is able to interpret this emotive response as emotional states, it can be
doubted that the system itself disposes of emotions. The only part within this interaction disposing of
emotions is represented by the observer who is high on social competence and social intelligence.
Palensky et al. argue [PPC09 ] that a machine must be able to use an emotional system for organizing
its behavior. Facial gestures represent only some features of the possibilities that emotions would
permit. Even though Kismet shows amazing possibilities to perceive and interpret sensor data to
specific patterns, it cannot be said to be emotional or socially intelligent in any way. In addition, the
example of Kismet stresses the question if a system can be described as humanoid robot only be-

25

Sociable robots are “… socially participative “creatures” with their own internal goals and motivations” [ Bre03a,
p. 169].
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cause its appearance is similar to a human being or it interprets human behavior. Even though the
human body is important in terms of embodiment it does not identify a human being. The functionality of the mind should be the first step to be modeled in order to design a humanoid robot with an
adequate body as a foundation.
Modeling bionic inspired systems often results in mixing up different scientific theories. Generally,
theories in neuroscience focus on specific points of interest. Hence, considering the whole system, a
huge area persists unnoted. As the system does not work by partial implementation, the remaining
gaps must be examined and filled by the use of contradicting theories leaving a technical but useless
model. This causes in the lack of full-fledged models on the one hand and the flippancy of technicians using theories without having the appropriate expertise. A predecessor of the current ARS
model, described below – see Section 2.2 – is affected by this concern. The model is based on psychoanalytic and neuropsychoanalytic ideas which do not contradict each other but turned out to be
incompatible. For further work it is tried to find a theory covering large areas of the given problem.
The remaining gaps must be filled in close interdisciplinary work with experts from both sides and
not by engineers only. This paradigm has been applied to the design of the ARS model 3.0 that is
discussed in Chapter 3.
Summarized, embodiment and the integration of emotional mechanisms tend to be a way in AI to
advance current control systems. Scientists hope to gain a reduction of complexity, an increase of
robustness, or new effective learning processes on the one hand and a control mechanism that allows
the system to adapt itself to uncommon situations on the other hand. Questions on the agent’s body
configuration turn up and emotion theories and their implementation must be discussed therefor. For
the last point, Wehrle [Weh01 stresses the possibility that the implementation of predefined emotions lacks on grounding as their definition is influenced by the engineer’s meaning of emotion and
not by the meaning that evolves out of a physical and social interaction with the environment. However, emotions are widely seen as innate and strongly connected to the body. Hence, they must be
predefined by the designer of the physical body. Regarding the ARS project, neuropsychoanalytic
concepts take a homeostasis and a body for granted and hence can be tied up to the embodied and
emotional concept for the use in a control unit.

2.2 Psychoanalysis meets Artificial Intelligence
Psychoanalytically-inspired control systems are rarely found in AI. Several reasons, already listed in
Section 1.2, have prevented engineering and AI from its utilization. Even though scientists like S.
Turkle or R. Pfeifer have investigated the psychoanalytic approach for engineering applications, the
ARS project transfers psychoanalytic concepts to computer scientific use for the first time.
Turkle discusses possible overlaps between AI and psychoanalysis and a way in which both areas
can benefit from each other [Tur89 ]. At first sight, both theories track different goals. While psychoanalysis “…explores the mind to discover the irrational” [Tur89, p. 246], AI is based on rational
designs. However, Turkle claims that both overlap in the propagation of subjective reflection
[Tur89, p. 244]. As example she lists a chess move where intelligence is derived from the engineer’s
personal knowledge. The technical problem is solved by the engineer asking himself which mental
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and physical actions he would set to handle the situation. However, subjectivity as it is introduced by
Turkle represents only a small part of the area that psychoanalysis deals with. The main part of psychoanalytic theory deals with unconscious26 psychic processes that are generally not accessible –
except by therapeutic methods. An important area of psychic mechanisms is ignored in case attention is only focused on processes that the individual is able to reflect on. Turkle claims that the psychoanalytic object relational approach and emergent AI show promising coincidences [Tur89,
p. 247]. In contrast, information processing AI is not feasible for a model of the mind [Tur89,
p. 252] because intelligent behavior follows from fixed rules. In case there is no rule defined that can
be matched to the current situation the system breaks down. Contrariwise, the brain continues functioning. Turkle states that emergent AI, which is based on agent societies, handles this issue [Tur89,
p. 252] as it does not store the knowledge of agents but the relations in between. It is not important
what agents know but only their place in the network. This approach is similar to the theory of artificial neural networks.
As an example she introduces the perceptron27 in the form of an agent. Perceptrons are connected to
a network in order to achieve emerging functionalities. This procedure follows a bottom-up design
approach. Turkle states that the theory of object relations can be matched to the network of perceptrons. She claims that agent societies deal with concerns that are treated by psychoanalysis like internal relational conflicts and inconsistencies. However, Turkle does not form a technical model on
the base of psychoanalytic theory. She only tries to map two scientific theories without dealing with
psychoanalytic concepts in detail. In particular, she establishes a theory and tries to map it to a psychoanalytic background. She additionally ignores that psychoanalysis extensively deals with information processing which is stated in [LBP02 ] and forms the foundation for this work. Furthermore,
her essay ignores one of the main advantages that psychoanalysis provides for computer science – a
functional description of the human mind.
In 1996, Rodado and Rendon [RR96 ] analyze the interconnections between AI and psychoanalysis
and the possibility for mutual assistance. They encounter similarities between S. Freud’s work and
connectionism. They refer to the very beginnings of psychoanalysis when Freud based his theory of
neurological assumptions. However, Freud detached the essential part of his work from this early
phase and introduced a functional model of the human mind that clearly differs from connectionism.
Additional investigations towards merging psychoanalysis to CS and AI have been done by investigating concepts of information processing. In 2000, Dietrich et al. discussed further developments in
the area of building automation [DS00, pp. 343-350]. They claim that fieldbus systems show coincidences with the mammalian nervous system in terms of distribution and parallelism of information
processing. Dietrich et al. prolong a new point of view on building automation systems that result in
heralding the 5th generation of AI [DZ08, pp. 12-17]. The base for the new approach forms the hierarchical processing of sensor data and the decision making on the base of psychoanalytic principles.
Both are discussed below in detail.
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Dietrich et al. specify the unconscious as “… processes and functions of the human mental apparatus that the subject is
not aware of. It represents the main part of the psychic processes” [DFZB09, p.429].
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M. Leuzinger-Bohleber and R. Pfeifer conduct a dialogue between psychoanalysis and CS regarding
memory processes [LBP02, p. 3]. They confirm the theory that memory is a function of the whole
organism. It is embodied and hence, emerges out of a sensorimotor coupling. In addition, it always
has a subjective aspect – information about stored experiences – as well as an objective aspect –
neural patterns on the base of sensorimotor interactions. Their idea is to combine clinical psychoanalytic theorizing of early memory with current findings in CS. Their work shows the difficulties of
interdisciplinary work as well as the opportunities which it presents. However, the results of their
dialogue have not found further usage in CS and even less in engineering, yet. A computer scientific
realization has not resulted from their thoughts.
This is true for the influence towards psychoanalysis by computer science. R. M. Galatzer-Levy
investigates how AI can support psychoanalysis [GL88 ] . He proposes a model based on an AI algorithm supporting psychoanalysts by simulating the working through28 process. However, the realization of this method was not followed up.
Even though investigations have been done for the use of psychoanalytic concepts in computer science, besides the ARS project, implementations are claimed by A. Buller only. As discussed in Section 1.2, Buller claims to implement the psychoanalytic concept of psychodynamics to control units
for software agents [Bul02, pp. 17-20] whose key concepts are based on psychic tension and defense
mechanisms. The agents are designed for autonomously exploring the environment, goal acquisition,
and the planning/execution of actions related to objects of interest. Actions are triggered by a tension
that evolves out of discrepancies between four patterns of realities that are the perceived, desired,
ideal, and anticipated one. In order to handle this situation the individual sets actions to reduce this
tension. Pleasure results out of the discharge of this tension. This does not match with Damasio’s
definition who specifies pleasure as feeling. Three types of robots are based on first experiments
with tension-driven behavior, called Neko, Miao, and Miao-V. While Neko is a physical robot,
which implements dear-, excitation-, anxiety-, and boredom-related behavior, Miao and Miao-V are
simulated agents that additionally include a hunger-related behavior. Neko and Miao include basic
functionalities. Their task is to roam the environment regarding a maximum of pleasure. Miao-V’s
control unit is enhanced by abilities on the base of pleasure-related sensorimotor experiences. At
first the robot produces random sounds and moves, invoked by specific increasing tensions. If certain moves and sounds result in a pleasure signal, sensorimotor connections are reinforced. This is
similar to Bovet’s AMOUSE even though in that case pleasure-related experiences do not exist.
Above approaches to combine the areas of psychoanalysis and engineering are discussed. All of
them, except the ARS approach, lack on a realization of their concept. S. Turkle proposes a link
between the psychoanalytic object relational approach and emergent AI. However, this link is identified as the attempt to map two different sciences, rather than to define a new technical model. In
addition, she disregards that psychoanalysis bases on information processing. Leutzinger-Bohleber
and Pfeifer author various interesting articles regarding a cooperation of both sciences on the topic
of memory processes. Their ideas have not been realized yet. The same applies to Rodado and Ren-
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don who mistakenly mapped Freud’s theory to connectionism. Galatzer-Levy tries to introduce AI to
psychoanalysis. His idea sticks to a theoretical elaboration as well. Only Buller implements the psychoanalytic concept of psychodynamics to autonomous agents. However, he tends to mix different
theories in one model, respectively maps defined functions of the model to psychoanalytic principles. Cooperation between experts of both sides, the engineering and the psychoanalytic one, is ignored. Summarized it can be said that the use of psychoanalytic findings in CS is widely ignored
although there exist theoretical concepts. The ARS decision unit is the first realization worldwide
that is fully based on a psychoanalytic model. As psychoanalysis extensively deals with information
processing it gain higher interest among a broader audience in the CS community in future.
The ARS project copes with the challenge of designing computer-systems that are able to make decisions based on experiences in dynamically changing environments. The system must extract relevant information out of the current situation and must set appropriate actions. The ARS project introduces a hierarchical view on the human mind. Even though this approach is investigated below in
more detail the research basics as well as an overview of the first published model are given here.
While the idea of a new start in building automation was introduced by Dietrich et al. in 2000
[DS00, pp. 343-350], the foundation to the ARS project was formed in 2003. C. Tamarit Fuertes
[Fue03] introduced the perceptive awareness model (PAM) that extends the ISO/OSI (International
Organization for Standardization/Open System Interconnection) model and aims at processing high
amount of data in the area of home and building automation. G. Russ [Rus03 ] focused on the development of a situation recognition system that is able to deal with proactive operational actions. The
filtering of data that is significant for a situation forms the focus of this work. Both theses form the
foundation for further ARS approaches that also concern the subject matter of perception [BLPV07,
Bru07, PLD05,VLBD08]. This branch of the ARS project was called ARS-PC (ARS-PerCeption).
Contrariwise, B. Palensky [Pal08] and R. Rösener [R07 ] work on a first prototype for the ARS decision unit, which is called the ARS-PA (ARS-Psychoanalysis) model. Both branches, the ARS-PC
and the ARS-PA are merged today.
In Fig. 2-1 a draft of the ARS-PA model is presented. It is based on the neuropsychoanalytic approach. The sketch shows the division into environment, body, and brain as well as sensor and actuator modules. Hence, the idea of embodiment is implied. The internal system state is considered
and affects the evaluation of the current situation and therefore upcoming decisions. The decision
making is based on two sub-modules labeled as Pre-Decision and Decision. The Brain receives information from the environment, and the system’s homeostasis or respectively the internal state.
Sensors and actuators serve as interfaces to the environment. The actuators have direct influence to
the environment as well as the internal state. Regarding Fig. 2-1 no difference between the information flow and the control flow is drawn. The Pre-Decision module corresponds to the psychoanalytic idea of the Id (see Section 3.3) and accounts for low-level processes that are invoked by drives
and basic emotions. Due to information from the so-called image memory, which is triggered by
specific perceptual information, a reactive action is invoked. The triggering is influenced by the
intensity of a possible inhibition signal from the decision unit and by the type of basic emotions.
Basic emotions are mapped to a specific behavioral tendency. Images characterize objects or situations in the environment. The invoked basic emotions are additionally forwarded to the decision
module.
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Fig. 2-1: ARS-PA model [Pal09, p. 202]

As the Pre-decision module accords to the psychoanalytic Id, the decision module accords to the
psychoanalytic definition of the Ego. It is divided into Complex emotions, Decision making, Desires
and Acting-as-if modules and processes data from the Working memory which in turn receives data
from the Episodic as well as the Semantic memory. The decision making process leaves out the reactive action trigger in case the Pre-decision unit cannot invoke the Execution unit. The Working
memory actively receives information from and provides information to functions of the decision
module. Both types of memory are needed to provide sufficient information for the decision making
process. A draft of the information system is discussed in [DGLV08, pp. 621-626]. While Semantic
memory contains factual knowledge about the world, Episodic memory manages knowledge about
subjective experiences. In order to advance further decision making processes, it should be possible
to fall back on experiences and knowledge about unalterable facts like laws of physics. While the
semantic knowledge stores factual knowledge, the Super-Ego hands over knowledge on social
norms to the decision making process. Thereafter a high-level action is triggered in the action sequence. The action flow is loaded from the procedural memory while changes are saved to it. The
execution module invokes the actuators that influence the internal state and the environment. Afterwards the control circle restarts.
The ARS-PA model shows a first approach to merge engineering with neuropsychoanalytic concepts. It is inspired by findings released by Solms and Turnbull [ST02 ] and ongoing work. The
model is tested in a game of artificial life that defines groups of software agents controlled by different versions of the ARS-PA model. The behavior boost of the model depending on its implementation level as well as to an if-then rule-based model is discussed. Simulation runs comparing the
ARS-PA model to other AI decision units are not done. The ARS-PA model forms the foundation of
this thesis and ensuing work in the ARS project. However, it implies issues that have been addressed
above and contradict the design paradigms in Section 1.3. First, the ARS-PA model does not divide
information flow and control flow, a premise listed above and frequently used in system design.
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Second, even though the designing paradigm was to use non-contradicting theories for filling the
gaps that are consigned by the neuropsychoanalytic approach, incompatibilities emerged. Gaps were
generally filled by engineers. Based on gained experiences during the modeling process the design
procedure changed. This results in a further development of the ARS model introduced by Dietrich
et al. [DFZB09, pp. 56-64] and Zeilinger et al. [ZDML08, pp. 259-264] which result in a further
draft of the ARS decision unit that is adapted to the findings in Chapter 3.
The fact that different communities have different types of scientific methodology is an issue that is
an opportunity too. Their methods to reach certain aims differ the same way as descriptions and definitions do. In addition, psychoanalytic theory is not based on rules and standards and a consistent
axiomatic system29 as it is common in natural sciences. The effort to reduce scientific communities
to a common denominator increases with the gap between them. Computer scientists, psychoanalysts
and neuropsychoanalysts who cooperate with each other deal with this fact. However, exactly these
different views open the door to new perspectives that result in new concepts for handling a given
problem. CS adopts the requirement for embodiment and emotions from neurosciences in order to
get closer to the goal of intelligent behavior. In addition, neuropsychoanalysis and psychoanalysis
provide concepts for developing a functional model of the human mind to the computer society.
However, this requires a change in the way of thinking from the outset. Turkle tries to change her
perspective but just maps available theories to each other [Tur89 ]. This does not result in the advantage that is implicated by a perspective change. She does not relieve new information and ideas
to develop a new technical model. Then again, a perspective change may be hindered by unknown
issues. Regarding the discussed ARS-PA model the perspective change results in the knowledge that
the modeling process must be adapted and restarted. However, this must not be seen as lost time as
these are important lessons that are the foundation for research.

2.3 Information Representation in Autonomous Agents
The representation of world knowledge and its use for decision making and action planning is one of
the basic questions in the area of AI. Below, this question is discussed for the area of autonomous
embodied agents. An overview of knowledge representation techniques and their realization in terms
of data structures and knowledge bases is given. The topic is discussed with respect to its differentiation into two oppositional approaches, which are represented by the logic and the anti-logic group.
The fusion of both approaches and their use in autonomous agents is analyzed by models and example implementations of R. Brooks, Ho et al., and Pfeifer et al., to name but a few.

2.3.1 Knowledge Representation Techniques
As defined in Section 1.3 information representation is distinguished from knowledge representation. However, techniques for modeling knowledge bases are applied to the information representa-
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Defined by a set of axioms (a statement or proposition which is regarded as being established, accepted, or self-evidently
[ Pea98]).
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tion system. In the history of AI, a number of concepts for knowledge representation have been developed. Lifschitz et al. categorize these concepts to the anti-logics and the logics [LMP08 ]. The
logics map knowledge to formal logic with various syntaxes while representatives of the anti-logic
group argue that it is unfeasible to write down the whole world knowledge [LMP08, p. 67]. Both are
also known as neats and scruffies. The neats have based all their theories on mathematical descriptions [RN03, p. 25]. In contrast, scruffies realize their concepts and afterwards evaluate their functionality. They generally ground their work on empirical knowledge. For them, common sense cannot be written down in logical rules.
First-order and propositional logic form the foundation for the logics’ concept. Both show restrictions to the representation of world knowledge. Propositional logic is rather limited in order to
describe complex content in a simple way. First and n-th order logic expand propositional logic by
objects, relations, and functions. They assume that the world is represented by objects that are connected to each other. This factor leads to the categorization of objects within an ontology. Groups
and sub-groups of objects are formed which inherit attributes from their super-group. Therein a big
issue of first order logic is placed as it restricts the use of default values. This leads to a problem in
the description of exceptions. A common example is the ostrich or penguin example. Both belong to
the super-group of birds but cannot fly. In addition, first-order logic does not allow cross associations between different groups of objects. Hence, optional logics have been developed; respectively
already existing ones have been expanded. Default logic deals with reasoning by default, temporal
logic deals with temporal relations, description logic enhances the formulation of object attributes,
and modal logic extends the first order logic to inference on knowledge.
Alternative to logical sentences, semantic nets are used to describe logical causalities and for formalizing super-group and sub-group dependencies in the form of directed graphs. It has been widely
discussed if semantic nets are a form of logic with the result that in case a semantic net is based on
well-defined semantics it is claimed to be a form of logic [RN03, p. 350]. Semantic nets are provided with graphical tools and a number of efficient algorithms that assist in the description of a
knowledge base, the categorization and referring of nodes. Their components are represented by
nodes and arcs. While nodes describe individual objects, concepts, and events, arcs represent the
relationships in between. They define binary and non-binary relationships and mark inherited nodes.
The expansion of the World Wide Web resulted in increasing use of semantic web technologies.
This process contributed to the development of ontology languages that are also used to model and
specify semantic nets. Standards like the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [InetRDF], the
Resource Description Framework Schema, and the Web Ontology Language (OWL) [InetOWL]30
are widely used for a declarative specification of web services and used for the description of ontologies, concepts, concept properties, and logic relations in the area of AI. RDF describes the resources while OWL is used as modeling language. Related to these standards, a variety of Extensible
Markup Language (XML) [InetXML] based languages have been formed, which are attuned to demands in AI and are used to represent knowledge in a structured way. They not only express logic
sentences formed on common logic but also extended logics. One example is the Rule Markup Lan-
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RDF, OWL, and Resource Description Framework Schema are defined by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)
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guage that defines inferential-transformational tasks in XML and provides a concept for the use of
forward and backward rules in XML [BTW01]. Paschke et al. [PB09 ] give an overview for reaction
rule languages that define concepts for detecting, responding, and reasoning over events.
The anti-logics, respectively scruffies, argue for a different concept of knowledge representation. In
contrast to the formal logic that has advantages for restricted system domains, the anti-logic approach aims towards a common sense description. They doubt that the logic approach is able to do
so as not all common sense reasoning is deductive [LMP08, p. 70].
The era of embodied AI proposes a number of approaches that accord to the scruffies’ arguments.
With the idea of embodiment, the focus of attention is moved away from its knowledge representation towards the interaction of the system with its environment. R. Brooks internalized this concept
in the subsumption architecture – see Section 1.2. S. Bovet and R. Pfeifer follow the same approach.
The system’s sensor modalities are associated due to the activation by the perceived environment. A
close look at this approach is given in Section 2.3.3. In addition the area of neural networks is part of
the anti-logic group. The modeling of brain structures by the use of neural networks in order to
achieve mind functionality shows best why the term scruffy stands for these concepts. Representatives of the logic approach criticize that the scruffies trust to chance to achieve a satisfying behavior
of the system. However, exactly this part of the concept is claimed by them to be the only chance to
reach intelligent behavior. Intelligent behavior emerges out of the interaction with the environment
and not by the definition of world knowledge only. The expanding area of genetic algorithms shows
similar effects.
Above the area of semantic nets is mentioned that is dedicated to the logic approach but is positioned at the border to the group of anti-logic concepts. The same is true for the frame approach that
is proposed by M. Minsky [Min75] and is based on the theory of semantic nets. However, it is identified as scruffy approach. Summarized, the use of a well-defined semantic is the difference between
the scruffy and the neat approach. Regarding the frame approach, M. Minsky defines a frame to be a
data structure for the representation of situations and objects. The basic difference between semantic
nets and frames is the additional dimension in the representation of knowledge. In contrast to the
concept of nodes semantic nets include additional property structures in frames which define subframes or events. As semantic nets, frames follow the object-oriented approach that simplifies the
realization by object-oriented programming. They define individual objects or situations (individual
frames) but can also be interpreted as templates for object classes (generic frames) [BL04]. An example for a special type of frame is the script that defines the temporal relations between frames. A
sequence of frames that is bound by scripts form a scenario.
Even though neats and scruffies support contradicting theories both do not exclude each other as
several realizations are based on both concepts. Cognitive architectures like SOAR [LNR87 ] and
ACT-R [AL98] merge formal representations and rules in order to create new data blocks that contain sensor input as well as current goals (see Section 2.3.2).
In ARS there is a strong differentiation between control flow and information flow. This has influence on the information representation system design and modeling techniques that are used for this
step. The ARS project does conform to the scruffy approach by implying embodied concepts and on
the opinion that it is not able to give a complete description of the world in logic relations. However,
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plans must be defined which hardly works without a logical formalization. Hence, concepts of neats
and scruffies are introduced to the ARS control unit (see Chapter 4) as it is done for the cognitive
architectures SOAR and ACT-R.

2.3.2 Memory Based Control Architectures
The State, Operator Apply Result (SOAR) architecture, introduced by J. Laird, A. Newell, and P.
Rosenbloom [LNR87 ] and the Adaptive Control of Thought-Rational (ACT-R) architecture [AL98 ],
introduced by J. R. Anderson and C. Lebiere, belong to the group of so-called cognitive architectures that are developed to define a model of the human cognitive apparatus. SOAR and ACT-R are
the basis for state of the art control units in the area of cognitive architectures. Both are designed to
achieve the same goal as the ARS control unit. The basic mechanisms and structures, similar to
those in human cognition, are integrated to robot control systems. The concepts not only cover higher cognitive processes but deal with the area from sensor stimuli to actuator control as well. The
central element of both models is their memory system. ACT-R and SOAR are based on production
systems. They contain patterns for data structures in the form of frames that define associations between conditions and actions in the form of IF-THEN clauses. If the current input matches a pattern,
respectively a condition, then an associated action is triggered. These rules are labeled as productions.
Concepts, which are applied to agent control systems, are discussed in the section below. SOAR
does not differentiate between different types of memory regarding their structure, search control, or
memory operations. This contrasts with ACT-R that is inspired by the multi-store model theory. The
multi-store model was introduced by R. Atkinson and R. Shiffrin [AS68] and became the basic
memory model in different scientific disciplines like neurology, psychology but also neuropsychoanalysis [ST02, pp. 154-160]. The key element is the division of the memory systems to separate
memory structures and operations. The human memory structure is categorized by time to short-term
memory, working memory, and long-term memory. Further research refined these categories by the
type of content and sensor modality. For example, E. Tulving distinguishes between episodic and
semantic31 memory [Tul72]. However, there exist numerous additional categories like iconic, shortterm visual, or flashbulb memory. A summary is listed by Pfeifer [PS99, p. 506].
SOAR is a physical symbol system as the system manipulates symbols in order to reach the defined
goal. Symbols describe abstract concepts in the form of patterns. The SOAR system’s behavior is
defined by its goals and its knowledge about its environment [New94, p. 55]. Primarily, SOAR is
defined as cognitive architecture. As it is a cognitive model of the human mind it theoretically
should approximate human cognitive mechanisms. This includes memory characteristics like shortterm and long-term mechanisms. However, SOAR implements mechanisms that are only required
for the system functionality. None that is implemented in order to achieve the imitation of specific
biological processes only [New94, p.309]. Hence, all cognitive characteristics emerge from the architecture and do not result from mechanisms that are introduced on purpose to achieve these char31

Episodic and semantic memories form the declarative memory. While episodic memory stores experiences, semantic
memory contains concept-based knowledge unrelated to specific experiences [ ET01].
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Fig. 2-2: Memory concept in SOAR [New94, p.195]


acteristics. Newell et al. merge the functionality of their SOAR architecture to memory characteristics [New94, p.164]. Fig. 2-2 shows the SOAR memory structure. The arrows show the information
flow between the different modules. It is differentiated between long-term memory, working
memory, perception, and motor system. The perceptual sensor system receives information about the
environmental state (arrow 1) and forwards these information elements to the working memory (arrow 2) that holds the current goal state. In SOAR it is possible to hold several goal states in parallel.
The working memory is temporary and contains data elements that are necessary in order to compare
perceived data with productions. As the system receives elements from a dynamically changing environment, the working memory serves as buffer in order to stabilize the information load. In addition it is a bus that interconnects all memory modules. The long-term memory is a production system
that compares productions with elements that are held in the working memory. If these elements
match with defined productions, they are written to the working memory or removed from it (arrow
3 and arrow 4). In contrast, the motor system translates control information to actuator control data
(arrow 7). The stream back to the working memory (arrow 6) contains feedback on current motor
system processes [New94, p. 197]. Goal-based problems are converted to productions and stored in
the long-term memory (arrow 3). This conversion is called chunking. Chunking is a process of learning from experiences as new productions are formed and added to the long-term memory in case a
problem is solved.
In contrast to SOAR, ACT-R is based on a memory model that is inspired by the multi-store model.
Fig. 2-3 sketches the ACT-R architecture. Since the release of ACT-R 1.0 a number of revisions
have been introduced, however, the basic structure persists. Especially the division between declarative and procedural memory is still maintained in ACT-R 6.0 [InetACTR]. Anderson and Lebiere
claim that this differentiation is backed up by neuroscientific research results [AL98, p. 21].
In Fig. 2-3, three memory modules are identified which are labeled as procedural memory, declarative memory, and the goal stack. The current goal represents the focus of attention and controls these
modules. In contrast to SOAR, ACT-R concurrently allows only one goal state. Like in SOAR,
chunks and productions represent the basic data concept in ACT-R that data structures are based on.
They are stored in the declarative memory, and are described by frame-like patterns that contain
pointers to their category and content. There exist two types of chunks. Object chunks represent the
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Fig. 2-3: ACT-R architecture [AL98, p. 11]

encoded perceptual object while goal chunks represent goals and facts. As in SOAR, productions
describe rules for the manipulation of chunks. In addition they define the knowledge that is required
to search through the problem space. They are stored in the procedural memory and do not differ
regarding the type of chunks. In case the focus of attention changes, the current goal initializes a
conflict resolution process. Productions regarding the current goal are sent to the procedural memory
(arrow 1). Stored productions are compared with the current goal. The selected production triggers
an action (arrow 2) and requests information from the declarative memory (arrow 4) that is realized
by an associative weighted network that is formed out of rules and perception. The triggered chunks
influence the current goal (arrow 9). The declarative memory receives chunks from the environment
(arrow 8) and the current goal (arrow 10). Related to these input parameters a so-called production
compilation process initializes the creation of new productions. They are sent to the procedural
memory (arrow 5). Depending on incoming information a transformation of the current goal is initialized (arrow 3). The current goal is sent to (arrow 6) or retrieved from the stack (arrow 7). ACT-R
additionally introduces buffers to the architecture in order to limit resources for sensor processing.
This is only done in order to simulate specific biological mechanisms. As discussed above this
methodology strongly differs from SOAR.
Newell raises points of criticism regarding ACT-R [New94, p. 29]. From his point of view the ATCR theory is mathematically not traceable. ACT-R is manageable only in straightforward tasks. Both,
ACT-R and SOAR imply production systems and are strongly based on memory structures. The
uniform character of SOAR – no differentiation between the different types of memory, search algorithms, and data structures – is different to ACT-R. Learning mechanisms are available for both systems. While SOAR uses chunking in the long-term memory, ACT-R differentiates the learning
method with respect to the memory system. Procedural knowledge is acquired by correspondence
with the input while declarative knowledge is defined by rules and perceived data. In contrast to
SOAR and ACT-R the ARS model is not based on a memory structure approach. Mechanisms are
derived from neurology, neuropsychoanalysis and psychoanalysis and are applied to a technical
model; they are not mapped to them. Neither SOAR nor ACT-R assume embodiment for their functionality. This contrasts with control structures that take a body as requirement (see Section 1.2) like
it is done for the subsumption architecture. The subsumption architecture is a reactive architecture
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and does not store any scenarios and experiences. Rules for data manipulation are introduced to every layer of the architecture. However, several models expand the subsumption architecture by a
memory structure as is discussed in Section 2.3.3.

2.3.3 Information Representation Concepts in Autonomous Agents
As discussed in Section 2.3.2, SOAR and ACT-R represent a group of control units in CS whose
functionality is strongly based on their memory structure. The control units discussed in this section
realize alternative concepts. Some of them, as the ARS model (see Section 1.3), implement a
knowledge base that is functionally decoupled from the decision unit. Another approach is based
upon pure sensorimotor coupling that requires embodiment.
Multi-store Model Inspired Memory Concept
A sophisticated realization, inspired by the theory of multi-store memory, is proposed by Ho et al.
[HDN03, pp. 182-191]. There it is focused on the realization of an agent that dynamically reconstructs its experiences at run-time [HDN06, p. 26]. Ho bases the agent control structure on the reactive subsumption approach but extends the original [Bro86b, pp. 14-23] by a multi-store memory
concept (see Fig. 2-4). This extension contradicts to the subsumption architecture’s theoretical foundation. There it is intended that the system’s behavior is a result of the sensorimotor coupling without the requirement of experienced situations. In contrast Ho et al. merge the embodied with the
emotional AI approach as they introduce an internal system state. The integrated memory structure
enables the provision of extra-sensory homeostatic information that influences the agent’s current
and future actions [HDN08]. Ho integrates a homeostatic and environmental state to software agents
whose actions rely on stored information. As in the ARS project, Ho et al. strongly rely to interdisciplinary work covered by scientists from CS, computer science, and psychology. During design of the
memory structure they cope with typical issues that rise by transferring scientific theories to different areas of research. Ho argues [HDN08 ] that due to a lack of granularity regarding the description
of specific parts in the theory of memory details have had to be supplemented in the final concept.
The approach is interesting for the ARS model as well, as the knowledge structure is based on the
frame approach, which is an option for the information representation system. Hence, Ho’s model is
worth a closer look.

Fig. 2-4: Ho’s agent control structure [HDN03, pp. 182-191]
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Similar to ACT-R the memory concept is based on the multi-store model. First, it is focused on the
episodic memory. Fig. 2-4 shows the control structure that is introduced by Ho et al. [HDN03, pp.
182-191]. Input data is received from virtual sensors by detecting objects, landforms, and temperature. Internal variables like glucose, moisture, energy, and body temperature form the homeostasis
and must stay within certain limits. In case a homeostatic level exceeds its limits, memory elements
are triggered that influence the chosen behavior. The actuator module sends a new record back to the
memory structure that implies the current environmental as well as homeostatic state. All records are
temporally ordered and form the foundation for reconstructing episodes. Later the memory structure
is extended by components for short-term and long-term memory [HDN05, pp. 573-580]. The shortterm memory contains a finite number of memory entries that are formed out of the agent’s current
state which is identified by direction, location, perceived objects, and the distance it has covered
since the last event. The recall of information is triggered by an exceeded threshold of internal variables which initializes a search for a similar memory entry – trace-back mechanism. In case of successful search, all actions up to the specific memory entry are undone. In theory, this leads the agent
to the starting point where it can interact with the required object.
Long-term memory records are temporally ordered by event reconstruction and filtering and ranking
processes. Every record represents an experienced situation and is identified by a match key, a
search key, a priority key and an optional condition key. The priority key defines the way a situation
affects homeostatic levels. Depending on their current state, the record ranking is introduced by the
event filtering and ranking process. The record with the highest priority is defined as key-record and
starting point for the event reconstruction process. Following a forward and backward search along
the timeline, a record is searched that matches the current situation. The frame structure of a record
holds three identifiers that specify current location, resources, and certain constraints. In case the
required record is found, all actions are rolled back or reversed until the key-record is reached.
Elsewhere, Ho et al. introduce an interesting add-on in the form of a communication interface to
their model [HDNB04, pp. 361-370]. The agent receives information from others without having
experienced the same situations before. It must be able to interpret the others’ knowledge although it
may differ from their goals, intentions, and motivations. According to L. Steels, different memories
are aligned by social interaction [Ste03].
The designed model is realized into software agents and tested within an artificial-life simulation.
The agent must deal with its environment and internal requirements. Its basic demand is to set actions that let it survive. The success of the different models is evaluated by Ho et al. [HDN08 ]. The
life span of the agent or a group of agents is used as evaluation criteria.
Volitron
Volitron is an agent whose control structure is based on a psychoanalytic approach that has few aspects in common with the theory which is introduced to the ARS project. Unlike Ho, Buller et al.
have based their agent controller on two completely different theories [Bul02, pp.17-20]. Ho et al.
introduced the neuroscientific multi-store model to the computer scientific subsumption architecture.
Otherwise, Buller et al. merge the neuroscientific multi-store concept with the psychoanalytic theory
of psychodynamics.
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Buller et al. model five different memory types labeled as perceptual representation system, procedural memory, semantic memory, episodic memory, and working memory. Except for the working
memory all memory components contain static information. Four reality types are introduced in order to evaluate the current situation (see Section 2.2). The semantic memory contains knowledge
about the ideal reality, perceived reality, and desired reality while the working memory includes the
anticipated reality as well as functionalities for processing memes. Volitron’s data structures base
upon information fractals that are labeled as memes. Memes of satisfaction as well as dissatisfaction
are formed due to differences among the reality patterns. Working memory manipulations invoke
motility functions.
It is assumed that the interaction between memes reduces upcoming tension and balances the system. Although they are triggered by perceived signals their processes are fairly unobservable like
those in a neural network. Even the overall approach is influenced by psychodynamic theory, regarding information representation, the system is based on a concept developed by engineers. The resulting technical concept is mapped to different types of memory.
Here some points of criticism must be mentioned in the context of this work. Buller et al. introduce
psychological concepts to a psychoanalytic theory. Their compatibility is doubted by the author and
contradicts Premise 3 in Section 1.3. Furthermore, functions and data storages are mixed up, even
though their concepts are different. This is avoided for the ARS model as the decision layer and the
information representation layer (see Fig. 1-1) are separated.
ARS-PA Approach
As described in Section 2.2 the ARS-PA model includes a memory structure that implies a working,
an image, a semantic, a procedural, and an episodic memory (see Fig. 2-1). The first four, whose
underlying functionality is summarized in Section 2.2, are partly implemented [DGLV08, pp. 621626]. The episodic memory must be discussed in more detail regarding the information management
system that is proposed in Section 3.4. Even though both models differ in major parts the organization of episodes in the ARS-PA model serves as foundation.
As neuropsychoanalysis, amongst others, integrates memory concepts, the ARS-PA model contains
a memory model similar to that of Ho et al. The episodic memory facilitates the decision making
process by the implication of past experiences. The impact of an event to the agent is strongly influenced by the current emotional state. This approach is based on the work of A. Baddeley [Bad97].
Before the ARS-PA episodic memory is discussed in detail the terms situation, template image,
event, scenario, and episode must be defined with respect to their use in the ARS project.
A situation is defined as array of information that characterizes the current state in which the agent
remains. This term comprises an internal and environmental state. A template image is a predefined
pattern that describes a situation. As claimed by Zucker (né Pratl) [Pra06, p. 22], an image of the real
world corresponds to the inner perception of the outer world. In parallel the term abstract image has
been introduced that has the same meaning. However, in current work the term template image is
preferred (see Section 3.2). An event is an enclosed incident that specifies a particular situation
[Tul83, p. 37]. Regarding the ARS-PA approach the event is characterized by template image
matches, emotional states, and actions [DGLV08, p. 623]. A scenario is a sequence of events de-
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fined by a state chart. The states represent the current situation. The term scenario is different from
the definition that is introduced in Section 3.2 where it is differed from acts. Perceptual images are
compared with template images. The match between stored and perceived information is calculated
out of the overlap of the perceptual and a template image. This result is used in the decision making
process. The transition of one scenario state to another is triggered by an event that belong to a finite
number of episodes which are stored in the episodic memory. Scenarios require predefined template
image matches for state transitions. Events that occur but do not belong to the scenario are stored in
an episode of the scenario. The scenario state transition and the match between scenarios and episodes are shown in Fig. 2-5. It must be outlined that Fig. 2-5 sketches the definition of an action plan
in the ARS-PA model. It does not represent the functionality of the human brain that works in an
asynchronous way and cannot be compared with a state machine. Also the representation of a scenario in terms of states is simplified and done with respect to the implementation.

Fig. 2-5: Scenario state transition in the ARS-PA model

Events that represent episode α and are required to fulfill the Scenario 1 are highlighted in grey in
Fig. 2-5. The retrieval of certain events is defined by its impact factor, which is labeled as salience.
The salience declines with time by following an exponential gradient. This feature simulates a forgetting process and avoids an ever-increasing number of identified events. Regarding the ARS-PA
model, only events are retrieved. If they belong to episodes, previous and succeeding events are
fetched from memory. This mechanism is similar to the one proposed by Ho. Simulation results
show a slight improvement in the behavior of agents that contain the episodic memory [ DZLZ08,
pp. 621-626].
Similar to the ARS-PA model, the ARS model 3.0 (see Section 3.3) must store information as well.
However, the ARS-PA model’s memory structure is not adopted as this would result in inconsistencies with the multi-store model inspired concept. Hence, a psychoanalytic approach is used instead
of the neuropsychoanalytic concept instead. The concepts images and scenarios still appear in the
proposed model, even though their structural composition goes along with another theoretical concept.
AMOUSE
Above, agent controllers are discussed that are based on the multi-store memory concept and therefore explicitly define a memory structure. The subsumption architecture is already introduced as a
concept that originally does not rely on a memory structure but only bases its behavior on the system-environment interaction. This is also applied to the concept introduced by AMOUSE.
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The control system of AMOUSE represents the idea of embodiment in its pure form. AMOUSE is
realized in a Khebera robot and was designed at the ETH Zürich for studying biological models of
rodent behavior [FAD+04, pp. 114-122] in cooperation with biologists and neuroscientists. While
the original controller architecture is based on the subsumption approach, Bovet et al. go one step
further and introduce a flat control architecture [BP05a, pp. 324-330] [Bov06, pp. 525-533]. S. Bovet and R. Pfeifer discuss a robot control architecture whose behavior only relies on its sensorimotor
coupling. In contrast to agent architectures like ACT-R, SOAR, or the subsumption architecture,
they aim to


rely on homogeneous32, nonhierarchical, sensorimotor coupling



and abstain from basic modules or layers including any kind of function



or preprogrammed skills.

A sensorimotor control system that leaves out any hierarchies is a foundational difference to the
ARS model. Any modality is represented and implemented at the neural level of a sensor or motor
system. They are fully meshed with each other. Correlations between simultaneous activities in any
pair of modalities strength the connection between them. This procedure results on the base of a
Hebbian learning rule.

Fig. 2-6: AMOUSE modality

Fig. 2-6 shows the design of one modality that consists of five neuron populations. They are named
Current State, Delayed State, Virtual State, State Change, and Virtual State Change. The Current
State represents the current activity of the associated sensor or motor system. The Delayed State
represents the temporal delayed Current State. The difference between both is saved into the State
Change. The Virtual State represents a nominal condition of the modality. In combination with the
Current State it results in the Virtual State Change. The state change and the current state are used to
adapt the synaptic weights between the modalities. The arrows in Fig. 2-6 outline the synaptic prop32

No distinction is made between sensor and motor modalities.
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agation from the virtual state change of the current towards the virtual state change of the connected
modalities. It is shown that AMOUSE is capable of developing behaviors that are not preprogrammed but emerge due to the interaction with its environment [BP05a, pp. 324-330]. After an
initial phase, the robot associates different modality states with each other. For example, a visual
flow is linked to the turning motion. AMOUSE develops certain behaviors like following an object
without having an internal representation of an object, goal, orientation or desire. The experiment
shows that an embodied robot is able to create abilities based on the interaction with the world. These abilities are strictly related to its sensorimotor modalities. In [BP05b, pp. 2272-2277], Bovet et al.
discuss the temporal dependency between an action and a temporally delayed award. They claim that
an agent must not possess a memory in order to relate clue and reward. AMOUSE is able to decide
between a correct and a wrong move on the base of getting a reward or a punishment at the end of
the act.
Bovet et al. claim that behavior “… is only produced by the propagation of neuronal activity across
the different modalities, modulated both by the cross-modal correlations learnt by the robot from its
own experience, and by the robot’s perception of the actual environment” [BP05a, p. 326].
The achieved results are impressive as the robot is able to accomplish tasks without predefined
knowledge but only by forming weighted connections between the sensor and motor modalities. In
addition it shows the principle of embodiment in agent technologies at its very basics. However, it
raises the question if this architecture is sufficient for more complex and conflictive tasks. Even
though Bovet shows the emergence of insect navigation strategies in [Bov06, pp. 525-533] a wide
gap to higher functionalities still remain. In addition the sensor and motor modalities are connected
in a fully meshed network, whose complexity rises with the number of sensors and motor actions.
Above, four representatives of state of the art agent controllers and their memory structures are discussed. The selection starts with multi-store inspired structures that are merged with different control
architectures and ends up with an approach that shows the theory of embodiment at its very basics.
Except AMOUSE which gives an example of pure sensorimotor coupling, all approaches are based
on on symbolic information processing. For AMOUSE control and memory structure is merged and
emerges out of the system-environment interaction. It becomes manifest in the form of weighted
associations between the different modalities and neural groups.
As in AMOUSE the ARS model does not explicitly integrate a memory. Memory-like behavior
emerges from the information representation system and the decision unit even though it cannot be
explicitly assigned to a specific functionality. This conforms to the theory of emergent memory (see
Section 1.1). In contrast, Buller and Ho et al. explicitly introduce memory components to their concepts which are inspired by the multi-store concept.
Ho et al. deal with the two of the best researched multi-store memory structures – the episodic and
the semantic memory component. Unfortunately, the approach lacks in knowledge about the structural composition of memory components and does not provide a uniform and consistent foundation
for all of them. From the author’s point of view, memory is not a construction kit where components
can be chosen at will. If memory structures are not considered, important concepts and functionalities are lost. Even though Ho et al. design their model in interdisciplinary work with scientists from
non-engineering areas, the lack on required knowledge about the memory structure leaves space
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open for the interpretation of computer scientists. This leads to a model that does not have a lot in
common with the human memory itself. To the author’s mind this reduces the multi-store model’s
usability for taking it as foundation for realizing human-like memory.
In contrast to Ho et al., the ARS model 3.0 clearly divides into information processing and information storage. Both parts are based on different backgrounds and must not be seen on the same
layer. Buller et al. additionally mix inconsistent theories without consulting experts in these areas.
On the one hand they include psychoanalytic pillars like defense mechanisms and drives to their
concept. On the other hand they fill the remaining gaps with self-created functionalities and a multistore theory inspired storage solution. Buller’s definitions partly differ from those, specified in the
ARS project even though they are both based on psychoanalytic concepts. For example, Volitron’s
defense mechanisms become active under certain circumstances while in the ARS model they are
active all the time representing the system’s homeostasis. In addition they specify the term conflict
as a result of contradicting wishes. Follwing psychoanalytic concepts that are applied to ARS, conflicts already exist between drives that in turn form the foundation for wishes.
The ARS model is based on neuropsychoanalytic concepts. Their technical descriptions are harmonized in cooperation with neuropsychoanalysts and psychoanalysts in order to avoid inconsistencies.
The distinction between information flow and functional units is reflected in the separated discussion of information representation and information processing. Information storage and functionalities are clearly decoupled from one another in order to avoid mixing different principles. The result
is a model of human-like mind processes that covers a wide range of information processing like
actuator, sensor, and planning functionalities.

2.4 Evaluation of the Information Representation System
Every system must be undertaken a performance evaluation. The framework as well as a quantifiable
objective evaluation must be defined. In Section 1.1 this subject is already touched regarding a control system’s intelligence. The same issues turn up for the evaluation of the ARS control unit. Regarding this work, it must be discussed how an evaluation of the overall system as well as single
components can be arranged.

2.4.1 Entering Artificial Worlds
Regarding emotional and embodied AI, new concepts are integrated and tested in agents. A common
approach is to design embodied autonomous software agents before applying the concept to real
world applications. It is particularly used when implementing an embodied and emotional evaluation
concept to a system. This procedure results in higher flexibility for adapting the environment where
the agent is placed into and the possibility to test the system functionality without the need to take
care of mechanical issues. An agent at its very basic definition is an object that is equipped with
sensors through which it perceives its environment and influences the environment upon its actuators [RN03, p. 32]. Its task is completed on the basis of a program.
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The term autonomous refers to the absence of direct control from human beings [PB07, p. 90]. Dietrich et al. define a software agent as “… a software program, capable of acting on behalf of a user
or another program“ [DFZB09, p. 417]. Implicating the discussion on embodiment in Section 2.1
leads to the definition of an autonomous embodied software agent used for this work.
Definition 7: An autonomous embodied software agent is a software program that accomplishes its
tasks in the absence of direct user control by interacting with its environment. For this it uses sensors
and actuators which are part of its body.
It is widely discussed by the CS community if a software agent can be embodied. Pfeifer et al. claim
that the interaction with a real physical world is required [PIB05, p. 1]. The complexity of the environment forms the abilities of the agent to the same degree as the complexity of the sensor and actuator system. Pfeifer defines the term real world and opposes it to a virtual world [PB07, pp. 91-92].
According to this definition the real world possess following characteristics:
1. Acquisition of information takes time
2. An agent possesses only limited information about the world
3. Acquired information contains errors
4. The world is not defined by discrete states which results in the lack of clearly defined actions which must be executed in a particular state
5. Agents execute different actions simultaneously
6. The world is dynamic and induces time-pressure to the agent
This list raises the question if it is possible to cope with these requirements in a simulated world.
Formal worlds like they are known from chess would fail. Nevertheless, it is possible to satisfy requirements 1, 2, and 6. If a simulated agent is equipped with sensors it must be assured that it operates on perceived sensor information. Placed in an environment the agent must fulfill specific tasks.
The world can also be equipped with a certain dynamic. Requirements 3, 4, and 5 require discussion.
Due to the error rate of physical components, the sensor data contains errors. Hence, the agent must
deal with inconsistent or wrong information. It is possible to induce randomized errors to the sensors. A failure model must be predefined. Configuring a complex environment equipped with numerous and different objects and agents the chance is reduced to a minimum that the current state
has already occurred. Depending on the complexity of the environment a simulated agent can be
forced to execute different actions simultaneously. Even though a simulated world can never meet
the complexity of the real world it can be approximated. In contrast, it is far easier to simulate the
behavior of agent groups as no additional cost is incurred with a rise in the number of agents. It is
widely discussed in the CS community if this approach really meets the requirements for embodiment. Summarized, three requirements must be kept.
First, the environment must be configured with a certain kind of complexity. Second, a physics engine must be integrated in order to allow physical interaction between the objects. Third, the agent
possesses only information about objects within the sensor range in order to avoid full knowledge
about the world. The ARS implementation meets these requirements as it is proposed in Chapter 4.
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The idea is to design an environment where the agent depends on its abilities for fulfilling tasks
without getting assistance from outside the world. The prototype of an agent-based social system is
related to M. Toda’s Fungus Eater thought experiment [Tod82]. The fungus eater is an autonomous
agent that is sent to the fictive planet Taros. It cannot be remote controlled. Hence, it must survive in
its own microcosm33. The fungus eater is sent there with the instruction to collect uranium ore which
it gets rewarded for. To survive the robot must consume fungi that grow separated from the uranium
ore. Hence, on occasion it must interrupt its mission in order to move to the fungi sources. Toda
integrated the opportunity for conflicts in his experiment. The autonomous robot must decide between getting rewarded by collecting ore but simultaneously losing power, and collecting fungi
which saves its life but keeps it away from rewards. Toda extended his experiment with the considerations of more than one fungus eater roaming within the environment and that it is equipped with
emotions. The scenario of diverse agents placed in a world is similar to the test-bed of a game of
artificial life. A game of artificial life is an environment which focuses on the social interaction
among agents [DFZB09, p. 417]. There exist a number of platforms which are designed for the integration of games of artificial life.

2.4.2 Multi-Agent Simulation Platforms
When designing games of artificial life, available simulation platforms can be used. The number of
feasible simulation platforms can be limited by considering the given requirements that derive from
the following criteria:
 The world setup
 Physics engine
 Software license
 Reusability
 Computational performance
The world setup corresponds to attributes like world size or number of agents and objects that are
placed in it. Even though the computational performance is related to this point it should not be limited to it. As long as the simulation must not fulfill specific time constraints, the lack on computational performance is made up by hardware performance or more time consuming test runs. However, especially by simulating a high number of agents, the scalability is an important factor as performance limitations result into large time-delays. As stated by Pfeifer et al. embodiment needs a physical interaction with the world [PIB05, pp. 1-6]. Hence, embodied agents must be placed within an
environment that underlies physical principles. Physical interaction is approximated to the real world
by a physics engine whose selection must be considered in a decision for a simulation environment.
The software license under which a platform is released is another criterion for choosing a simulation platform like it is done in [TH04]. The question is if an adaptation or extension of the source
code is required. The software license defines the access to the source code as well as the legal re33

Here, a microcosm is a closed problem that consists out of numerous mutually dependent sub-problems [ Tod82, p. 102].
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strictions and procedures for releasing a code that is based the simulation platform. In addition, the
code’s reusability depends on the programming language that is used for writing the simulation platform’s code. Further development depends on the period of vocational adjustments for programmers
as well as the size of the community behind the project. This number strongly depends on the quantity of programmers and therefore on the chosen programming language. Traditionally, objectoriented languages like Java or C++ provide the best chances for continuing development. In addition to their wide use, object-oriented languages assist in programming agents as they have characteristics with objects in common. The main difference between both concepts is that objects are considered passive, while agents have their own thread of control [Ode02, p.42 ]. Even though their similarities are discussed in the community, it is undoubted that agents are an evolution of objects. The
same is true for agent programming that evolves out of object-oriented programming but is less
common.
In case the project lacks further development and the community support changes its direction, the
code-reuse is made easier by porting it to another framework. Berryman compares agent-based modeling toolkits [Ber08]. The evaluation criteria are constituted with flexibility, documentation, facilities, analysis, speed, adaptation, self-organization, and networked causality.
Deutsch et al. used the simulation tool AnyLogic34 for an agent-based simulation [DZL07, pp. 10211026] [DZLZ08, pp. 1086-1091]. Even though tools discussed below show high performance gains,
in this case a tool is needed for a rapid prototype design [DZLZ08, p. 1086]. AnyLogic supports
Java and therefore a chance is given to port the written code to other simulation platforms that come
with Java support – assumed that the use of AnyLogic data structures are avoided. Tests have shown
that the scalability of AnyLogic is limited. Hence, tools providing higher performance must be used
in this thesis.
Railsback et al. reviewed the simulation platforms NetLogo, Java SWARM, Object C Swarm, Repast, and MASON (Multi-Agent Simulator of Neighborhoods… or Networks… or something…)
towards their development priorities and directions [RLJ06 ]. In addition sample models test implementation complexity as well as platform execution speed. These platforms are chosen for comparison as they are commonly used in multi-agent simulation design. SWARM, Repast, and Mason provide standardized software design tools [RLJ06, p. 612]. They enable dynamic scheduling which
releases the simulation from fixed time steps. Hence, actions are generated and scheduled during
runtime. MASON, SWARM, and Repast do not allow rapid prototyping as their complexity precludes such usage. In contrast, NetLogo follows a different development strategy.
NetLogo is based on the Logo programming language35 and provides a high-level development platform. It is designed for the use on different levels of education. Even though this aim may suggest
that NetLogo is not usable for scientific usage, Railsback et al. discussed it as they are able to run
their implementation samples on it. They mention NetLogo to be used for the prototyping of models

34

Developed by the company Xitek

35

Functional programming language that is based on Lisp
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that are later on implemented in low-level platforms [RLJ06, p. 630]. Even though, NetLogo is free
of charge the source code is not available for third party programmers.
SWARM implements the concept of describing the simulated world as a swarm. It is one of the first
so-called agent-based modeling and simulation platforms launched in 1994 [MBLA96]. A swarm is
a group of objects that carry out actions. Every swarm can implement a swarm of lower hierarchy,
which executes actions that are scheduled in the swarm at a higher level. In addition SWARM implements the concept of differing between the model itself and a virtual observation framework that
can be used to experiment with agents. Repast is developed on the University of Chicago with the
focus towards the simulation of social behavior [MN05 ]. In contrast to SWARM, which uses own
data structures for representing objects [ RLJ06, p. 616], Repast is available in pure Java, .NET, and
Python forms. The Java version of SWARM suffers from low execution speed in comparison to the
objective-C version [RLJ06, p. 631]. In contrast, the objective-C version suffers from specific flaws
of the objective-C language like weak error handling, and no garbage collection. R. T. and C. Hoffmann compared SWARM and Repast among others [TH04 ]. They evaluate the simulation platforms
by means of


General criteria like their license, documentation, support, user bases, and future viability



The support for modeling, simulation control, experimentation, project organization, ease of
use, communication, and installation



Support for modeling options like number of complex agents, inter-agent communication,
nesting of agents, agent population, networks, dynamic structure change, and management
of spatial arrangements

Even though SWARM and Repast come up with similar results, Repast has slight advantages in
support and licensing while SWARM has a larger community. Especially the lack on documentation
of Repast’s core is one of the main criticisms of Railsback et al. [RLJ06 ]. Except for NetLogo, the
discussed simulation frameworks generally suffer from this issue. MASON is a Java library and
released in 2005. It aims towards high performance, handling a large number of agents and crowded
simulation environments. [LCRPS04, pp. 517-527]. However, Railsback claims that it is only useful
for experienced programmers [RLJ06 ]. In addition a simple physics engine is provided which is
compatible with the MASON library. In network causality MASON outpaces the other platforms
[Ber08]. Berryman compared agent-based toolkits with those that are specifically adapted to battlefield applications [Ber08]. The simulation platforms are tested by a simple test framework that simulates a simplified battlefield. For this simulation setup the results show slight differences between
the frameworks even though RePast, SWARM, MASON, and NetLogo are the leading candidates.
Neither Railsback et al. nor Berryman nominate one platform as clear winner. The results must be
handled with care as the test samples are simplified. Advantages in speed that a platform provides by
using own data structures changes the simulation outcome and do not turn up for other scenarios.
For the area of scientific multi-agent simulations, the reviews show a tendency to Repast, SWARM,
MASON, or NetLogo. The chosen platform crucially depends on specific project requirements but
also on further development by the different communities.
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2.4.3 Agent Performance Evaluation
In order to test the control unit of an autonomous embodied software agent, it is implemented in a
game of artificial life [HDN03, pp. 182-191] [Bul02, pp.17-20] [DZL07, pp.995-1000] [DZLZ08,
pp. 1086-1091]. When agent and simulated world are realized, the performance of the agent must be
evaluated.
A possible way to evaluate the agent performance is the evaluation by a test person like it is done in
the case of Kismet, which is discussed in Section 2.1. Even though Kismet is a robot that acts in the
real world, the evaluation concept can be mapped to an artificial environment. An impartial person
evaluates the behavior of the agent. However, the result requires subjective monitoring. In order to
get significant results a certain number of samples are needed in order to allow a statistical evaluation. Hence, performance evaluation through clear defined quantifiable aims is preferred.
Ho et al. create an artificial dynamic world that proposes a certain complexity due to its configuration including a variety of objects [HDN03, pp. 182-191]. A number of different resources and areas
with certain characteristics are introduced. The agent disposes of a certain amount of energy that
must be refilled from time to time. Hence, it is forced to roam the world and find resources. The
agent’s task, which is also the performance indicator, is to survive as long as possible. In particular,
Ho et al. test the performance of their realized memory structures. Different implementations are
compared with each other and verified regarding the survivability of agents.
A similar approach is adopted by Deutsch et al. for the Bubble Family Game [DZL07, pp. 10211026]. The Bubble Family Game is applied to evaluate the ARS-PA model. Unlike Ho et al.,
Deutsch et al. do not evaluate the single agent but a team of agents of the same kind. The teams differ by the revision of the implemented ARS-PA decision unit that are evaluated by the team survival
rate. Defined use cases focus on the social interaction between team members which is supported for
using social interaction. In this case energy sources that must be eaten by two agents simultaneously
are spread over the landform. Elsewhere, agents that implement the ARS-PA decision unit compete
with agents based upon an if-then rule-based decision unit [DZLZ08, pp. 1086-1091]. With this
evaluation approach the advancement between different developmental steps is elicited.
Evaluations generally lack on comparing different control-units within the same test framework. The
reason for this condition can be summarized to three causes.
First, nearly every project team designs a simulation environment on its own as most are closed for
the public. In addition, the agent controllers are generally not designed for the environment but the
other way round. Hence, agent decision units must be adapted to the given input parameters, and the
agent body. RoboCode [InetRC] is a simulation environment where attendees program a control unit
for a predefined simulation framework. The designed bots compete against each other in a tank simulation. As this simulator is intended to deepen the knowledge in Java programming language, the
environment and body setup is rather limited. Second, the development effort for realizing a reference system exceeds the resources of an average-sized research team. Even though numerous concepts are published, it still takes a certain amount of programming effort to implement control units
of an adequate quality that are based on different principles. Third, already existing concepts are
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designed for different objectives and considerations which implicate the environmental, body and
task setup.
Above, possible evaluation approaches and their realizations are discussed. The preferred approach
depends on the project requirements and the provided expenses. In this thesis the information representation system is evaluated by the agent’s behavior that changes in dependence to the different
levels of extension. The ARS project makes the developed simulation platform available to third
parties as testing suite for verifying different scientific control units. The simulation environment
itself must provide a multi-agent platform as the ARS control unit must support system-environment
interaction. A further project aim is to test the developed system in comparison to a human being.
However, this goal is not covered in this work.

2.5 From Sensor Signals to Neuro-symbols
This chapter gives an overview on related work in the area of CS and AI with respect to this thesis.
Thereby, the processing of raw sensor data to actuator commands within the ARS decision unit is
the central topic.
The work in the ARS project is separated into two areas. One deals with the decision unit itself. Section 2.2 gives an overview of the ARS-PA module. It is strongly inspired by neuropsychoanalytic
concepts and incorporates the idea of an embodied agent. In addition, it introduces a body with an
internal state. Chapter 3 deals with its successor that is based on neuropsychoanalytic concepts as
well but also applies purely psychoanalytic theory that better matches design requirements. Both
process information about the internal as well as external state. The sensor signals are merged to
semantic symbols that are forwarded to the decision unit. This part is mainly inspired by neuroscientific concepts and represents the ARS-PC model that is condensed to the sensor and actuator module
in Fig. 2-1.
The process of merging sensor signals to semantic symbols is discussed by Bruckner, Zucker (né
Pratl), Velik et al, and Burgstaller et al. [Bru07] [Pra06 ] [VLBD08 ] [BLPV07 ]. As discussed in
Section 1.1, a main challenge for future building automation control systems is the handling of the
data flood due to an increasing number of sensor nodes. Hence, incoming data must be filtered and
merged. The control unit itself deals with only a fractional amount of the original data stream.
Zucker (né Pratl) [Pra06 ] introduces a concept for processing incoming sensor signals along a hierarchical structure. This concept is based on knowledge of human perception that is inspired by neuroscientific and neuropsychoanalytic theories. The idea is to merge relevant data to semantic symbols and outsource overhead. The result should be used for scenario recognition in order to identify
safety-critical situations.
Zucker (né Pratl) et al. introduce three hierarchical layers [PP05, pp. 55-62]. All of them represent a
specific type of symbol – micro symbols, snapshot symbols, representation symbols. Fig. 2-7 shows
the hierarchical layer structure of the ARS-PC model, their corresponding symbol types and their
connection. Micro symbols are located on Layer II of the hierarchical structure and are formed by
raw data. They represent characteristic features in sensor information such as shapes, edges, or
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sound snippets. A group of micro symbols is merged to a snapshot symbol (see Layer III). The snapshot symbol represents the momentary perception of an event or an object. All snapshot symbols
together form the currently perceived representation of the world and influence the representation
symbol (Layer IV). Micro symbols and snapshot symbols are formed whenever a change in the internal or external state is perceived. In contrast, representation symbols exist for a longer time and
include the system’s recalled knowledge of the past as well as the information that is given by the
snapshot symbols. By combining all three symbol types, a scenario symbol is created that stands for
the detection of a specific scenario. The representation symbols form the input for the decision layer
that represents the topmost layer (Layer V) in the ARS-PC layer structure.

Fig. 2-7: ARS-PC hierarchical layer structure
ARS-PC: ARS-PerCeption

At this point [BLPV07, pp.1033-1038] tied in and extend the abilities of the system for scenario
recognition. They introduce an emotional evaluation of semantic symbols for detecting safetycritical situations. For example, the SmaKi serves as test platform for the proposed concept. A variety of sensor arrays serves as input for the system. Motion detectors, pressure sensor fields, shock
detectors, distance sensors, and cameras are the basis for defining micro symbols. The example scenarios for this test environment are a meeting of people, a person who is making coffee, and a person
placing objects within the kitchen. Possible safety-critical scenarios are in case a person falls down
on the floor or a child is located within the room while the stove is heated and no grown up is in
sight.
Velik bases her work [VLBD08, pp. 657-662] on Zucker (né Pratl) et al. [PP05, pp. 55-62 ] and
Burgstaller et al. [BLPV07, pp.1033-1038]. She focuses on the design of a technical model for human-like perception and uses neuroscientific and neuropsychologic concepts as foundation. In contrast to former work, the introduced concept not only follows the symbolic approach but also tries to
combine it with the theory of neural networks. As a result the term neuro-symbol is created. Neurosymbols are information processing units that carry attributes of neural and symbolic information
processing with them [VLBD08, p. 50]. In contrast to neurons, neuro-symbols have properties and a
specific perceptual meaning that is formed by perceptual stimuli. Neurons follow the black box
mechanism. The neuro-symbolic approach uses a hierarchical concept of sensor fusion and differentiates between the sensor layer, feature layer, sub-unimodal perceptions layer, unimodal perceptions
layer, and the multimodal perception layer. The concept allows a bidirectional information flow be-
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tween the layers as well as the idea of knowledge based learning by example and neuro-symbol activation. This knowledge need not to be stored in the neuro-symbolic network but can be also stored
in layers of higher abstraction. Knowledge that is used by the decision unit influences the neurosymbolic network as well. This is an unsolved issues and an objective for future work. This thesis
does not deal with them but provides a foundation for a future integration. Velik focuses on the perception of the environment. Perception of the physical body and the homeostasis is addressed by
Velik et al. [VLBD08, pp. 657-662] but not discussed in detail.

Fig. 2-8: Neuro-symbolic data processing
A: Acoustic; O: Olfactoric; V: Visual; S: Somatosensory; G: Gustatory

Fig. 2-9 and Fig. 2-8 give an overview of the proposed design. Raw sensor data approaches the perceptual system (Layer I). The feature layer processes data to feature symbols (Layer II). Burgstaller
and Zucker (né Pratl) [BLPV07, pp.1033-1038] , [PP05, pp. 55-62] equate feature symbols with
micro-symbols. The first two layers are inspired by theories on the information processing mechanisms in the primary cortex. Sub-unimodal (Layer III), and unimodal layer (Layer IV) define the
information processing mechanisms in the secondary cortex [Vel08, p. 67]. The last stage that forms
multimodal representation is mapped to the mechanisms of the tertiary cortex (Layer V). As in the
ARS-PC model, the decision layer (Layer VI) is located at the top of the hierarchy. In contrast to the
primary cortex layer, the symbols in the upper layers do not have a topographic structure. Every
feature symbol sources from one type of perceptual sensor modality – visual, acoustic, somatosensory, olfactory and gustatory perception. The sub-unimodal layer merges the feature symbols to a subunimodal symbol. It is required as it is possible to get information from two sensors of one modality
on the same perception – e.g. a human being’s vision.
However, in case no redundant information about the similar perception is received, unimodal symbols are identical to sub-unimodal symbols. Unimodal symbols represent the current informational
state of one sensor modality. In Fig. 2-8 they are labeled with A (acoustic), O (olfactory), V (vision),
S (somatosensory), and G (gustatory). At the multimodal layer, the unimodal symbols are merged to
multimodal symbols that trigger the scenario recognition. Unimodal and multimodal symbols form
the input for the ARS decision unit and the foundation of the ARS information processing.
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Fig. 2-9: ARS hierarchical layer structure; Layer I to V defined in [Vel08, p. 67]

Summarized, the perceptual part of the ARS model merges sensor signals to semantic symbols
through a layered model of perception. It forwards neuro-symbols to the decision unit that forms the
most abstract layer. While the lower layers are inspired by neuroscientific principles, the decision
unit is based on psychoanalytic theory.

2.6 Outcomes
Chapter 2 discusses possible research efforts facilitating the development of automation control systems capable of handling future demands. Common and alternative approaches used for the solution
of this problem are discussed and analyzed by focusing on information processing.
As discussed in Section 2.1, recent developments in the area of embodied and emotional AI suggest
a system-environment and system-internal state interaction in order to realize a situated system. This
conforms to neuropsychoanalytic premises that view a body and its emotional aspects as the foundation for reasoning.
It is a common approach to use neuroscientific findings in system design as biological mechanisms
show high effectiveness in areas that are under investigation by CS. However, the suitability of the
various theories must be verified. Two main issues are identified below.
First, theoretical foundations are used which provide solutions for specialized problems but ignore
associated questions. Concepts based on differing theoretical principles are therefore combined and
lead to inconsistencies in the developed solutions. Other approaches have a theoretical model available that covers wide areas of a problem statement but are hardly practicable for engineering system
design without running the risk of losing the advantages of a bionic approach. Systems, which are
based upon the multi-store model concept, are inspired by bionics even though it is questionable if
their theoretical foundation does not leave too much space open for technical interpretations. This
issue is discussed in Section 2.3.3. The behavioristic description of memory structures requires a
functional interpretation by the system engineer that leads us to the second issue. Regarding this first
problem, the conclusion can be drawn that the use of bionic principles in engineering requires a holistic functionally described model as foundation.
Second, the conversion of a theoretical concept between different sciences must never be done without at least one scientist from each area. Otherwise, the expertise is missing that guarantees the
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transfer without missing important points of a theory. As the human mind is strongly based upon
information processing, disregard of the neuroscientific findings or their interpretation by nonprofessionals in this area is unacceptable in the author’s point of view. In Section 2.3.3 this issue is discussed using the example of psychodynamically inspired autonomous agent control. Moreover, Section 2.3.2 discusses memory based control structures whose mechanisms and behavior are compared
to processes in biological systems. In the author’s point of view the transfer of scientific findings to
different research fields must be accompanied by intensive interdisciplinary efforts. Without these, it
is of little or no value.
Both requirements are explicitly addressed in the development of the ARS model. Neuropsychoanalytic principles cover the perception of sensor data up to the functional description of principles of
the human psyche. In between a link is provided that describes the hierarchical aggregation of sensor
data to semantic symbols as it is discussed in Section 2.5. An additional advantage of this approach
is the strict differentiation between the functional description and the definition of the information
flow, which facilitates its use for technical applications. Requirement number two incorporates interdisciplinary work that results in an iteratively developed technical specification.
From the author’s point of view neuropsychoanalytic principles provide a foundation for the conversion to a technical model, which incorporate a holistic concept up to a level where no alternatives
can be found. This conversion cannot be realized without interdisciplinary work, but is also dependent on the design process itself.
These processes are discussed in Chapter 3, where they are described based on the proposed information representation system. Upcoming questions like the interface definition between the functional modules, the mapping between neuro-symbols and psychoanalytically inspired data structures,
as well as the design of an information representation module that manages the information exchange between reasoning and decision layer are solved. The implementation of the achieved model
is discussed in Chapter 4 and evaluated in Chapter 5 based on the findings in Section 2.4.
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Below, concept and model of the proposed information representation system is discussed. It is
based on the theoretical background given in Chapter 2 and the interdisciplinary work between engineers and psychoanalytic scientists. Psychoanalytic terms are prepared in order to use them in a
technical model. The chapter focuses on the information representation and its combination with the
decision unit but discusses the information management system as well. Resultant questions are the
conversion of perceived data to proposed data structures, their usage in dependence to the different
process types as well as the generation of action commands. The information exchange inside the
decision unit must be rethought and the question must be answered if the access points between decision layer and information management system can be coordinated with psychoanalytic concepts.
In addition, information management module functionalities like activation and retrieval of stored
data structures are discussed.

3.1 Psychoanalytic Terms and Technical Definitions
Below psychoanalytic terms as well as terms inspired by psychoanalysis are defined and discussed
with respect to their use in a technical model. They are required as foundation for the explanation of
the ARS decision unit, the definition of the interfaces, and the modeling of the information representation system. This procedure has its source in the missing axiomatic system in psychoanalytic conception (see Section 2.2, p. 24). Natural sciences must form their theories on self-consistent axioms;
their existence is a fundamental prerequisite as argued by Whitehead and Russell [ WR10 ]. The absence of this foundation in psychoanalysis confronts it with arguments not to belong to natural sciences. An example for the conceptual conflicts that arise out of this circumstance is discussed based
on the term affect below. Its ambiguous definition allow different interpretations and therefore as
many descriptions in technical terms. These uncertainties are disallowed in natural sciences and are
avoided for the technical definitions at which this work is based.
Drive
In Section 2.1 the term drive is introduced. Palensky specifies the term as the key for the connection
between physiology and psyche [Pal08, p.68] in accordance to Freud’s definition [Fre15a, p. 122].
In this context, physiology is represented by the homeostasis. Hence, the drive is the psychic representative of a homeostatic unbalance [Fre15b, p.111] that evolves out of physiological stimuli that
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are represented as affect and drive content in the psyche. W. Mertens states that drives are the key to
form subjective memory content [Mer98, p.86].
Drive content is a non-psychoanalytic term that is introduced during the modeling phase in order to
summarize the drive components: drive source, drive object, and drive aim. It represents the quality
of a drive and is internally mapped to a mesh of thing presentations (see below). The affect is a
quantitative dimension and is mapped to the temporal change of the drive’s intensity. The data structures are discussed in detail below.
The drive source represents the homeostatic unbalance that triggers the drive [DFZB09, p. 57-58]
and therefore a psychic demand. The drive aim is to decrease this demand. The aim can be reached
by a use of the drive object for reducing the bodily need. Drive source and drive object are represented by a thing presentation mesh. The drive aim is not explicitly arranged in a data structure as it
is implicitly introduced into the functional description of the decision unit that always tend to set
actions which decrease the bodily demand.
According to Lang, psychoanalysis does not differentiate drives in dependence to the organ at which
they originate but by their drive content [Lan10, p.59]. It is distinguished between constructive and
destructive content. Any representative of a destructive content has a constructive opposite. Each of
one group forms a pair together with one of the other group. Nourish, repress, sleep, breath, and
reproduce are representatives of constructive content while bite, deposit, kill, regress, disintegrate or
halt belong to the destructive group. They are called pairs of opposite [Fre72, p. 71]. As these terms
are less important for the proposed model, the reader is referred to Lang for more detail [Lan10, p.
59 ].
Memory trace
As stated by Laplanche, a memory trace defines the way events are established in memory [Lap73,
p. 138]. Regarding the technical realization, Dietrich et al. specified memory traces to be a psychophysiological concept of representing memories in the psyche [DFZB09, p. 424]. Any new information forms a memory trace that serves as pattern for upcoming perceived data. In case a perception matches a memory trace, the memory trace is activated and forms thing presentations, word
presentations, or affects. These psychic data structures are connected by associations that are defined
as data structure in the technical definition. The memory trace is a pattern for psychic data structures. Hence, memory traces and psychic data structures should not be mistaken for each other. It is
mentioned here for the sake of completeness as it forms the base for all psychic data structures.
However, it is not discussed further as it does not introduce any additional principles that are feasible for the modeling and implementation process.
Thing presentation
Thing presentations belong to the group of three atomic psychoanalytic data structures. Affects and
word presentations complete this group which is extended by associations for the technical specification. As mentioned above, presentations evolve out of activated memory traces but must not be
mistaken for them [ Fre15c, p. 178 ]. The term thing presentation (TP) is defined to be the representation of a thing [Lap73, p. 445]. Dietrich et al. define the TP as the psychic representation of an ob-
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ject’s sensorial characteristics in the form of acoustic, visual, olfactory, haptic, and gustatory modalities [DFZB09, p. 426]. This is not a psychoanalytic definition. It is specified in order to deduce the
psychoanalytic term to a technical feasible one. Though this definition concentrates on the perception of a physical object, as well as bodily and organic signals. Hence, the definition by Dietrich et
al. is expanded to the representation of homeostatic stimuli. According to Koukkou and Lehmann
[KL98, p. 319], motion sequences like running, talking, or eating are identified as behavioral patterns. These sequences must be trained and repeated until they migrate from declarative to procedural knowledge. Regarding the proposed model, the behavioral patterns are identified in terms of TPs.
Summarized, TPs represent environmental, bodily and homeostatic information as well as automated
motion sequences. TPs do not possess any logical structure.
[Mer98, p. 75] states in accordance to Freud that memory content is stored in classification of its
occurrence in temporal contiguity (temporal coincidence), similarity or their accessibility to secondary processes. The last characteristic deals with the association with word presentations and is discussed below. Temporal contiguity and similarity define two types of associations between TPs.
Regarding the technical model, the term thing presentation mesh (TPM) is introduced and describes
connected TPs. The term TPM is introduced to the technical model only and does not occur in psychoanalytic theory.
Word presentation
Dietrich et al [DFZB09, p. 429] defined the term in accordance to Laplanche [Lap73, p. 445] with
respect to the technical model. A word presentation (WP) is the description of an object by the use
of a set of symbols. In case of human beings this set is represented by verbal expressions. However,
it is not limited to language. The alphabet, logic relations, or hand gestures also belong to this group.

Fig. 3-1: Association between word representation and TPs [Fre91, p. 121] – original definitions are in
German and translated below
TP: Thing presentation; Schriftbild: Visual image for script; Lesebild: visual image for print; Bewegungsbild: Kinesthetic image; Klangbild: Sound image; akustisch: acoustic; visuell: visual; taktil: tactile

In Fig. 3-1, Freud’s view on the connection between TP and WP is shown [ Fre91, p. 121]. In the
beginning, a word presentation is formed out of visual images for script and print, kinesthetic, and
an image of sound. Regarding the technical model, these components of the word presentation are
represented by TPs too. In Fig. 3-1 the word presentation is linked to the TPM (object representation) by an association between the visual thing presentation (TP5) and the sound image (TP3). Fig.
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3-1 shows the original sketch. However, the associated elements are not limited to sound image and
visual TPs.
A word presentation merges a TPM to one symbol. The meaning of the word presentation, respectively the consequences of the object to the individual and the environment remain within the TPM.
In contrast to the TP, word presentations allow logic and temporal relations that enable them to form
acts and action plans (see Section 3.2.2). As described above, word presentations are represented by
at least one TP. Definitely, it is assigned to the TP that represents the sensory perception on the word
presentation like the visual stimuli that is triggered by the typeface of the letter “A”. In addition, it is
assigned to the TPM that represents an object – e.g. the object “can”. The sensory information about
the object does not intersect with that of the word presentation. Both are associated through the word
presentation only. Even though the letter “A” is associated by its word presentation with the object
representation of “can”, their TPMs are not associated with each other.
All knowledge originates from external perception [Fre23, p.23]. A TP is formed by subjective sensory perception of an object that depends on the individual’s sensory setup. Word presentations are a
subject of cultural, linguistic, or environmental restrictions; they are aligned with the environment.
Regarding language, this means that society and language prescribe the way a term is associated
with an object, action, or behavior. This aspect contradicts to the cognitive scientific notion of the
language of thought [Den87]. Regarding this theory everyone individually forms symbols that are
used for the internal thinking process and are mapped to language. Hence, the thinking processes is
not based on the same language as the spoken one which contradicts with psychoanalytic theory.
Affect
Regarding Freud, the term affect represents the quantitative component of the drive. In particular it
describes the drive demand’s intensity [Lap73, p. 37]. Related to the ARS model, this description
accords to a quantitative measure of the homeostatic unbalance that is represented as absolute value
of the stimulus intensity. In this case the term affect is equalized with pleasure and unpleasure
[Fre98b, p. 410]. However, affect is a multifunctional term that is defined in different ways elsewhere [ Fre20, p.7]. There, pleasure measures the temporal change of unpleasure that in turn defines
the drive demand’s intensity. This is one example of the confusion coming up in the translation of
psychoanalytic terms to the area of computer science. Hence, the affect occurs in different forms
with different units. This does not mean that there are deficiencies in the theory. It is not an issue in
psychoanalytic usage but would be an issue for an engineering specification in case it is not handled.
For this work, the term affect is related to the second definition that equates it with pleasure. It
emerges out of the variations in the homeostatic unbalances. Even though the homeostatic stimulus
that results in the drive demand is seen as the basis for the affect, regarding the technical model the
affect is defined as one of the atomic data structures. This is reasoned in the fact that affects are
stored in the database while homeostatic stimuli are used for the drive generation only (see Section
3.3). In addition, affects are used to form more complex data structures like drives.
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Association
In terms of the technical model, associations are introduced as the fourth type of atomic data structure. As mentioned above, associations are not defined as psychoanalytic data structures. However,
for the technical realization they are seen as component in an information mesh as it is impossible to
construct any kind of non-atomic data structure without their use. Associations are formed based on
the content of perceived information (see below). They should not be mistaken for relations that
imply logic dependencies and belong to the group of word presentations. Regarding the technical
model associations are grouped into four classes. As summarized above, memory content is categorized due to temporal contiguity, similarity and accessibility to secondary processes. This classification is realized by associations that are differentiated by the following characteristics:
 The accordance of attributes between perceived objects
 Temporal concurrence
 Their description by word presentations
In addition the interaction with the drive object results in the change of homeostatic stimuli. Though,
the resulting affects are connected by their drive source to the drive object. This connection is also
formed by an association. This association is explicitly introduced in the technical model. In psychoanalytic theory its characteristics are not discussed in detail but implicitly assumed. Freud defined
the term of facilitation [Fre00, p. 539] that describes the decrease in the resistance of an excitation
due to a repeated perception. Even though, Freud developed psychoanalysis towards another direction, the term facilitation also turns up in his later work [Fre20, p. 26]. The decrease of resistance is
mapped to an associative weight. Regarding the technical model, the weight of an association differs
in dependence to the occurrence of its nodes. Even though this theory sounds similar to the Hebbian
rules, the theories are in fact quite distinct as the types of nodes are completely different. While psychoanalytic theory introduces associations between semantic symbols, the Hebbian rules learn parameters in a neural net.
Primary process
Psychoanalysis differentiates between two psychic encoding mechanisms: the primary and the secondary process. Both summarize two basic groups of functionalities that can be completely separated [LP73, p. 396]. The primary process manipulates TPs and affects and follows the pleasure principle [ST02, p. 100]. This means that the priority by which information is processed depends on the
drive demand without considering the current situation. Conflictive and contradicting information is
not filtered out but processed in parallel [DFZB09, p. 426]. Primary processes do not deal with data
structures that include logic relations. Hence, word presentations are not handled by them. Regarding S. Arieti, primary processes identify semantic symbols as similar if at least one of their attributes
is identical – similarity becomes identity [Ari64, p. 52]. However, this contradicts with the idea that
perceived information is complemented by experienced one (see Footnote 36) but not replace completely. The second theory is applied to this work.
W. Mertens claims in [Mer98, p. 84] that memory content is generally stored in dual encoding. This
means that any memory content is encoded in TPs and word presentations. This enables the manipu-
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lation by primary and secondary processes. However, the type of manipulation is completely different
Secondary process
In contrast to primary processes, secondary processes must solve contradictions and conflicts in
information. The secondary process structures information and puts it to temporal, local and logic
dependency. Primary processed data structures are associated with word presentations. Once this
association is formed, it cannot be changed by secondary processes anymore until the information
reaches primary process based functionalities again. Secondary processes cover functionalities like
goal decision making, planning, and the thinking itself. This type of manipulation requires logical
structures, respectively word presentations. In contrast to the primary process, the secondary process
governs the reality principle [Sol09, p. 118]. Environmental, cultural, and situational conditions are
considered before demands are discharged. The satisfaction of demands does not aim towards a
maximum of pleasure but implies given restrictions. Demand satisfaction is deferred or handled by
substitute acts. Objects stay in the same process and are associated with each other only in case they
own to the same context. They yield to local constraints and causality. Regarding the processed information, objects are only identical if all of their attributes concur. A process like thinking can be
realized in the secondary process only.
The given definitions form the foundation for the proposed model. They technical feasible terms are
applied to the modeling process in Section 3.3 and 3.4. Section 3.2 shows the technical conceptualization of the discussed psychoanalytic data structures that are the foundation of the information
representation.

3.2 Technical Conceptualization of Psychoanalytically Inspired Data Structures
In Section 3.1 an overview of the psychoanalytic data structures as they are defined related to
Freud’s 2nd topographical model (see Section 3.3) is given. This is one big advantage regarding the
use of the psychoanalytic theory as it not only covers the functional description of the psyche but
also provides a theory of the processed data structures. Open issues must be complemented in interdisciplinary work with neuropsychoanalysts and psychoanalysts. It is important that this is not done
by engineers but in cooperation with psychoanalysts. In order to avoid a conflictive state with psychoanalytic theory, the solutions for open issues must be synchronized with the original theory.

3.2.1 Atomic Data Structures
In Section 3.1, the psychoanalytic description of the term TP is given. They are defined to represent
external perception in the psyche. In addition, they originate from the homeostasis and specify the
drive source. Regarding the computer scientific model, TPs tie up to the sensor interface and evolve
out of neuro-symbols. As shown in Section 2.5 the decision unit receives unimodal and multimodal
symbols as representatives of input at the sensor arrays. They represent the physical occurrence of a
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perceived object by means of visual, acoustic, somatosensory, olfactory, and gustatory sensor modalities. The somatosensory modality summarizes the sense of touch and body sensations. It is assumed that this information is explicitly mapped to an object. The decision unit does not only receive a list of neuro-symbols. It additionally relies on the information which neuro-symbols are associated. This assumption implies that the binding issue is nothing to be solved in the decision unit.
It is already handled in the neuro-symbolization layers (Layer III-V in Fig. 2-9). Unimodal symbols
accord to TPs related to the psychoanalytic term and are directly mapped to them. Multimodal symbols combine more than one sensor modality to a neuro-symbol. Psychoanalytic theory does not
make a statement on a separation between a single and a group of TPs. As multimodal symbols by
definition merge several sensor modalities, they are mapped to a mesh of TPs. This structure is already discussed above and introduced as TPM. Fig. 3-2 once again illustrates the difference between
both structures. The simplest thing presentation (TPi) is defined by the type of sensor modality from
which it originates and an attribute value. In this case a TP of type vision represents a rectangle
shape. For the sketched example, the TP represents a temporally independent neuro-symbol. However, scenarios, which are discussed below, may also take the place of the attribute value. They imply a temporal sequence of sensor input and are represented as uni- or multimodal symbols as well.

Fig. 3-2: Mapping of environmental- and bodily sensations symbols to TPs
TP: Thing presentation; TPM: Thing presentation mesh

A TPM that is formed by environmental sensations represents a physical object. This simplification
is assumed for the proposed model but does not inhibit an extension in future work. It is differentiated between three types of decision unit input in terms of environmental sensations, bodily sensations, and homeostatic state. Bodily sensations and homeostatic state source in the body but they
must not be mistaken for each other. Bodily sensations are impulses that can be posted to specific
body parts like organs or extremities. They correspond to nerve signals in a biological life-form.
Homeostatic states represent unbalances in bodily systems that cannot be targeted to specific body
areas. Hence, they are considered as overall picture for specific circulations. Examples for homeostatic systems are the blood- and the hormone state. In this work, both concepts are summarized in
the term bodily state. Environmental sensations are defined by visual, acoustic, gustatory, olfactory
and tactile information. The somatosensory modality is part of environmental and bodily sensations.
Environmental- and bodily sensations are represented by TPs only. In this work environmental- and
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bodily sensations are summarized in the term external perception. Even though it is a point of discussion if the intensity of bodily sensations should be forwarded to the decision unit, it is not foreseen in the neuro-symbolic layer and therefore not done in the proposed model.
The homeostatic state is mapped to TPs, which represent its source, and a scalar that corresponds to
the unbalance in the homeostasis and therefore form the drive demand (DDn). Both together form the
homeostatic mesh (HM) that is shown in Fig. 3-3.

Fig. 3-3: Mapping of the homeostatic state to the HM
TPM: Thing presentation mesh; DD: Drive Demand; HM: Homeostatic mesh

Summarized, two groups of TPs are defined. The first accords to the sensory representations, the
other one defines scenarios like movements, handlings, basic abilities. All together form a TPM.
Homeostatic states additionally introduce the drive demand as scalar. Together with TPMj that represents the drive source, HMm is formed. The set of external sensations and the homeostatic state
forms the perceptual image (see in Section 3.2.2). Perceptual images are compared with stored template images (see below) that are retrieved from the database and used for further processing. An
important part in the retrieval process is taken by associations. Like word presentations they are not
retrieved through sensor information. However, they are formed on the base of input information
and stored in the information representation layer. Associations connect data structures and define
the set of information that is retrieved in case it matches input information. In Section 3.1, four types
of associations are defined. Three of them originate from psychoanalytic theory and define the accordance of attribute between TPMs, the temporal concurrence of sensor information, and the link to
word presentations. The fourth type represents the association to a tuple that defines the impact of
objects to the homeostatic state. The local association between sensor signals is already done in the
neuro-symbolic layer. TPMs include all TPs that are identified in one physical object (locally associated). Hence, the local association type is already introduced by TPMs. Associations between attributes are not solved in the neuro-symbolization layer. They are weighted associations between
attributes and TPMs. While local associations are formed by the binding of sensor modalities in the
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neuro-symbolization layer, the attribute associations are already stored in the information representation layer.
Fig. 3-4 sketches an example for the use of attribute associations between TPs and TPMs. The TPs
shape rectangle, shape circle, and color red construct the two objects red circle and red rectangle.
Both are represented by TPMs. Every TPM consists out of a number of associations to its attributes,
respectively the TPs by which it is formed. According to Fig. 3-4 TPs can be associated more than
once to TPMs. The reason for this concept sources in the assumption that every memory trace is
created only once in the memory. In case perceived information cannot be matched with stored one,
new memory traces are formed. As stated by Freud, perceived information is associated to stored
information [Fre08, p.544] and defines a new variation of data structure [Fre20 ]. We assume that
perceived data which correspond in type and attribute is only stored once. In case two objects (TPM)
are identified by the same TP they are linked by a weighted association. In reality perceived information is hardly identical to preceding one. The assumption still can be used as the human being’s
sensor system has been trained since birth. Perceived sensor data is mapped to trained templates that
are activated and forwarded to the decision unit.

Fig. 3-4: Weighted associations between TPMs and their attributes
TPM: Thing presentation mesh

In case of Fig. 3-4, TPM1 and TPM2 contain the TP color red. On the right hand side the associations between the TP and a number of TPMs is shown. The different line widths mark the association weights that are formed in dependence of the number of coincidental occurrences of a pair of
TPM and TP. Hence, various objects are triggered by the color red even though those things have
nothing in common, except the color red. The proposed information representation system differentiates between class and instance attributes.
Class attributes are data structures that are essential for the physical definition of an object type
while instance attributes can change with the object itself and are individually different. For example, the object ball implies a class attribute shape sphere. Its physical occurrence strongly depends
on the attribute of type shape. Though, it can be associated with more than one attribute of type color. Hence, they are instance attributes as they do not have much effect on the object ball in case of
ball.
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This differentiation is done in order to put limitations on the change of predefined TPMs. It is introduced in order to identify object attributes as requisites or optional. In case the association weight
between a TPM and one of its associated TPs reaches a specific strength, it is transferred to a class
association. This is one of the possible learning mechanisms.
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Fig. 3-5: Associations between TPMs and their DMs
TPM: Thing presentation mesh; DD: Drive Demand; HM: Homeostatic mesh; A: Affect; DM: Drive mesh

In Fig. 3-5 an association is introduced that links an object represented by TPMk to tuples, which
define the homeostatic impact of the object to the individual. The tuple is derived from HMm and
includes drive sources in the form of TPMj. However, it does not contain a scalar that accords to the
drive demand DDn. Instead, it introduces the affect An that is derived from the temporal change of
the drive demand (see Section 3.1). This tuple is labeled as drive mesh (DM). In ARSi10, DMs are
only associated with TPMs that represent objects as their impact on the individual’s homeostatic
state. A single TP has a different meaning regarding the object with which it is associated. As shown
in Fig. 3-5 TPMk can be associated with several DMs (DMm, DMp) as an object can influence the
individual in several ways. It is assumed that individuals have opposed experiences with one and the
same object as these objects can have harming or satisfying effect depending on the way they are
handled.
Fig. 3-6 shows the temporal association between the TPMs TPMi, TPMj, TPMk. For ARSI10 it is
assumed that temporal associations are formed between TPMs, TPs, and Template Images (TI).
Temporal associations are sketched by doubled lines and associate contemporaneously perceived

Fig. 3-6: Temporal associations of Thing presentation meshes
TPM: Thing presentation mesh
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TPMs. Above, the term image is mentioned. It introduces simultaneity of sensory information and
therefore corresponds with the temporal associations. Hence, all data structures that are temporally
linked are combined in an image.
In Section 3.1 a fourth association type is defined that connects primary data structures (TPs, affects
and all data structure meshes formed out of them) with secondary data structures (WPs, acts). Word
presentations are encoded related to the secondary processes characteristics and introduce logical
relations and an organizational structure. This enables the model to evaluate perceived information
by the use of rules and physical constraints. Word presentations are embedded in a set of signs that
is predefined for this work. As discussed above, psychoanalysts assume that any memory content is
stored in dual encoding. Hence, information is described by primary data structures on the one hand
and secondary data structures on the other. Primary data structures are mapped to an infinite number
of word presentations and the other way round. However, for ARSi10 the number is limited to a
well-defined one to one connection.
Associations trigger the activation of connected data structures. Section 3.4 goes into detail regarding the conceptual activation and retrieval mechanisms. The discussed data structures form the information that is processed in the ARS decision unit and managed by the information representation
module. In ARSi10 it is assumed that stored data structures are not changed during runtime. The
system is said to imply the characteristics of a grown up whose actions are based on experiences that
marginally change. However, the proposed concept anticipates an adaptation of data structures in
future work.
Above the terms template and perceptual images are mentioned. They are data structures formed by
combinations of TPMs, TPs, and TIs. They are strongly required for the information process mechanisms in the ARS model as acts are derived from them. In Section 3.2.2 they are put into context of
the proposed data structures.

3.2.2 Images, Scenarios, and Acts
The discussed data structures specify from which kind of sensor modality they emerge and to which
encoding type they are allocated. The basic questions are settled, however, the definition of images,
scenarios, and acts remains. Psychoanalysis reaches its limits in this issue. Neuropsychoanalysis ties
up to it and discusses some of these concepts in detail.
Solms and Turnbull [ST02, p.90] as well as Damasio [Dam94, p.97] discuss the terms perceptual
images and mental images. Perceptual images source in sensor data from the outer – body and environment – and inner – decision unit – world and represent changes of the environment and the organism. Rösener defines the perceptual image in technical terms [R07, p. 20]. There it is stated that
the perceptual image is formed by sensory input and represents a snapshot of the external and internal system state. Images can contain other images. At least they contain symbols that are predefined
and grouped regarding the context to so-called template images. As assumed by Rösener, template
images are mentally created templates of experienced perceptual images [R07 ]. Damasio labels them
as mental images and defines them as replications of patterns that have been experienced before
[Dam94, p.97]. They can be adapted to plans for further acts. Educed from Damasio’s definition,
Rösener defines the abstract image in a technical system [R07, p. 20]. In her definition, an abstract
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image is used for a comparison during the reasoning process that does not contain any time dependencies and interprets the perceptual image. Both definitions are adopted in this work. Below the term
template image (TI) is used instead of abstract image as it matches the current concepts in the ARS
project.
A perceptual image corresponds to the perceived environmental, bodily, and homeostatic state. TIs
are stored patterns for perceptual images. Matches between perceptual and TIs trigger the templates
and retrieve them for further processing. TPMs are temporally associated in case they occur in parallel. This corresponds to the image on the right hand side of Fig. 3-6. Hence, the psychoanalytic approach of contemporaneously associated TPMs is mapped to the TI approach. The ARS system only
processes TIs. Information is filtered that is included in the perceptual image but not in the TI match.
Contrariwise, fragmentary perceived data is complemented, as a perfect match of template and perceptual image is not required36. The internal image of the outer world incorporates subjective stored
experiences [Mer98, p. 59]. Missing information about the world is complemented by stored
knowledge [Köh98, p. 143]. The TI with the highest correspondence to the perceived data is retrieved. Fig. 3-7 summarizes this comparison process. An exception for the complete replacement of
the perceptual image represents information that is highly dynamic and therefore cannot be stored to
every template. Examples are position data or instance attributes. In case they occur, their corresponding image matches are retrieved and merged with the formerly retrieved TI. In Fig. 3-7 the
perceptual image is formed out of four TPMs (TPM1, TPM2, TPM3, TPMx). It is compared to the TIs
number one and two. As three of the received TPMs also occur in TI number one (TPM1, TPM2,
TPM3), while only one TPM turns up in TI number two (TPM2), TI number one is activated. Even
though TPM4 is not part of the perceptual image it is forwarded as output. Contrariwise, TPMx,

Fig. 3-7: Template image match
TPM: Thing presentation mesh

36

This accords to the claim that the human being processes only a small part of its sensory information and complements
it with stored knowledge ([ ST02, p. 155] [ Rot92, p.317 ] [ Mer98, p. 59]).
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which is part of the perceptual image, is filtered out as it is not part of the selected TI. This is different for the exceptional case that is mentioned above. Images are formed by temporal associations
between TPs, TPMs, and TIs as images can contain other images [R07 ].
Images contain only data that occurs at the same moment. They do not define any changes of sensory input and transitions of environmental and bodily states. Zucker (né Pratl) [Pra06 ] and Russ
[Rus03 ] introduce the scenario as a sequence of images. Rösener adapts this definition to neuropsychoanalytic theory and renamed it to episode [R07, p. 23]. Regarding her definition, an episode is a
sequence of a finite number, but at least two perceptual images which describe the differences between those images on a continuous timeline. The stored template of an episode is labeled as template episode. The term scenario is defined by her as an expected and predefined sequence setting of
the test setup. Dietrich and Zucker specify scenarios as limited to duration of a few seconds [DZ08,
p. 16]. Sequences of images that cover a finite time range are named acts. Scenarios as discussed by
Dietrich are processed in the neuro-symbolic layer on a lower level of abstraction and are represented at higher layers as single TP. They represent procedures that are individually different like
movements and the way movements are performed by the individuals. Acts are said to be processed
in the psychic apparatus [DZ08, p. 17]. Rösener did not differentiate between episodes regarding the
different layers of abstractions. Regarding the proposed model, the term episode is equated with the
definition of acts. Scenarios are not discussed further as they are processed in layers of lower abstraction, respectively turn up as TPs in the decision unit.
For ARSi10 a sequence of images is equated to an act that is specified as a type of episode. As discussed above drives define the impact of an object to the individual. As drives define only consequences, the way this impact is triggered is defined in acts the way acts are represented in the ARS
model must be synchronized with psychoanalytic theory.
Above the temporal order of simultaneity is introduced. Freud focused on chronological sequences
[Fre98a, p. 292]. It is claimed that they can be handled by primary processes. In case of the ARS
model this means that a sequence of images, respectively acts, can also be processed by primary
processes. As primary data structures do not possess any logical structure, images can be chronologically reordered without respect to any logical limits. In addition, they are not mapped to a reference
dimension in the form of real time. This means that the length of acts cannot be determined by primary data structures. The only temporal order is simultaneity and the differentiation between before
and after. This is where word presentations come in. Temporal relations in the form of word presentations enable the mapping of actions and sequences to a period of time. M. Dornes stated by discussing D. Stern’s theory of thought that, regarding psychoanalytic theory, the memorization of experiences does not run in their experienced time period [Dor06, pp. 134-135]. The experiences
themselves can be mapped to real time. Secondary processes enable to imagine a change in the
chronologic order of experiences and differ from primary processes in the way that this is done in
accordance to logical, temporal, and physical rules. The generation of languages and symbols enables to visualize and change the reality [Köh98, p. 181]. These mechanisms are required to generate
acts. Action plans, which are discussed by Lang in detail [Lan10, p.75], are formed by acts and require a time rating.
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Fig. 3-8: Template images versus acts
TPM: Thing presentation mesh; WP: Word presentation; TI: Template Image

Fig. 3-8 shows the defined relation between acts and TIs. In this case the act consists of two TIs (TIi,
TIk). TIk varies from TIi as it is reduced by TPM5 but additionally contains TPM8 instead of TPM2.
The two TIs that are ordered in time represent the primary data structural representation of an act.
Both are connected with WPs (WPi, WPk). These WPs are not only ordered in a temporal sequence
but also linked by a temporal relation. This relation enables the realization of a reference time. In
addition, both word presentations are connected by an action relation that defines the way to proceed in order to reach a situation that corresponds to TI number two. This construct defines the secondary data structural representation of acts and can be composed out of a finite number of images.
Fig. 3-8 shows an exceptional case of an act that is defined as micro-act in this work. A micro-act is
the most basic act that contains only two images. One represents the initial situation (precondition)
and one represents the outcome (consequence). The concept of a micro-act is identical to the one of
a rule and is used in this way as well. Micro-acts are the atomic components for assembling new
acts.
Summarized, images and acts are formed by atomic data structures. Regarding the technical model,
it is assumed that images contain TPMs or other images. Images can be temporally ordered, even
though this sequence can be changed without respect to logical and physical restrictions. Word
presentations form acts in case they are connected with temporal relations or action relations. Temporal relations establish a reference time.
The defined data structures are processed in the ARS decision unit as well as in the information representation management unit (see Section 3.4). In the next section we focus on the ARS decision
unit, its functionalities and interfaces as they are a prerequisite for the information representation and
processing in ARSi10.
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3.3 The Artificial Recognition System Decision Unit
The ARS decision unit design is based on a functional approach that uses the human being as archetype. It is inspired by psychoanalytic theory, respectively S. Freud’s 2nd topographical model of the
human psyche [Fre23]. The reason for the use of psychoanalysis is the functional description it offers. In Section 1.3, the top-down design approach is listed as Premise 6. Two basic design steps can
be identified:
1. Starting from the most abstract view, the model is stepwise refined by dividing it into submodules with respect to their functionality.
2. The interfaces37 between the described modules are defined.

3.3.1 Top-down Design Approach
Premise 4 in Section 1.3 is to form an interdisciplinary cooperation with psychoanalysts for realizing
the modeling procedure. This methodology is introduced as experts from both sides, psychoanalysts
and engineers in this case, are required to develop a consistent technical model. The next step, which
is the implementation of this model, is carried out by computer scientists only. This principle applies
to the modeling methodology of the decision unit and the information management unit. As shown
in Fig. 3-9 the decision unit receives information about the current environmental and bodily state.
The arrows I0.1 to I8.1 show this information flow. The labels are taken from Fig. 3-19 that lists the
ARS decision unit at its highest level of detail. The raw sensor data passes Layer I to V of the ARS
hierarchical layer structure (see Fig. 2-9). This information flow is shown in Fig. 3-9 by the interface
I0.1 to I0.3. The sensor interface merges received data to unimodal- and multimodal neuro-symbols
that are forwarded to the decision unit (Layer VI) through the interfaces I1.2, I.2.2, and I2.4. The

Fig. 3-9: Information flow through the decision unit –
5th Topological Layer

Fig. 3-10: Decision unit – 4th Topological Layer

I: Interface

IG: Interface group

37

An interface is the point of information exchange between linked modules
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perceived information is manipulated by the decision unit (see below) and forwarded to the output
interface I8.1 where action commands are transported to Layer V of the ARS hierarchical layer
structure. There, the de-symbolization process is started. Semantic symbols, that hold information
about action commands, are processed to neuro-symbols and afterwards separated to control signals
for the corresponding actuator signals. I0.4 shows this final information flow to the system’s actuators.
Fig. 3-10 indicates the division of the decision layer following Freud’s second topographical model
of the psyche. Three blocks are defined that are labeled as Id, Ego, and Super-Ego. Fig. 3-10 shows
these blocks as well as the interfaces between them. The interfaces I1.2, I2.2, I2.4, and I8.1 mark the
information flow between the outer world – environment and body – and the inner world – decision
unit. The terms inner and outer world are traced back to Solms and Turnbull [ST02 ]. Both terms are
investigated for their use in computer science by Zucker (né Pratl) [Pra06 ]. Transferred to technical
terms, the psychic apparatus represents the decision unit. The Ego receives information about bodily
sensations while the Id receives information about the homeostatic state. The arrows, named with
IG1 to IG3 in Fig. 3-10, show the information flow between the psychic modules. The label IG
stands for interface group and arranges interfaces, which are shown in Fig. 3-14, to groups. While
the inner world information flow is a bidirectional one, the information flow between outer and inner
world is unidirectional as the Ego sends actuator commands to the body. In the following sections
the Ego, Id, and Super-Ego modules’ functionalities are described following the top-down design
approach.

Fig. 3-11: Top-down structure of the ARS decision unit –ARS hierarchical Layer I-VI; the level of granularity is displayed by the surface area of the Layers 1 to 5.

As shown in Fig. 3-11, here five topological layers are defined. Their structure is different to those
that form the hierarchical layer structure in Fig. 2-9 as every layer describes the same functionality,
even though with a different level of detail. While the topological Layer 5 describes sensor layer (I)
up to the decision layer (VI) in the lowest detail level, topological Layer 1 contains a description
with a maximum of granularity and is shown in Fig. 3-19. Though, Layer I to V are covered by the
topological view of the body in Section 3.3.2 while Layer VI describes the decision unit itself. There
is no information exchange between the topological layers as they describe the same functionality.
The different layers as well as the interfaces that are defined for the topological Layer 1 are described below. Lang proposed a prototype implementation of these modules [Lan10, pp. 101-112].
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Table 3-2, Table 3-1, and Table 3-4 describe the formed interfaces and their content in detail. The
interface definition process follows the usual method of describing the output interface (I8.2) first
and then going step by step towards the input interface (I1.1). Hence, the type of information that is
received by the actuators is defined first. At the end the sensor system input is defined.

Fig. 3-12: Interface definition process
I: Interface

Fig. 3-12 sketches this process. The definition process is started at the actuator interface, labeled
with In in the figure. Systematically the interfaces are defined up to interface I1. Fig. 3-12 shows this
methodology by a typical agent control system. It is divided to its functionalities perception, planning, and actuator control and leaves place for additional modules. The interface names are independent from those in the ARS decision unit.

3.3.2 Topological View of the Body

Environment / Body

Fig. 3-13: Top-down view of the body
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Before the ARS decision unit is discussed, its interfaces to the sensor system and homeostasis are
described which represent Layer I to V in the ARS hierarchical layer structure. As shown in Fig.
3-13 the interfaces to the body are divided into three groups: homeostasis management, sensor management, and actuator management, which are labeled with Ea, Eb, and Ec. On the right hand side,
they are subdivided to their core functionalities. The enumeration of the modules is taken from Fig.
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3-19 where the ARS decision unit is presented at its highest level of granularity. The homeostasis
management is divided to the modules Homeostasis evaluation and Neuro-symbolization of homeostatic data. The module E1 merges raw sensor data, which is retrieved through I0.1, from the homeostasis to feature symbols. These symbols are delivered through I1.1 to E2. There they are converted
to neuro-symbols by following the approach discussed in Section 2.5.
The sensor management contains two basic functionalities. One deals with the perceived environmental information while the other one deals with bodily sensations. Body sensations sensor array
(E10) receives information about body sensations through I0.2 and passes them on to the Neurosymbolization of sensor data - body (E11) through the I2.1. The Environment sensor array (E12)
receives environmental information about the visual, acoustic, olfactory, somatosensory, and gustatory type through I0.3. These signals are forwarded through the I2.3 to the Neuro-symbolization of
sensor data – environment (E13). Parallel to E11, E13 handles the neuro-symbolization of perceived
sensor information. The I1.2, I2.2, and I2.4 form the connection between the body and the decision
unit. The actuator management handles the information flow that is sent from the decision unit towards the system’s actuators. The Neuro-desymbolization (E31) is responsible for the conversion of
neuro-symbolic actuator commands to actuator control signals in the form of feature symbols. The
Actuator control (E32) module handles these symbols and distributes them to the actuators. I8.1,
I8.2, and I0.4 show the corresponding information flow.
Table 3-1 gives an overview of the interfaces that are listed in Fig. 3-13. Fig. 3-19 shows how the
Interface
name

From

To

Data type

Content

I0.1

Body

E1

Raw sensor data

Homeostatic state

I0.2

Body

E10

Raw sensor data

Bodily state

I0.3

Body

E12

Raw sensor data

Environmental state

I0.4

E32

Actuator

Raw data

Actuator commands

I1.1

E1

E2

Feature symbols

Homeostatic state

I1.2

E2

E3

Neuro-symbols

Homeostatic state

I2.1

E10

E11

Feature symbols

Bodily state

I2.2

E11

E14

Neuro-symbols

Bodily state

I2.3

E12

E13

Feature symbols

Bodily state

I2.4

E13

E14

Neuro-symbols

Bodily state

I8.1

E30

E31

Neuro-symbols

Actuator command and parameters – speed or duration of execution

I8.2

E31

E32

Feature symbols

Actuator command and parameters – speed or duration of execution

Table 3-1: Body interfaces
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body modules fit in the overall view of the functional unit. It forms the interface between the environment and the decision unit that is discussed below. The 5th topological layer additionally defines
the decision unit itself (see Fig. 3-9) that represents Layer VI in the ARS hierarchical layer structure.
As its interfaces are discussed above and no additional functional divisions are introduced, the description is started at the topological Layer 4.

3.3.3 Fourth Topological Layer
Fig. 3-10 sketches the modular composition of the decision unit. Fig. 3-14 goes into more detail
regarding the connection to sensor-, homeostasis-, and actuator management and the interfaces between Ego, Id, and Super-Ego. Below the modules’ functionalities as well as the interfaces are discussed by providing insight to the originating psychoanalytic theory and its adaptation for engineering use.

Fig. 3-14: Modular decomposition of the 4th Topological Layer

Id
Regarding psychoanalytic theory, the Id is the source of the psychic apparatus and is controlled by
drives following the pleasure principle. From birth onwards it controls the human being’s behavior.
During the child’s development, Ego and Super-Ego evolve and start to handle the Id’s demands.
The three modules form a control system that balances between the bodily state, the environmental
state, and information that is aggregated in the past. Within the Id, conflictive, unorganized and contradictory processes are admitted. Hence, the Id’s functionality is based on primary processes that
have drives as result. Assumed that certain drives reach the Ego, they become organized and ruled
by the secondary processes. The question if a drive is transferred to the Ego depends on the mechanisms of defense that evaluate the drive on its priority specific criteria [DFZB09]. This decision is
influenced by perceived information as well as knowledge about social rules (see Super-Ego module), restrictions, and former experiences. Occurring conflicts between this information as well as
drive demands are evaluated. If the access to the secondary processes is avoided, than the discharge
becomes temporally inhibited or redirected by a substitute act.
Regarding the technical model, the Id provides the interface to the system’s homeostasis. It receives
information about the homeostatic state, processes it, evaluates it and passes it on to the Ego. In Sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.5 the Id is further divided.
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Super-Ego
The Super-Ego is the counterpart to the Id. It manages rules on social demands and restrictions that
are formed during life by the influence of culture and social environment. In addition, it not only
handles restrictions but serves as a rewarding system too. This can come true in case an Id’s drive is
repressed due to the applying of a social rules or coping with social norms.
Regarding the technical model the Super-Ego represents a management for a database that contains
information about system tasks, their preferred execution, and the execution of predefined scenarios.
In addition, safety issues can be defined as restrictions. The Super-Ego receives information from
the Ego on the Id’s demands and the environmental situation. Dependent on this data the Super-Ego
sends information about the preferred action handling to the Ego. Like in the Id, the data that is retrieved from the database can be conflictive and contradicting. The evaluation as well as the balancing process is done in the Ego module.
Ego
The Ego is the balancing component of the psychic apparatus. It mediates between the inner- and the
outer world as well as Id and Super-Ego. The Ego receives information about the environmental
conditions, the Id’s demands and the Super-Ego’s rules. Any external and internal sensor information passes the Ego (see Fig. 3-10). After processing this information it decides on a specific action that must be taken. It balances between the drive demands and the consequences of breaking
rules and restrictions or awards on keeping them. The decision is converted to an action plan that is
transferred to the actuator interface where they are interpreted as actuator commands. The Ego is
responsible for the decision making as well as the organization of the mechanisms of defense.
The Ego is the most complex of the three modules. Its functionalities are mainly based on secondary
processes. Lang described sub-divided Ego, Id, and Super-Ego on up to four layers and discussed
their functionalities in detail [Lan10]. Below, an overview of the achieved sub-modules is given.
The interfaces in between are adapted to the proposed model.

3.3.4 Third Topological Layer
On the 3rd topological layer, the decision unit is sub-divided as it is shown in Fig. 3-15. By analyzing
the Id’s functionality, three sub-modules are identified. They are labeled as Drive management, Affect management, and Management of repressed content (E15).
Drive management and affect management
The drive management receives information about the homeostasis via I1.2. This includes information about the intensity of a bodily demand and the drive source. The module deals with the generation as well as the fusion of drives (see Section 3.3.5).
The second sub-module of the Id is the affect management. On the one hand it extracts the stimuli
intensity of incoming data and turns them into affects. On the other hand it assigns affects to externally perceived data. DMs, which are retrieved from the information representation layer by the Ego
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I1.7, I2.11

Fig. 3-15: Modular decomposition of Id, Ego, and the Super-Ego modules

modules, are merged with affects that are repressed by the mechanisms of defense. The result is
forwarded to the Super-Ego (primary proc.) and the Psychic mediator modules.
Management of repressed content – E15
The Management of repressed content module deals with information that is repressed by the mechanisms of defense. The information is received through I4.1 and I4.2. Regarding psychoanalytic
theory, information is repressed due to its incompatibility with moral and Super-Ego rules. Other
possibilities are traumata or experiences that elapsed long ago. Repressed information can get
through to the secondary processes by changing their structure, respectively by being connected with
external perceived information that is received via I2.5 in the form of TPMs. Repressed information
is split into its atomic components and added to incoming information. This manipulation enables
drives to influence the decision making process, even though they are not able to reach the secondary processes in the first try. The ways atomic components are connected with each other depend on
their type. An affect tends to connect itself to a TPM that is similar to the one it was connected before the separation.
For example, I4.1 delivers a repressed DM that contains the drive content nourish (see above). In
E15 the DM is split into its components. Now the affect is connected to a repressed object TPM
(received through I4.2) that is connected to nourish. As a next step the repressed TPM is exchanged
by a perceived TPM. The perceived TPM is received through I2.5 and selected by a best match. If
the external perception does not forward any match, the object TPM, which is received through I4.2
and the affect, which is received through I4.1, remain repressed. Summarized it can be said that the
chance for connecting two components with each other increases by the correspondence between the
counterpart of the component and its predecessor.
The E15 numeration of the module follows the functional description in Fig. 3-19. It marks the topological Layer 1. However, this does not mean that the module is not split up to separated functionalities in further work. E15 is in charge of controlling the separation and remerge of perceptual information. E15 forwards information by I4.3 and I2.6. Perceived raw data as well as repressed content
is transmitted via I2.6 to the Management of memory traces module (E16). Interface I4.3 forwards
formerly repressed drive content to the Defense mechanisms for drive content (E6). E16 and E6 be-
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long to the Psychic mediator module (see Section 3.3.6). Table 3-3 gives an overview of the transmitted content and information type.
The Super-Ego is divided to two functional modules that vary in their basic processing type. The
Super-Ego (primary process) operates based on the primary process principles while the Super-Ego
(secondary process) is controlled by secondary processes.
Super-Ego (primary process)
The Super-Ego - primary process (E7) serves as basis for the mechanisms of defense that receive
information about restrictions, bans, and awards regarding the current drive demands. Hence, E7
manages the access and retrieval of rules that are represented by:
 Drives that are able to pass the mechanisms of defense
 The way drives must be changed to pass the mechanisms of defense
 Drives that must be repressed
The interfaces I1.5 and I2.9 provide the input to E7. Perceived TPMs on the one hand as well as
DMs on the other are evaluated in context to rules and restrictions. Regarding the external perception, references to TIs are retrieved from the information representation layer. It is possible that TIs
as well as their components possess associations to DMs. In case of the second possibility, the Super-Ego module evaluates the situation by the use of these DMs. The retrieved DMs are compared
with the input from I1.5. In case of correspondence, the affect is taken from the stored DM and used
as evaluation factor for the external perception or the homeostatic state. The result is forwarded to
the Defense mechanism for perception (E19) by I3.2 and to E6 by I3.1. E6 and E19 belong to the
Psychic mediator module.
Super-Ego (Secondary process)
In contrast to E7 the Super-Ego (secondary process) – E22 – module manages rules, restrictions, and
awards that influence functions following the secondary process principles. It receives word presentations including environmental and bodily state information via I2.11and I1.7. Similar to E7, this
information is evaluated regarding its conflicts with rules and restrictions. It retrieves acts from the
information representation layer and uses micro-acts to evaluate the current situation. The current
environmental state is compared to the precondition in micro-acts (see Section 3.2.2). The consequences in the retrieved micro-acts are compared with the current homeostatic state. Those which
define a level of pleasure as consequence (positive or negative) and have an impact to the current
state are forwarded to the Decision making (E26) module, which belongs to the Psychic mediator
module, through I3.3. The Ego is subdivided into two sub-modules.
Psychic mediator and management of perceptual interfaces
The Psychic mediator module comprises inner psychic Ego functions that exchange information
with Id and Super-Ego modules. It serves as the mediator between the Id demands and the SuperEgo rules and awards. In Section 3.3.5 it is discussed in more detail.
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The Management of perceptual interfaces forms the connection with the sensor system (see I2.2,
I2.4) as well as the actuator control (see I8.1). It controls the interfaces between Ego and the outer
world.

3.3.5 Second Topological Layer
The modules in the second topological layer are sketched in Fig. 3-16. The Super-Ego modules E7
and E22 are not divided further. Their functionality is restricted and focuses on the management of
rules that are retrieved from the information representation layer. The Id modules Drive management and Affect management are divided to Generation of drives (E3) and Fusion of drives (E4)
respectively Generation of affects for drives (E5) and Generation of affects for perception (E18).
Table 3-2 summarizes the interfaces between the modules.

Fig. 3-16: 2nd Topological Layer

Generation of drives – E3
As shown in Fig. 3-16, E3 receives information about the homeostatic state in the form of a neurosymbolic structure via I1.2. Bodily demands are converted to drive components and drive demands.
As discussed in Section 3.1 a pair of opposites forms the drive content that is deduced from the drive
component. A list of tuples that contain the affect and the drive content are forwarded to E4 by I1.3.
The content of these tuples correspond to HMs. In Table 3-2 the drive demand is highlighted as it is
not defined as atomic data structure but still processed in the decision unit.
Fusion of drives – E4
E4 receives its input via I1.3. It manipulates the information by merging the drive content counterparts. Together with the drive demand it forms the module’s output that is delivered via I1.4 to E5.
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Interface
name

From

To

Data type

I1.3

E3

E4

[{drive demand, TPM, TPM}]

I1.4

E4

E5

[{drive demand, TPM}]

I1.5

E5

E6, E7, E9

[DM]

I2.6

E15

E16

[{TPM, [{TPM, affect}]}]

I2.9

E18

E7, E19

[TPM]

I4.3

E15

E6

[{affect, TPM}]

Content
Drive demands and pair of opposites
Drive demand and merged drive content
Perceived homeostatic state
Perceptual image and a associated repressed
drive content
Template image on external perception
Repressed drive content and corresponding
affects

Table 3-2: Id interfaces – square brackets “[]” specify a list of data structures while curly braces “{}” represent a tuple

Generation of affects for drives – E5
After the drive content opposites are merged in E4, here, the quantity of the drive demand is converted to an affect. As the affect represents the temporal change of the drive demand, its previous
values are buffered. Now the concept of the drive is completed and is represented by its quantity in
the form of an affect and a quality in the form of a TPM. The TPM contains the drive source. The
affect is represented as scalar that ranges in the interval from minus one to one in order to cover
experiences of unpleasure and pleasure. E5 passes on a list containing these DMs to E9 and E6 via
I1.5.
Generation of affects for perception – E18
E18 exchanges information with the Psychic mediator via I2.9 and I2.8. By I2.8 it perceives a list of
tuples that contain TIs including the external perception. In addition the tuples contain a list of repressed content. A list of DMs, which is retrieved from the information representation layer in E16,
evaluates the TIs by experience. The repressed content and the DMs are used to initialize a new
evaluation of the received TPM. The new formed DM and the TPM form a pair that is sent back to
the Psychic mediator via I2.9. The list of pairs represents the currently perceived situation that the
system must deal with.
Regarding the Ego modules, the Management of perceptual interfaces is divided into Preliminary
external perception (E14) and Motility control (E30). The Psychic mediator module is divided into
Primary process management, Secondary process management and Inner psychic interfaces.
Preliminary external perception – E14
The preliminary external perception receives information about the environment and bodily sensations in the form of neuro-symbols by I2.2 and I2.4. In E14 this information is converted to primary
data structures. The result is forwarded to E15 via I2.5.
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Motility control – E30
In contrast to the Preliminary external perception module, here a specific action plan is converted to
a series of motility actions and mapped to neuro-symbols. Via I7.4 the generated action plan is received while the stream of neuro-symbols is forwarded to E31 through I8.1.
Primary process management, Secondary process management, and Inner psychic interfaces
The primary process management and secondary process management modules contain Ego functions that follow the primary process principle, respectively the secondary one. This means that
those following the primary process principle manipulate primary data structures, while the secondary one manipulates secondary data structures only. Both groups of modules are interconnected by
inner psychic interfaces. Corresponding word presentations are retrieved from the information representation layer and forwarded for further manipulations.

3.3.6 First Topological Layer
Super-Ego and Id have already reached a specific granularity on the 2nd respectively the 3rd layer.
Even though both modules can be subdivided to further modules, the actual description is sufficient
for a prototype implementation (see Fig. 3-17). In contrast, the Ego must be refined further. The
Management of primary processes module is divided into Management of memory traces (E16),
Fusion of external perception and memory traces (E17), Knowledge about reality (E9), Defense
mechanism for perception (E19), Defense mechanism for drive content (E6), Conversion to secondary process 1and 2 (E8, E21), and Inner perception of affects (E20).

Fig. 3-17: Top-Down view of inner psychic interfaces and primary process management modules
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Management of memory traces – E16
E16 compares raw perceptual sensor data and formerly repressed content, which is received through
I2.6, with data structures stored on the information representation layer. A list of TIs, which can
also be represented by single TPMs, is retrieved that is ordered with respect to the level of accordance between the templates and the perceptual image. TIs that match the perceptual image best are
selected. Affects that are repressed by the defense mechanism are added to the perceived information
in case they match the drive content. This process is discussed above for E15. A closer look on the
retrieval process is given in Section 3.4. In case the perceptual image additionally contains dynamically changing data, data structures that match this information are retrieved from the data storage.
They are linked with the main template by an instance association. New formed TIs, repressed content, and associated DMs are forwarded to E17 via I2.7.
Fusion of external perception and memory traces – E17
The information that is retrieved from E16 through I2.7 is merged. Formerly repressed content and
DMs that are associated to the external perception are merged to a new homeostatic evaluation of
perceived data. This information is forwarded to E18 via I2.8.
Knowledge about reality (primary process) – E9
E9 receives a list of DMs through I1.5. It is tested if they can be executed considering the system’s
abilities. This is required to filter unreal, respectively infeasible demands. The module’s mechanisms
are controlled regarding primary process principles. A list of DMs is retrieved from the information
representation layer (see Section 3.4). These DMs have the same content (TPM) as those, which are
retrieved via I1.5. E9 evaluates the differences between affects that are retrieved from the database
and the input parameters. If the result is negative, according DMs are deleted from the input. The
remaining ones are forwarded to E6 through I6.3. E9 is required for the complementation of the
psychoanalytic model. However, it is assumed that it can be merged with E7 regarding the engineering model.
Defense mechanism for perception – E19
The input is received through I2.9 and I3.1. The interface I2.9 submits data in the form of TPMs and
DMs. This information is blocked and not forwarded in case it gets in conflict with a Super-Ego
rule. The impact of a Super-Ego rule according to the tuple of TPMs and DMs is received through
I3.1 in the form of affects. If the conflictive potential between a rule and an information component
is too high, the TPMs and DMs are sent back to E15 via I4.2. Otherwise, the received information is
forwarded to E21 by I2.10. The initially associated affect that is replaced in E18 is forwarded to E20
through I5.2.
Defense mechanisms for drive content – E6
Similar to E19 the principle of the defense mechanisms is applied to drives, respectively the drives’
content. Interface I1.5 provides DMs that hold the homeostatic state. Through interface I4.3, formerly repressed drive content and affects are received. I6.3 provides filtered DMs while E7 evaluates the
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incoming DMs and forwards corresponding rules and awards through I3.1. The defense mechanisms
decide if the received data is redirected to E15 via I4.1 or forwarded to the conversion to secondary
process and inner perception. Interface I1.6 transmits the DMs while I5.1 transports their decoupled
affects.
The Primary to secondary transformation management is split into Conversion to secondary process
(E8 and E21), and Inner perception of affects (E20) modules.
Conversion to secondary process (part one) – E8
The conversion to secondary process functionality is divided into two parts. The first one deals with
DMs that are received by interface I1.6. In E8 the drive content is linked to WPs that are handled by
secondary processes. As secondary processes introduce logic relations, temporal sequences, and
local constraints, the conglomerate of primary data structures are translated to WPs. Conflicts and
contradictions between upcoming drives are solved. The result is forwarded to E22 and E23 through
I1.7 in the form of a list of WPs and their according DMs. Primary data structures remain associated
with secondary data structures. Via I5.3, a tuple of WPs and corresponding DMs is forwarded to
E20.
Conversion to secondary process (part two) – E21
The mechanisms of this module are similar to those in E8. However, the processed information contains information about the bodily sensations and the environmental state that is received from the
mechanisms of defense through I2.10. After corresponding word presentations are retrieved from the
information representation layer and connected with the primary data structures, the result is forwarded through interface I2.11. Interface I5.4 forwards a tuple of DMs and WPs to E20.
Inner perception of affects – E20
First, affects, which are decoupled from their DMs by the mechanisms of defense, are received by
I5.1 and I5.2. These affects cause unpleasure that cannot be redirected to a special drive content and
therefore are interpreted as anxiety. Second, E20 receives DMs and corresponding WPs via I5.4 and
I5.3. E20 calculates new affects for the received DMs by taking account of the level of anxiety. As a
result, a list that contains new DMs and their associated WPs is passed on to E29 and E26 via I5.5.
Interface
name

From

To

Data type

I1.6

E6

E8

[DM]

Drive content that passed the mechanisms of defense

I1.7

E8

E22, E23,
E26

[WP, DM]

Homeostatic state prepared for secondary processes

I2.5

E14

E15

[TPM]

I2.7

E16

E17

[{TPM, [DM], [DM]}]

External perception; associated homeostatic impact;
repressed content

I2.8

E17

E18

[{TPM,[DM]}]

External perception with new homeostatic evaluation

I2.10

E19

E21

[{TPM, DM}]

External perception as well as corresponding homeostat-
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ic impact
I2.11

E21

E22, E23

[{WP, TPM},
{WP, DM}]

External perception and associated homeostatic impact
arranged for the manipulation by secondary processes

I3.1

E7

E6

{[TPM], DM, affect}

External perception evaluated by the Super-Ego (affect)
in dependence to the current homeostatic state (DM)

I3.2

E7

E15

[DM, affect]

Homeostatic state evaluated by the Super-Ego (affect)

I4.1

E6

E15

[DM]

Repressed homeostatic state

I4.2

E19

E15

[{TPM, DM}]

Repressed external perception

I5.1

E6

E20

[affect]

Affects that are decoupled from their drive content;
resulting in anxiety

I5.2

E19

E20

[affect]

Affects that are decoupled from their drive content;
resulting in anxiety

I5.3

E8

E20

[{WP, DM}]

Homeostatic state arranged for the manipulation by
secondary processes

I5.4

E21

E20

[{WP, DM}]

Homeostatic evaluation of external perception

I5.5

E20

E26, E29

[{WP,DM}}]

Affective evaluation of the current state;

I6.3

E9

E6

[{DM}]

Drives that passed mechanisms of defense

Table 3-3: Primary process management interfaces – square brackets “[]” specify a list of data structures while
curly braces “{}” represent a tuple

The block Management of secondary processes (see Fig. 3-18) is split into Focus on external perception (E23), Knowledge about reality (E25, E34), Reality check (E24, E33), Decision making
(E26), Knowledge base of stored scenarios (E28), Generation of imaginary actions (E27),
Knowledge about reality (E34), and Evaluation of imaginary actions (E29).
Focus on external perception – E23
E23 controls the focus of attention. It receives information about the current homeostatic state as
well as external perception via I1.7 and I2.11. Even though, primary data structures are associated to
the input, the secondary data structures are used for the evaluation. WPs that hold the homeostatic
state are used to prioritize the external input. The individual’s subjective experiences with the object
(stored in the corresponding DMs) influence the ranking process. It can be verified which perceived
objects are used to satisfy certain bodily demands. The priority is influenced by the intensity of a
bodily demand and the level of satisfaction that can result from a perceived object. The attention is
triggered to the objects that are rated with highest priority. Prerequisite for focusing on external perception is the control by secondary processes. The resulting list of prioritized WPs with associated
primary data structures and their aimed homeostatic state is forwarded via I2.12 to E24. This combination of prioritized external perception and the influence on the homeostatic state are defined as
goal candidates. In case external perception cannot be mapped to a current homeostatic state, it
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Fig. 3-18: Top-Down view of the secondary process management

forms the goal on its own. Hence, information about external perception is not lost but remains unevaluated.
Knowledge about reality (secondary process, part one) – E25
In contrast to the knowledge about reality module, which operates based on primary process principles, E25 implies secondary process functionality. It receives information via I2.12 with a list of
prioritized external perception. E25 retrieves information from the information representation layer
on rules (micro-acts) that are imposed by abilities, attributes, and actions which underlie physical
and logical restrictions. Contrariwise to the Super-Ego rules, knowledge about reality is not influenced by social structures but by limits of the physical world and the own body. E25 influences the
reality check and as a consequence the decision making process. The retrieved micro-acts are forwarded to E24 via I6.1.
Reality check – E24
E24 receives input via I2.12 and I6.1. The reality check deals with the synchronization between external perception that is prioritized by homeostatic demands and reality rules. The knowledge about
reality is factored into the goal candidate priority. Hence, the goal candidates become reordered depending on the possibility to get accomplished regarding reality rules and their affect to the homeostatic sate. The resulting list is forwarded to E26 through I2.13 and influences the decision making
process. The information about external perception is kept as part of the list of goal candidates as it
is required for the decision making and action generation process.
Decision making – E26
E26 receives its input through I5.5, I3.3, I2.13, and I1.7. Through the interfaces I5.5 and I1.7 information about the current demands is received. In accordance to reality checked goal candidates
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Interface
name

From

To

Data type

Content

I2.12

E23

E24, E25

[{WP, TPM},
{WP, DM}]

A prioritized list of goal candidates ( focus on external perception)

I2.13

E24

E26

[goal candidates]

I3.3

E22

E26

[rule]

Super-Ego rules

I6.1

E25

E24

[rule]

Knowledge about reality rules

I6.2

E28

E27

[acts]

List of acts that end up in accomplishing the selected goal

I7.1

E26

E28, E27

{goal,

Selected goal and external perception

A prioritized list of goal candidates including rules about reality

[{WP, TPM}]}
I7.3

E27

E34, E29

{[acts],

Prioritized list of acts and external perception

[{WP, TPM}]}
I7.4

E29

E40

[[WP]]

I7.5

E34

E33

{[rule], [acts],
[{WP, TPM}]}

I7.6

E33

E29

[acts]

Action plans
Knowledge about reality rules
Prioritized action plans

Table 3-4: Secondary process management interfaces – square brackets “[]” specify a list of data structures
while curly braces “{}” represent a tuple

(I2.13), Super-Ego rules (I3.3), the homeostatic demands (I1.7, I5.5), one goal is selected. E20 sends
a list of homeostatic demands to E26. Even though there is no goal candidate that matches a high
prioritized homeostatic demand, it still can be selected as goal by the decision making process. Afterwards a scenario is retrieved that enables to reach an according object. In addition to the selected
goal, information about the external perception is extracted out of the list of goal candidates and
forwarded via I7.1to E28 and E27.
Knowledge base of stored scenarios – E28
The information that is received through the interface I7.1 triggers the act, which must be executed
in order to achieve the goal. Therefore, micros-acts are retrieved from the information representation
layer that are stringed together to acts that hold the current external state as precondition and the
goal state as consequence. This can be reached by various mechanisms. Section 5.2 gives insight to
the realization in ARSi10. The formed acts are passed on to E27 via I6.2.
Generation of imaginary actions – E27
The current goal as well as information about the external perception is received through I7.1. A list
of acts is received via I6.2. Acts are selected by selection requirements that are not fixed right now.
For ARSi10 the crucial factor is the act length. Acts are converted to action plans and forwarded to
E29 and E34 via I7.3.
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Knowledge about reality (secondary process, part two) – E34
E34 implies identical mechanisms as E25. They only differ in their input parameters. The input information is used as search pattern in order to retrieve rules, which are imposed by reality, from the
information representation layer. Reality check rules are forwarded to E33 through I7.5.
Reality check (part two) – E33
Reality check part two evaluates the received information regarding the feasibility of the action
plans in reality. Its mechanisms are similar to those of reality check part one. Acts that cannot be
handled are removed. The others are ranked and forwarded to E29 via I7.6.
Evaluation of imaginary actions – E29
E29 receives a list of action plans and external perception through I7.3 and a list of reality rules
through I7.6. An affective evaluation of the current state is received by I5.5. These three branches
form the selection requirements for one action plan. For their evaluation, the action plans are accomplished without triggering any motility control. This is inspired by the human being’s process of
thinking that is, according to Solms [ST02, p. 298], acting without setting actions. They are evaluated by considering the input parameters. Before the decision for one action plan is made, all possible
alternatives must be analyzed. At the end, one action plan is chosen and forwarded to E30 via I7.4.
There the action plans are converted to actuator commands (see above).
Fig. 3-19 shows the ARS model at its current state. Section 3.4 discusses the interfaces to the information representation management module as well as its functionalities in detail.
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Fig. 3-19: Functional view of the Artificial Recognition System
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3.4 Information Representation Management
In Section 3.2 the psychoanalytically inspired data structures thing presentation, word presentation,
affect, and association are defined. Any date that is exchanged among the decision unit modules is a
combination of these atomic information components. While Section 3.3 discusses the information
processing on the decision layer, the question remains unanswered how information is exchanged
with the information representation layer. The information management system is not based on neuropsychoanalytic concepts. It is an auxiliary tool that handles stored knowledge and provides the
interface between the decision- and the information representation layer. Therefore both layers must
be loosely coupled as the information management system’s functionalities must not influence the
decision layer processes.

3.4.1 Information Management System
The information management system is separated into information management module and data
storage (see definition 4 in Section 1.3). The Information management module provides functionalities that allow the decision unit to search data in and retrieve data from the data storage. For ARSi10
stored data structures do not change during runtime due to the absence of learning mechanisms. Any
knowledge is predefined. Data structures can only be changed on the decision layer. A change of
this factor is considered for future revisions. Fig. 3-20 sketches the information representation management module, which is functionally divided into Primary data structure management (PDSM)
and Secondary data structure management (SDSM). As the names imply each of them handles either primary or secondary data structures. Fig. 3-20 additionally shows the bi-directional information
flow (IR-GI 1, IR-GI 2) between the decision unit and the information representation management
module. The interface allows certain decision unit modules to retrieve stored knowledge. These
Decision unit
IR-GI 1

IR-GI 2

Information management

Primary data structure
management

DS-I 1

Secondary data structure
management

DS-I 3

DS-I 2

DS-I 4

Data storage

Fig. 3-20: Information representation management module
IR-GI: Information Representation Group Interface; DS-I: Data Storage Interface
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modules are specified below. The interfaces between the information management module and the
data storage are shown in Fig. 3-20 and labeled as DS-I 1-4.
The set of stored data structures forms the search space that is used for the search procedure. Search
patterns that are retrieved via IR-GI 1 from the decision unit are compared with the search space
objects. Matches are retrieved to the decision unit, together with associated data structures. This
implies an indirect activation of data structure, which is discussed in Section 3.4.2. The PDSM processes primary data structures and requires algorithms that are able to handle associative networks.
The SDSM processes word presentations, logic relations and acts. Due to the different characteristics of primary and secondary data structures, PDSM and SDSM modules imply different types of
search algorithms.

Fig. 3-21: Primary data structure management

The PDSM is divided into the External perception management module (EPM) and the Homeostatic
perception management (HPM) module. Both are shown in Fig. 3-21. For example, the EPM handles the input from the module E16. The perceptual image in the form of TPMs, TPs, TIs is compared with stored templates. Contrariwise to the HPM module the search is not driven towards DMs.
They are indirectly activated and retrieved in case they are associated with the search results. The
HPM module searches through the set of DMs that are hold by the search space. This differentiation
is a result that originates in the characteristics of the psychoanalytically inspired data structures but
is not explicitly mentioned in psychoanalytic theory. For ARSi10 a detailed discussion about the
type of search algorithm would exceed the limits of this work. For the realization of the proposed
concept, shown in Section 4, the list search algorithm is introduced.
As mentioned above, not every decision unit module has access to the information management
system. The interfaces between the decision unit modules and particular information management
sub-modules are specified in the following. The information management module is represented by
its modules SDSM, EPM, and HPM. Regarding the ARS decision unit there are nine modules identified that possess an interface to one of the three information management modules. The modules
E21, E16, E7, E8, and E9 have access to the PDSM module. While Fig. 3-21 summarizes the information flow to IR-GI 1 and IR-GI 2, Fig. 3-22 shows a more detailed categorization. Their interfaces
are labeled as Information Representation Layer Interface (IR-I 1.x). The modules E22, E34, E28,
and E25 have interfaces to the SDSM module (IR-I 2.x). Arrows in light grey mark sub-interfaces of
IR-I 1 while black arrows label sub-interfaces of IR-I 2. The return values contain matches for received search patterns as well as data structures that are associated with these matches.
Both Super-Ego modules, E7 and E22, access the database in order to retrieve TIs or micro-acts. The
primary process driven module E7 forwards a search pattern that contains environmental and bodily
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Fig. 3-22: Interfaces between decision unit and information management modules

information via IR-I 1.1 to the EPM module. The EPM module searches for TIs that match the perceptual image and returns an ordered list of matches – ordered by their correspondence with the
search pattern – to E7 via IR-I 1.2. E7 does not receive rules in the common sense. As primary data
structures do not possess a logic and temporal structure the rules are not defined in the form of
cause-and-effect chains. In this case, E7 evaluates the retrieved TIs and their associated DMs by
incorporating the current homeostatic state.
E22 exchanges information with the SDSM module. Via IR-I 2.1 information about the external
perception is sent to the SDSM. There, matching micro-acts are searched whose precondition matches the perceptual image. The result is returned to E22 by IR-I 2.2. Further manipulation by E22 is
discussed in Section 3.3.
E9 sends an image of the current homeostatic state to the HPM module via IR-I 1.3. The HPM module starts a search for similar DMs. The similarity is indicated by the drive content. Found DMs are
returned to E9 via IR-I 1.4.
E16 sends the perceptual image to the EPM via IR-I 1.5. There, it is searched for TPs, TPMs, and
TIs that match the input. As it is possible that several data structures match the search pattern up to a
threshold level, a list that is ordered by their match level is returned through IR-I 1.6. The threshold
level must be predefined.
E8 and E21 handle the association of primary data structures with secondary data structures. E21
sends a list of TPMs (external perception) via IR-I 1.7 to the EPM module. In return it receives the
corresponding WPs through IR-I 1.8. Both, E8 and E21 send DMs to the HPM module through IR-I
1.9 and IR-I 1.11. According WPs are returned through IR-I 1.10 and IR-I 1.12.
Table 3-5 summarizes the interfaces between the decision unit and the PDSM module.
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Interface

From

To

Data type

Content

IR-I 1.1

E7

EPM

[TPM]

IR-I 1.2

EPM

E7

[{TI, [DM]}]

IR-I 1.3

E9

HPM

[DM]

IR-I 1.4

HPM

E9

[{DM, [DM]}]

Corresponding DMs

IR-I 1.5

E16

EPM

[TPM]

External perception

IR-I 1.6

EPM

E16

[primary data structure]

IR-I 1.7

E21

EPM

[TPM]

IR-I 1.8

EPM

E21

[TPM, WP]

IR-I 1.9

E8

HPM

[DM]

IR-I 1.10

HPM

E8

[DM, WP]

IR-I 1.11

E21

HPM

[DM]

IR-I 1.12

HPM

E21

[DM, WP]

Perceptual image
Template images and associated DMs
Current homeostatic state

An ordered list of templates
External perception
External perception and according word presentations
Homeostatic state
Homeostatic state and according word presentations
Affective evaluation of externally perceived objects
Affective evaluation of externally perceived objects with
according word presentations

Table 3-5: Interfaces between the decision unit and the primary data structure management module – square
brackets “[]” specify a list of data structures while curly braces “{}” represent a tuple

The modules E25 and E34 have access to the SDSM module via IR-I 2.5 and IR-I 2.3. E34 sends a
prioritized list of goal candidates through IR-I 2.3. Activated acts and micro-acts are retrieved
through IR-I 2.4. E34 picks micro-acts and forwards them to E24. The same is applied to E25, which
sends action plans to the SDSM module via IR-I 2.5 and receives reality rules by IR-I 2.6.
E28 requires access to stored acts and micro-acts that it gets by IR-I 2.7. A list of word presentations
that describe the current goal state is forwarded to the SDSM module. Micro-acts, whose consequence corresponds to the goal state, are added to a list and returned to E28 via IR-I 2.8.
Interface

From

To

Data type

Content

RI-I 2.1

E22

SDSM

[WP]

RI-I 2.2

SDSM

E22

[micro-acts]

RI-I 2.3

E34

SDSM

[WP]

RI-I 2.4

SDSM

E34

[micro-acts]

RI-I 2.5

E25

SDSM

[WP]

RI-I 2.6

SDSM

E25

[micro-acts]

RI-I 2.7

E28

SDSM

[WP]

Goal

RI-I 2.8

SDSM

E28

[acts]

Acts whose consequence state match the goal candidates

Current environmental and bodily state
Rules for handling the current state
Goal candidates
Rules that are applied to the current external state
Action plans
Rules that are applied to the current external state

Table 3-6: Interfaces between the decision unit and the secondary data structure management module – square
brackets “[]” specify a list of data structures while curly braces “{}” represent a tuple
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Table 3-6 summarizes the interfaces between the decision unit and the SDSM module.
The proposed information management unit provides the infrastructure for the information exchange
between the decision layer and the information representation layer. As the unit’s functionality is
not based on psychoanalytic concepts it must be ensured that it is decoupled from the decision unit’s
functionality in order to avoid any disturbing influences. The search space, which completes the
information management system, is read only during runtime. The concept for activating and retrieving information from the information representation layer must be resolved in Section 3.4.2.

3.4.2 Activation and Retrieval of Stored Data Structures
After defining the information representation, the retrieval mechanisms must be defined. The information management modules are differentiated with respect to the searched data structure type. They
have in common that perceived information is mapped to stored templates. This process activates
and retrieves data structures in respect to their associations. The retrieved data structures are returned
to the decision unit via the interfaces defined in Fig. 3-22. The search mechanisms that are used to
compare the search pattern with the appropriate templates are not discussed by psychoanalytic theory and therefore fully covered by the engineering side. The used type of search algorithm influences
the overall system performance but does not limit the conversion of the psychoanalytic theory into a
technical model. The HPM module searches for DMs, the EPM module searches for TPs, TPMs, and
TIs and finally the SDSM module searches for WPs and micro-acts. Found pattern matches are added to the return list that is ordered with respect to the match level. Two groups of activation types are
defined for ARSi10. They are discussed in detail by Zeilinger et al. [ZLM09, pp. 24-30] and are
summarized below. The first group is divided to indirect and direct activation. The second group
defines where the perceived information sources from and differentiates between external perceptual
and homeostatic activation which were labeled as internal and external activation by Zeilinger
[ZLM09, p. 28]. Due to changes in the nomenclature their labels must change. The first activation
type influences the information management unit’s functionality for ARSi10. The second one becomes important in case different activation mechanisms are introduced with respect to the data
structure type. This is not applied to this work that therefore focuses on the first group of activation
mechanisms.
Direct activation occurs in case the search pattern matches components that correlate with stored
data structure templates. For example, in Fig. 3-23 received TPs and TPMs match stored items. As
discussed above, data structures are only stored once and are used to form data structure meshes –
TPs and TPMs form TPMs, TPs, TPMs, and TIs form new TIs while WPs are combined to acts. Fig.
3-23 shows the activation of TIs by TPs and TPMs. Three TPs (color red, shape rectangle, and
shape circle) as well as TPM1 are directly activated by the search pattern. The thing presentations
TPy and TPx are ignored. The directly activated data structures trigger data structures that are associated by temporal concurrence and attribute associations. This triggering mechanism is labeled as
indirect activation.
In Fig. 3-23, TPMs and TPs are associated by temporal and weighted attribute associations. Data
structures that are activated by the search pattern indirectly activate the TPMs red rectangle and red
circle. The TPs shape rectangle and color red indirectly activate the TPM red rectangle. In addition,
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Fig. 3-23: Direct activation of TPs and a TPM
TP: Thing presentation; TPM: Thing presentation mesh

it is indirectly activated through the temporal association with TPM1. In Section 3.2 it is defined that
TPs are not directly associated with each other. They are associated through high-level data structures in the form of TPMs and TIs. For ARSi10 the activation of data structures is directed towards
data structures at higher levels. TPs and TPMs activate TPMs while TPs, TPMs, and TIs activate TIs
in case they are temporarily fully meshed. This activation process does not work the other way
round as ARSi10 does not support recursive activation. TPMs do not activate TPs and TIs do not
activate TPMs. Taking the example of a tree, it can be said that the way from the root to the leaves is
open but the way back is closed.
In Fig. 3-24 the open way is labeled as activation direction. These limitations are introduced in order
to reduce the amount of indirectly activated data structures. Otherwise, indirect activation of data
structures propagates to further activations that again activate data structures. Even though associations of attributes are weighted and the activation process is not infinite the amount of activated data

Fig. 3-24: Indirect Activation of TIs
TPM: Thing presentation mesh; TI: Template image
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structures increases rapidly in case the associative net is not correctly parameterized at startup.
Hence, these uncertainties are avoided for ARSi10 that focuses on the activation of data structures at
a higher level. TPs, TPMs, and TIs can be connected by temporal associations. The conglomerate of
directly and indirectly activated data structures forms images of the current situation that activate TIs
as is shown in Fig. 3-24. Perceived data structures are complemented and filtered out by stored
TPMs and TIs. This accords to the assumption that perception is constructivist. This means that only
a fraction of perceived information is processed (see Section 3.2.2).
While TPs, TPMs and WPs are activated in both ways, affects are only indirectly activated by the
drive content (TP) with which it forms the DM. DMs in turn indirectly activate associated TPMs and
TIs. This accords to [Dam03, p. 71] who claims that emotions trigger thoughts which normally cause
them. This leads to and activation of data structures even though they were not part of the perceptual
image. In Section 3.1 and 3.2 different groups of associations are introduced. Only attribute associations possess a weight whose intensity accords to the number of coincident and direct activations of
both connected data structures. The association weight influences the indirect activation process.
The match level between perceived and stored information initializes an activation potential that is
transferred over the associative net. The stronger an association between two data structures is the
higher is the chance that the indirect activation is propagated. This mechanism accords to a spread
activation process (see Section 2.3). Associations of temporal occurrence are not weighted in the
current version of the model. As the system does not contain a learning mechanism, all templates are
predefined. They are selected by the match factor between the search pattern and the stored template.
So far we have focused on the activation of primary data structures. WPs can be activated indirectly
and directly as well. Indirect activation is done by primary data structures that are linked to a WP by
a word presentation association. Direct activation occurs in case the search pattern is formed by
secondary data structures. This in turn leads to an indirect activation of acts and micro-acts. The
activated data structures are returned to the decision layer via the interfaces shown in Fig. 3-22. In
case they are returned within a list, the list is ranked with respect to their match level.
Section 3.2 focuses on the information representation in ARSi10 that must be synchronized with the
information processing mechanisms in the decision layer which are discussed in Section 3.3. Psychoanalytic concepts form the foundation of the information representation system. The psychoanalytic concept of TPs, WPs, affects, and associations is introduced and transformed to engineering
terms. They represent the atomic information components that are combined to data structures of
higher level like TPMs, DMs, TIs, and acts. It is discussed which upcoming questions in the area of
information processing are adequately covered by psychoanalytic theory and which areas of the
technical model must be complemented by common engineering approaches. The last point applies
to the information management module that provides the infrastructure to the decision layer for accessing the information representation layer.
Summarized, Chapter 3 proves Hypothesis 3 in Section 1.3. The proposed data structure concept
results into five assumptions that must be considered for the implementation.
1. Local associations are already realized by the binding of sensor data within the neurosymbolic layer.
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2. Attribute associations are held in TPMs.
3. Temporal associations are formed between TPs, TPMs, and TIs.
4. Temporally associated data structures are combined to TIs.
5. For ARSi10, association weights are not realized even though the concept incorporates
them.
The decision unit contains interfaces to the information management module (see Sections 3.3 and
3.4.1) that is divided regarding the processed data structure types. This allows an adaptation of the
modules’ functionalities to requirements that turn up with specific data structure characteristics. For
ARSi10 this affects the choice of the search algorithm that must be synchronized with the introduced
activation mechanisms.
The considerations in Section 2.4 imply the use of an artificial life simulation to verify the outcome
of Chapter 3. This follows the requirement for a system body that allows a system-environment and a
body-decision unit interaction and supports the interdisciplinary work as it eases the introduction of
neuropsychoanalytic findings to a technical application. Chapter 4 discusses the simulation environment as well as the implementation of the proposed model.
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Chapter 3 introduces concept and model of a bionically inspired information representation system
to the ARS decision unit. The psychoanalytic concept of information representation and processing
is introduced to a technical model. This chapter discusses its realization in embodied autonomous
software agents. Thereby questions about the agent’s characteristics, its environment and the interface to the ARS control unit come up. It must be answered how the information representation is
realized and data structures are stored in search spaces and retrieved from there by keeping the requirements of the proposed model in mind. This step is done without support by neuropsychoanalytic expertise as the technical model is already defined and its realization is an engineer’s job. The
implementation of the decision unit’s functionalities (see Section 3.3) ties up to the ARSi09 [Lan10]
realization. Adaptations of the modules’ functionalities are described due to changes in the interface
definitions. The revised decision unit and the coupled information management system are merged
and labeled as ARSi10 (ARS implementation number 10).

4.1 Simulation Environment and Embodied Software Agents
Section 2.4 discusses the possible ways of evaluating the proposed model. There it is decided to
implement the ARS decision unit to a software agent and test it in a game of artificial life. The agent
is provided with a sensor and an actuator system which enable a system-environment interaction.
This meets the requirements in order to define the software agents as embodied (see definition 7,
Section 2.4.1). As is discussed in Section 2.4, the simulation of an artificial world allows the specification of an environment and body of arbitrary complexity. Even though real world complexity will
not be achieved (see Section 2.4.1), the variation of complexity levels and the possibility to factor
out mechanical malfunctions and unplanned environmental changes is advantageous. The aim in
introducing the bubble world simulator (BWsim) to the ARS project [DZL07, DZLZ08] is to allow
the configuration of a complex and rapidly changing environment. Still it is possible to reduce the
setting to a minimum in order to test certain agent abilities and behaviors. The agent body represents
the interface between the simulated world and the decision unit. The basic set of sensors, actuators,
and abilities is defined at the first step. This ensures the provision of sufficient information for the
decision unit in order to accomplish the selected action plans. ARSi10 is realized in a multi-agent
system (MAS) that are based on the Java programming language. Java is developed by Sun Microsystems that is owned by the Oracle Corporation [InetOra]. The BWsim embeds the MASON
library to introduce multi-agent functionality. In Section 2.4.2 the MAS toolkits Swarm, Repast, and
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MASON are compared. The decisive factor for the use of MASON is its design that is focused on
the simulation of large numbers of agents and therefore provides the required performance for doing
so. Therefore, MASON exceeds the usage only for rapid prototyping. Even though the toolkit does
not imply a physics engine in its source the programming community provides a library that can be
used to simulate physical effects in two dimensional simulation environments. In order to extend
BWsim to three dimensions, more sophisticated physics engines like the ODE4j (open dynamics
engine for java) [InetOde] are available. The physical interaction is accomplished in only two dimensions. In addition, the MASON framework provides an interface to a 2-dimensional and 3dimensional visualization. This makes it possible to monitor the agents’ behavior. In addition an
inspector package is included that provides monitoring tools, labeled as inspectors, for objects and
their attributes. These tools assist in the debugging process of the agents’ internal, sensor, and actuator systems.
As discussed in Section 3.3 the decision unit requires information about the external and the homeostatic state. This implies information about the environment and the body. The agent’s body is
equipped with a sensor system that detects external and homeostatic signals. The external sensor
system handles visual, tactile, and gustatory stimuli in order to perceive the environment. Extensions
to acoustic and olfactory sensor modalities are intended but not part of this work.
The bodily state is formed by fast messengers, slow messengers, and body condition levels. Their
specification is inspired by the human body where information is transferred by the nervous system
and the hormonal system. Fast messengers represent bodily sensations that are transferred without
time loss between source and destination. They can be linked directly to their origin and contain
information about the current position of actuators and body parts, as well as stimuli that originate
from organs. Regarding the characteristics of the transport system, fast messengers correspond to a
life form’s nervous system. Contrariwise, the slow messenger system implies the characteristics of
hormones. Slow messengers do not influence the control unit only for a moment in time as it is done
by fast messengers. The level of a slow messenger rises over time – measured simulation steps – and
decreases after it has reached its maximum. Slow messengers form the homeostatic state together
with certain levels of body conditions. The agent possesses body mechanisms that ensure the system’s functionality. Body condition levels are an indicator for these mechanisms. Condition levels
display the state of the stamina system, the nutrition system, the energy resource, the body integrity
and the health system. They represent the basic set of body condition levels that are influenced by
one another. For example, every action takes a certain amount of energy, fast movements reduce the
stamina, while consumed nutrition types influence the energy level as well as the body integrity and
health system. These internal systems form the homeostasis and must stay in balance.
The environmental sensor system is equipped with a visual, a tactile, and a gustatory modality. Every sensor possesses a specific sensor range. Fig. 4-1 shows the realization in the prototype implementation where the sensors range is divided into three areas. The visual sensor detects objects in
every sensor range. Tactile and gustatory modalities depend on interactions with the object in the
nearest area. An object is defined by a composition of various sensor characteristics. In case the
object stays in the most distant area (Area 3), the agent receives sensor data only from the vision
sensor. For the example in Fig. 4-1, detected characteristics correspond to those of an obstacle or an
energy source. When the agent approaches, it receives additional sensor characteristics and identifies
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Fig. 4-1: External sensor system
The detail level of visual information decreases with the distance between the agent and a detected object.
In this case, an object cannot be clearly identified as an energy source till the agent moves closer and it is
located within area 1 of the field of vision. The agent additionally receives tactile and gustatory sensor information.

the object as energy source. In order to add additional complexity to the scenario, additional variation of the vision sensor granularity is introduced. The sensory representation becomes more detailed
in dependence to the distance between the agent and the detected object. This varies from detecting
only rudimental characteristics in the form of shape and color up to the detection of individual gestures. The sensor detail level’s approximate the natural characteristics of vision and induces an additional complexity in the decision making process. Anyway, various acts and action plans can be
sorted out in case the distance between the agent and the object of interest decreases.
Bodily sensations are initialized by signals from organic sensors and by changes in the actuators’
position and state. In ARSi10 the agent possesses a stomach that converts consumed food to energy
and thereby provides divers forms of nutrition to the body. The stomach interfaces a nutrition sensor, an energy consumption sensor, and a tension sensor. The tension sensor informs the decision
units about the current stomach fill level. The energy consumption sensor submits the stomach’s
energy requirements to the overall energy level. The nutrition sensor influences the energy level in
dependence to the nutrition components that are placed in the food. Regarding ARSi10 the bodily
sensations are formed by the stomach sensors and the actuator states. The interaction between the
internal system and the homeostatic levels form a complex control loop that must be balanced by
certain agent activities which are triggered by the decision making process.
The decision unit’s output is used to drive actuators. The realized actuators enable the actions move
forward, turn left, turn right, eat, and seek. These five actions form the agent’s basic set of abilities
and are processed by action executors.
In Section 3.3.2 the neuro-symbolic interface between the body and the decision unit is discussed.
ARSi10 does not implement the neuro-symbolic layer and therefore passes through all the perceived
sensor information to the decision unit. This procedure is adequate as the sensor information is read-
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out from detected Java objects and provides all required attributes like information about shape,
color, and taste. Hence, the sensor information that is delivered by the brain socket (see Fig. 4-3)
already has a level of detail that matches sub-unimodal and unimodal neuro-symbols. In case the
neuro-symbolic layer is integrated to the BWsim, received object data must be de-symbolized. This
step is disclaimed in ARSi10. The specification of sub-unimodal, unimodal and multimodal neurosymbols provided by Velik et al. [VLBD08] determines that the information which is received by
the sensor arrays already correspond to neuro-symbolic information. There, this work ties up. The
implementation of the neuro-symbolic layer is not the topic of this work and is decided to be neglected for the evaluation of the proposed information representation system. This decision not only
affects the sensor-decision unit interface but also the decision unit-actuator interface as the output is
not de-symbolized as well. Action commands are mapped one to one to actuator control commands.
The term actuator summarizes extremities and parts that provide facial expressions which are introduced to identify agents in the near distance.
Even though the ARS system takes the human being as archetype, it does not mean that the agent
must be a human look alike. Only principles of the selected neurosciences (see Section 2.2) are assumed and transferred to computer science. As a first step the decision unit is not applied to the area
of building automation systems, where the ARS project originates, but is realized in a software agent
and tested in a multi-agent simulation toolkit. The agent implies principles of a life form, although
these principles are strongly simplified. The reasons for these variations are the following:


The ARS project does not have the aim to copy the human being.



The controller must operate in an automation system that does not have much in common
with the human being. However, the principles that let biological systems succeed in their
daily life are promising for improving current and future automation systems.



Issues regarding the ethical questions are limited38.

In the following sections, the implementation is sketched by Unified Modeling Language (UML)
class and sequence diagrams. UML is a standardized modeling language that is used in the area of
software engineering. It is standardized by the International Organization for Standardization and
International Electrotechnical Comission under the ISO/IEC 19501 standard [ISO05 ]. The notation
style used is taken from the corresponding standards [uml09a] [uml09b ]. Appendix A summarizes
the graphical UML notations that are required for this work. Fig. 4-2 shows the class diagram for the
ARSi10 agent. Every agent contains one complex body (clsComplexBody) and one decision unit
(clsDecisionUnit). Only the agent that is controlled by the ARS decision unit (clsARSi10) has a
complex body. Additionally, types of agents that represent food sources and enemies are introduced
for the use case configuration. In contrast to the ARSi10 agent, they require only a restricted mass
and variety of input data. Their decision unit does not possess the same functionalities and is based

38

Ethical questions always come up with the engineering use of biological mechanisms, especially when dealing with
principles that are inspired by the human being. Even though a detailed discussion would exceed this work, though the
influence of ethics to this work is given in Chapter 6.
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Fig. 4-2: ARSi10 agent structure
Every agent contains exactly one decision unit that either represents the ARSi10 decision unit or a reference
controller which is used for the purpose of comparison.

on simple if-then clauses instead. All decision units that are based on the class clsDecisionUnit are
exchangeable as they are functionally decoupled from the agent body.
Fig. 4-3 shows the UML class diagram of the complex body (clsComplexBody). The composed body
systems that are represented by objects of the type clsExternalIO and clsInternalIO and introduce
functionalities for internal and external interaction. The external component is divided to the external sensor array (clsExternalSensor) and an action processor (clsActionProc). The external sensor
array detects the environmental state and bodily sensations and contains a set of sensors that introduces visual, gustatory and tactile abilities to ARSi10. In addition to the external and internal IO, the
complex body contains a set of functionalities that is realized by internal systems (clsInternalSystem), intra-body systems (clsIntraBodySystem) and body-world systems (clsBodyWorldSystem). The
internal systems implement slow messenger systems, fast messenger systems, and systems controlling body conditions like health-, stamina-, and stomach systems. The intra body and body-world

Fig. 4-3: Class structure of the complex body
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systems enable the interaction between the internal systems. All three together are responsible for
the bodily state. As this work does not focus on them, they are not discussed in more detail.
The class clsBrainSocket provides the interface between the body and the decision unit. This enables
a decoupling of the decision unit from the body and its exchange by arbitrarily revisions and decision unit types. Hence, it is possible to compare the performance of different decision unit implementations for the same agent body and in identical environments. The socket receives sensor information from the body and forwards it to the decision unit. The other way round, it receives action
commands from the decision unit and sends it to the action processor. The action processor controls
the body’s actuators. Therefore, it contains the interface itfActionProc. ARSi10 comes with the
above defined basic set of actions. The brain socket forwards perceived data to the modules E1, E10,
and E12 (see Fig. 3-19) which represent the homeostatic-, the environmental- and the bodily sensor
arrays. The modules E2, E11, E13 are responsible for the neuro-symbolization of the incoming data.
As discussed above, this layer is bypassed and the sensor data is directly forwarded to E3 and E14.
The ARSi10 agent itself is represented as an instance of clsEntity that is the base class for any physical object which is placed within the simulation environment. Hence, obstacles, energy sources, and
agents are entities as well. In Section 2.1 the requirements for embodiment are discussed, while they
are listed in Section 2.4 with respect to an embodied software agent. The foundational prerequisite
for embodiment is the physical interaction that leads to controversial discussions in the area regarding the claim that a software agent is embodied.
In the BWsim, physical dependencies are introduced by the MASON physics engine (Physics2D),
which is optimized to provide physical rules for a two dimensional world. Any entity in the BW is a

Fig. 4-4: UML class diagram of clsEntity
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physical object and is registered at the Physics2D. As shown in Fig. 4-4, MASON provides a generalization of the class PhysicalObject2D to stationary (StationaryObject2D) and mobile objects (MobileObject2D). While the stationary object is immobile in the physics engine, the mobile object is
moveable. Both classes are extended in the BWsim by clsStationaryObject2D and clsMobileObject2D. This has been done as the introduction of code changes to MASON are tend to be avoided.
As shown in Fig. 4-4 every entity must be registered at the discrete event scheduler that triggers an
update of the object state with every simulation step. The localization within the simulation is done
by a separation of the environment into fields of specific size. Every field registers its detected objects [LCRPS04 ]. This enables the discrete event scheduler to update their positions with every simulation step. The discrete event scheduler sequentially calls every entity for every simulation step.

Fig. 4-5: Four phases of one simulation step in MASON
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The step method is divided to four phases:


Phase 1 – Update the internal state



Phase 2 – Sensing



Phase 3 – Processing



Phase 4 – Execution

The UML sequence diagrams in Fig. 4-5 and Fig. 4-6 give an overview of the method calls. In
phase 1, the states of the internal systems (clsInternalSystems) are updated. The term internal system
summarizes internal system, intra-body system and the body-world system. The state changes result
from interactions between these systems that are executed during the previous simulation step. When
the update phase is completed, the sensing phase – phase 2 – is initialized. The entity polls the internal and external IO interfaces in order to request data from the external and homeostatic sensor arrays. The perceived data is processed in phase 3. During the process phase, methods in clsBrainSocket, which represents the interface between the body and the decision unit, are invoked.
First, the method updateSensorData() is invoked that forwards the perceived data to the decision
unit. This input data is processed by the decision unit and results in action commands.

Fig. 4-6: Method calls during the process phase

Fig. 4-6 shows the method calls during this phase in detail. First the method applySensorData() is
invoked. It forwards data that is retrieved from the brain socket to the decision unit. Afterwards every decision unit module (see Fig. 3-19) is triggered by a step() method call. Finally, the generated
action plan is transformed to action commands and retrieved by the brain socket. Afterwards phase 4
is initialized that is started by the execution function call (see Fig. 4-5). It is responsible for the distribution of action commands to internal and external systems. First, the actuators are invoked and
influence the environmental state. Second, physical forces are added to the BWsim entities and trig-
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gered by the physics engine after the step routines are finalized. Then the circle starts again at
phase 1.
Summarized, the ARSi10 agent possesses a basic set of external- and internal systems as well as
certain actuator abilities. These sensor and actuator systems belong to a physical body that is able to
interact with the environment. The agent’s decision unit is interfaced by the brain socket that manages the handover of data between the decision unit and the body (see Fig. 4-3). The received information is interpreted as sub-unimodal, unimodal and multimodal neuro-symbols and converted to
TPs, TPMs and drive demands. The implementation of primary and secondary data structures is the
subject of Section 4.2.

4.2 Realization of Primary and Secondary Data Structures
Section 3.2 discusses concept and model for a technical realization of psychoanalytically inspired
data structures. Below their implementation into embodied software agents is discussed. It is differentiated between the methodology of describing the data structures in ontologies, storing them in a
database (see Fig. 3-20), and their representation in a Java class structure. Data structures are realized as instances of classes that contain certain attributes and data-manipulation methods. Below the
class structure as well as the manipulation processes are discussed.
While Section 3.2 explains the proposed data structure concept, Section 2.3.1 gives an overview of
feasible techniques for a realization of knowledge bases. The differences between the groups of
neats and scruffies as well as areas where their ideologies overlap are discussed. Even though the
ARS approach is claimed to be closer to the scruffy approach, the proposed model is based on the
technical expertise of both groups. The choice for a specific realization method is directed by data
structure characteristics. The used tools must implement the following support:
1. Associative networks with the use of primary data structures as nodes
2. The declaration of node attributes
3. Search algorithms that are applied to a weighted network
4. The modeling of logic relations
The first three items aim at the use of associative networks and the frame approach, while the fourth
item prefers the realization of a semantic net. Item 3 is not required for this work as the attribute
association weights are static and set to the same level. However, it is a requirement for future implementations and therefore already considered for the realization in ARSi10. As discussed in Section 2.3.1 the knowledge frame and the semantic net approaches share various similarities regarding
their creation of relational nets. Both areas will benefit from the continuous developments and
achievements in the area of semantic web. Knowledge frames additionally support the assignment of
properties to nodes. This fact contains an advantage regarding the definition of knowledge in the
form of the proposed data structures. Regarding primary data structures, TPs, DMs, HMs, TPMs and
TIs represent the nodes. Their edges are formed with associations. They are represented as frames
themselves that include certain properties like associated data structures and an association weight.
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Regarding secondary data structures, WPs and acts form nodes that are linked to primary data structures by word presentation association objects. Secondary data structures string them together by
logic, action and temporal relations. In ARSi10 WPs are represented by the object ID that is given
by the ontology editor (see below). These IDs are set into relation by a basic set of logic relations
(<, >, to, or, and). An extension of this set must be part of future work. The representation of WPs
by visual image for script and print, sound image, and a kinesthetic image as it is proposed in Fig.
3-1, is not realized.
There exist a number of tools that support the design of ontologies which are based on frames and
semantic nets. For ARSi10 it is decided to follow the frame approach and the use of the tool Protégé.
This decision reasons in the similarities between the frame concept and object-oriented design. Protégé [InetProt] is a widely used ontology editor and knowledge base framework that is developed at
the Stanford University School of Medicine by the Center for Biomedical Informatics Research. It is
released under the Mozilla Public License version 1.139 and available for free. Its knowledge model
is compatible with the Open Knowledge-Base Connectivity [CFF+98] protocol that defines an interface for accessing ontology repositories. Hence, Protégé allows the data exchange between different
ontology repositories and increases the level of reusability. The application supports various storage
formats like RDF and XML as well as a graphical user interface that eases the definition of
knowledge. Beneath the ontology description in frame format, the editor supports OWL and provides a library that enables to integrate the ontology to a Java application. Protégé is released in two
stable versions: versions 4.0.2 and 3.4.4. While version 4.0.2 brings only a partial support for OWL
2.0, version 3.4.4 is used for this work as it provides support for frames, OWL 1.0, and the general
purpose language RDF (Resource Description Framework). It is possible to import project files defined with version 3.4.4 into Protégé 4.0.2.

Fig. 4-7: Loading of knowledge from persistent storage to the information representation layer

A Protégé frame ontology is structured by classes, slots, and facets [NFM01 ] ontology is stored in a
Protégé project file that is loaded at the simulation start to the information representation layer. It is
also possible to export the ontology to an OWL or XML structure and load it from there. Fig. 4-7
sketches the loading process. The ontology that is stored in a Protégé project file is loaded by the
ARSI10 information management unit at startup in two steps. In a first step stored data is retrieved
39

Open source software license defined by the Mozilla foundation [InetMPL]
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from the persistent storage (step 1). Stored nodes and edges are mapped to Java objects and loaded
to the main memory from where they are retrieved during runtime. Nodes and links are instantiated
from their classes and accessed by the information management. In a second step the formed Java
objects are sent to the in-memory storage. Even though the database is designed to cover the manipulation of stored data, the ARSi10 implementation does not realize this feedback to the database
system. Hence, ontology changes during runtime are restricted in ARSi10. This step is justified due
to the requirement for specific learning mechanisms that are not the focus of this thesis.
Fig. 4-8 shows the class structure that is proposed for the proposed information representation. The
names of abstract classes are represented in italic font. The class clsDataStructurePA is the base
class from which all data structures are inherited. “PA” stands for Psychoanalysis. The prefix “cls” is
a notation to mark classes within the source code. Every Java object of the type clsDataStructurePA
has attributes that specify a data structure identification, its value type and its content. The class
clsDataStructurePA is directly extended by the abstract classes clsPrimaryDS and clsSecondaryDS.
“DS” stands for data structure. They are differentiated by the interfaces that they realize.

Fig. 4-8: Class diagram for the realization of the proposed information representation

Interfaces and modules, which are listed in Section 3.3, are either capable of handling primary data
structures or secondary data structures. The category depends on the assignment of their functionality to the group of primary or secondary processes. The class clsPrimaryDS realizes itfPrimaryProc
that marks the data structure as one that can be handled by primary processes only. Objects of type
clsSecondaryDS are processed by decision unit modules that are based on the principle of secondary
processes. Hence, this type of data structure realizes itfSecondaryProc. Both interfaces are introduced and described in [Lan10, p.94] in detail. Three abstract classes are extended from clsPrimaryDS that are categorized by the type of perceived information. Class clsHomeostaticDS forms the
base class for all types of homeostatic data structures like DMs or affects. Class clsPhysicalDS defines the physical representation of entities and holds information perceived by the internal and external sensor system (clsInternalIO and clsExternalIO in Fig. 4-5). Class clsAssociation is the base
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class for clsTemporalAssociation, clsAttributeAssociation, clsWordAssociation, and clsDriveMeshAssociation. Fig. 4-13 and Fig. 4-14 give an overview of their specific realization.
On the other hand, class clsSecondaryDS is extended by clsWordPresentation and clsAct. The class
clsWordPresentation realizes the WP data structure. The content is defined by the name of the primary data structure with which the WP is associated. The class clsAct is defined by a list of secondary data structures. They define the act content by a combination of their content. Acts are used to
select and evaluate upcoming system actions. As this thesis aims at showing the possibility of realizing psychoanalytic inspired data structures for an agent’s control system basic planning abilities are
implemented. In short, the act in ARSi10 includes a list of secondary data structures that define preconditions, an action (action relation), and consequences. Fig. 4-9 shows the structure of an act (see
Section 3.2.2, p. 61) in a screenshot of the Protégé instance editor.

Fig. 4-9: Protégé instance editor view of act MOVE:LEFT (screenshot)

The example shows the act instance ACT:MOVE:LEFT that defines precondition, action and consequence which makes the agent to turn left (default value is set to 10 degree). Regarding the precondition, the entity (WP:Object) that should be reached must be on the left hand side of the field of
vision. There exist six differentiations of the concept LEFT varying with the distance and the angle
of the object in the field of vision. The consequence of the act is formed by its aim, which is in this
case to have the object in the center of its view. This is reached by the action TURN_LEFT. The
Protégé instance is mapped to a Java object by adding the different WPs to a list. Precondition, action and consequence are encoded to the act content in the form of a string object. The string representation for the instance in Fig. 4-9 is shown in Fig. 4-10.
During the simulation, micro-acts (see Section 3.2.2, p. 61) are combined to acts by the backward
chaining40 method. First, a micro-act is searched that holds the current goal as consequence. In case

Fig. 4-10: String representation of an act

40

Inference algorithms that search backward from specified goals to facts by chaining through rules [RN03, p. 287].
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the retrieved micro-act does not define the current state as precondition, it is searched for an additional micro-act that completes the retrieved one. Therefore, the consequence of the latest retrieved
micro-act is compared with the preconditions of other micro-act. Matching micro-acts are stringed
together until the precondition of the whole act represents the agent’s current state. This new act can
be accomplished by the agent. A number of acts are introduced for ARSi10 in order to perform abilities that are required for the use cases that are discussed in Chapter 5. For ARSi10, the agent’s abilities as well as the variety of logic, action, and temporal relations that an act possesses are limited.
Temporal relations are introduced by a simple ordering of acts. The definition of durations upon the
foundation of a time base is not part of ARSi10.

Fig. 4-11: Class diagram of clsPhysicalDS

Fig. 4-11 and Fig. 4-12 show the further division of clsPhysicalDS and clsHomeostaticDS. Class
clsPhysicalDS forms an abstract base class for clsThingPresentation that introduces the atomic data
structure TP to the model. The abstract class clsPhysicalDS is additionally extended by clsBundeledPhysicalDS that introduces data structure meshes as clsTemplateImage and clsTPMesh.
Both own a list of associations as attribute. While clsTemplateImage is filled with associations from
the type clsTemporalAssociation, the list in clsTPMesh is filled with associations of the type clsAttributeAssociation.
Pointed out in Fig. 4-14, the system’s homeostatic representation is represented by clsAffect, cls-

Fig. 4-12: Class diagram of clsHomeostaticRep
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DriveMesh, clsHomeostaticMesh, and clsDriveDemand that extend the class clsHomeostaticRep. In
addition, every object of type clsDriveMesh or clsHomeostaticMesh owns exactly one instance of
type clsAffect or clsDriveDemand. Their content is formed by a double value that defines the intensity of the particular homeostatic demand. Class clsDriveMesh additionally includes an array of double values that defines the categorizations of homeostatic demands that are proposed in [Lan10, p.
59].
ARSi09 implies a simplified form of association that is not claimed to be psychoanalytically inspired
[Lan10, p. 95]. In ARSi10, four types of associations are realized, which differ regarding the type of
linked elements. Their theoretical background is defined in Section 3.2 and realized by association
classes as shown in Fig. 4-13 and Fig. 4-14. Every association type includes exactly two objects that
are linked with each other. As shown in Fig. 4-8, clsAssociation contains a weight that is predefined
for ARSi10 as a learning mechanism is not realized.

Fig. 4-13: Class diagrams of clsAttributeAssociation (left) and clsTemporalAssociation (right)

As shown in Fig. 4-13, an attribute association connects TPs and TPMs to TPMs. They form bidirectional one to one links and are stored by clsTPMesh. In addition, objects of type clsDriveMesh
are linked by an attribute association to a TP that represents the drive content. Hence, a DM owns
exactly one attribute association.
Temporal associations hold objects of the type clsTemplateImage and clsTPMesh. As stated in Section 3.2, TPMs and TIs are connected to a TI by a temporal association. The corresponding association class is shown in Fig. 4-13. TPMs that occur simultaneously are linked to the same TI (clsTemplateImage). It is possible to associate two objects of the type clsTemplateImages together in order
to combine TIs together. While TPMs represent single physical objects, TIs represent the image of

Fig. 4-14 Class diagrams of clsWordAssociation (left) and clsDriveMeshAssociation (right)
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the current situation. An explicit time dependent association to TPs is restricted in ARSi10 as attribute associations implicitly include it. TPs that are assigned to a TPM define an object and hence
occur in parallel. An exceptional represents the occurrence of a single TP that does not belong to an
object. In this case the TP is converted to a TPM with only one entry. However, the level of granularity regarding the temporal connection of sensor modalities is claimed to be sufficient at the level
of TPMs for ARSi10. As is true of other association types, temporal associations are required for the
activation process in order to trigger associated data structures.
Drive mesh associations (clsDriveMeshAssociation) are used to evaluate data structures that hold the
physical representation of an object (TPMs, TIs and TPs). They are instances of clsPhysicalRep.
Word presentation associations form the connection between primary data structures and secondary
data structures. In theory it is possible to link one instance of clsPhysicalRep and clsDriveSource to
a finite number of WPs and the other way round. Regarding language, an object may have different
notations and one word may represent several types of objects. For ARSi10 this possibility is reduced to a bijective connection. Both types of associations are not part of another data structure as it
is the case with attribute and temporal associations.
This section discusses the realization of the information representation concept that is proposed in
Section 3.2. Any information that is processed by the agent is based on atomic information components that are formed by sensor data (TP, affect), their combinations (association), actuator commands (TP) or a predefined set of signs (WP). It must be differentiated between the way they are
stored in persistent storage and the way they are presented during runtime. For ARSi10 the agent’s
knowledge base is defined on the base of knowledge frames by the use of the ontology editor Protégé. At startup, the ontology components are mapped to Java class objects. They are accessed by the
information management module, which implements algorithms for the search and retrieval of data
structures. The triggered results are manipulated by the ARS decision unit. ARSi10 extends ARSi09
by a bionically inspired information representation concept, a unified information management system, and required changes in the decision unit’s interfaces. While this section focuses on the realization of the proposed information representation concept, Section 4.3 discusses the information management module’s functionalities and the decision unit’s interface structure.

4.3 ARSi10 Implementation
Fig. 3-19 shows the identified ARS decision unit functionalities. Every module has at least two interfaces that hold the input and output data. The modules are realized in terms of Java instances. As
shown in Fig. 4-6, the decision unit is called once in every simulation step. Every module contains
methods that execute the receive, process and send functionalities. When the decision unit processor
(clsProcessor) is invoked, the step() method of all decision unit modules is called. This process
starts at E1 (see Fig. 3-19) and follows a predefined sequence up to E32.
The sequence diagram in Fig. 4-15 sketches this process. After triggering the step() method, the
process(), send() and receive_I1_1() methods are called. The method process() manipulates the input
data that is held by the module’s interfaces following the functional task which is assigned to the
decision unit module. The output data is forwarded to the output interfaces during the execution of
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Fig. 4-15: Decision unit module calls during one simulation step

the send() method. In Fig. 4-15, the receive_I1_1() method of module E2 is called that concurrently
follows E1 in the step sequence. This triggers the reception of E1’s output by E2. Regarding the
nomenclature of the receive_I1_1() method, “1_1” stands for the interface number. Every interface
in Fig. 3-19 is realized by a Java interface that is implemented by the connected decision unit modules. Every ARS decision unit module extends the class clsModuleBase and is held by the container
module (clsModuleContainer). The class clsModuleBase contains the methods receive(), process()
and send(). The module container assigns decision unit modules regarding their affiliation to function containers that represent the different layers of the topological design (see Fig. 3-11). This approach is discussed by Lang in detail [Lan10, pp. 65-75].
Besides the interfaces between the decision unit modules, the interfaces between the decision unit
and the information representation layer must be discussed. In Section 3.4, concept and model are
discussed. Fig. 3-22 lists the interfaces between the decision unit modules and the ARSi10 infor-
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Fig. 4-16: Information management system class diagram

mation management modules. ARSi10 differs from the proposed concept, as there is one common
interface applied to the information management unit instead which is used by all decision unit
modules.
Fig. 4-16 shows the class diagram of the information management’s integration to ARSi10. The
module container owns an instance of clsInformationMgmt that forms the interface to the underlying
information management system. The class clsInformationMgmt serves as facade to the ARSi10
information management module and therefore decouples the decision layer from the information
system. Hence, the decision unit modules need not to take care for the mechanisms in the information management system. This enables more flexibility for further developments. Revisions of the
ARSi10 information management system can be developed independent from developments in the
decision unit.
Every agent possesses one single information management instance. Decision unit modules that
implement the interface itfInformationMgmtAccess are able to initiate a search space request by invoking the method accessInformationMgmt(searchpattern). Section 3.4.1 lists these decision unit
modules. Search patterns are defined by two components. First, unknown data structures are added
whose correspondents are searched in the search space. Second, data structure types can be specified
Decision Unit Module

clsInformationMgmt

process()

accessInformationMgmt()
List search

initMemorySearch()
search()

Fig. 4-17: Information management module method calls
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that additionally activate certain data structures which are associated to the search result.
Fig. 4-17 shows the sequence diagram of this process. A decision unit module invokes the accessInformationMgmt(searchpattern) method that initializes the search by calling initMemorySearch
(searchpattern) in an instance of clsInformationMgmt. This retrieval process is executed by every
module that implements the interface to the information management system (see Fig. 3-22).
Fig. 4-18 defines the class structure of clsInformationMgmtHandler that is the super class of the
ARSi10 information management module (clsInformationMgmt) which is designed to connect independent and fully decoupled knowledge systems to the ARS decision unit. For ARSi10, the information management module contains one instance of clsSearchModuleContainer and clsSearchSpaceHandler. Class clsSearchModuleContainer holds functionalities that implement different search algorithms with respect to processed data structure types. The search space handler owns
a search space object that is extended from clsSearchSpaceBase. As it applies to the information
management handler, the coupling is independent from the search space source either it is loaded
from a database or a defined OWL file. In case of ARSi10 the Protégé ontology is loaded to a hash
map where the data structures are ordered by their type and value type. While the search space is
managed by the introduced handler, the search itself is accomplished within the modules that are
extended from the information management module container.

Fig. 4-18: Structural environment of the information management handler

The module container (clsSearchModuleContainer) is split into sub-modules according to the handled data structure types. This top-down design approach is adopted from the decision unit structure.
As discussed in Section 3.4, the information representation management module is divided into the
secondary data structure management, the homeostatic perception management, and the external
perception management modules. Fig. 4-19 shows the corresponding class structure.
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Fig. 4-19: Class diagram for the information management’s search module

The module container is extended by M01_SecondarydataStructureMgmt and M02_PrimaryDataStructureMgmt. M01 implements M02 and KB01_SecondaryMgmt that is inherited from the
module base class clsKBModuleBase. The base class introduces the abstract search methods. They
are realized by the deduced classes KB01_SecondaryMgmt, KB02_InternalPerceptionMgmt and
KB03_ExternalPerceptionMgmt. M01 contains KB01 that handles secondary data structures. In contrast, M02 contains KB02 and KB03 which process primary data structures. In particular KB02 manages homeostatic representations while KB03 deals with externally perceived data structures. All
modules integrate search mechanisms on their own that allow the adaptation to the particular data
structure characteristics. For ARSi10 a list search algorithm is implemented that compares the search
pattern with a list of stored data structures. In order to limit the list size, the objects of comparison
are filtered by their data structure- and value types that are both member variables of clsDataStructurePA.
The search space is loaded at simulation startup from the specified Protégé ontology project file. Fig.
4-20 shows a screenshot from the Protégé’s graphical user interface that sketches the defined class

Fig. 4-20: ARSi10 Protégé ontology (screenshot)
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structure. Every class extends from the Protégé system class :THING. The introduced data structure
types TP, TPM, TI, WP, DM, ASSOCIATION, ACT and AFFECT are inherited from it. The marked
trunk shows the categorization of class TPM into its sub classes. As example, subclass ENTITY is
highlighted that holds TPM as value type and is further divided into five entity types (bubble, can,
wall, stone, cake).
In Fig. 4-21 the tree is expanded by instances of the node BUBBLE that is the name of the agent
which holds the ARS control unit. Three different agents are identified. Fig. 4-22 shows the instance
editor window of the agent with the name TPM:ENTITY:BUBBLE:BUBBLE01. The instance’s value
type as ENTITY and the value itself as BUBBLE are defined. In addition the frame slots class association and instance association are introduced. As discussed in Section 3.2.1, class associations bind
data structures that are owned by the object type.
For the example in Fig. 4-22 every bubble is defined by a shape in the form of a circle (VISION:SHAPE:CIRCLE), its antennas (BODYPARTS:AGENT_ANTENNA:BASIC) and hands
(BODYPARTS:AGENT_HANDS_BASIC). Instance associations hold data structures that are individually different for every instance. In this case BUBBLE01 includes an association to the TP that defines the color red (COLOR_RED).

Fig. 4-21: ENTITY ontology structure (screenshot)

Summarized, the tree in Fig. 4-20 can be split into the four atomic data structures TP, affect, WP and
association. At startup, it is loaded by reading out the nodes by their data structure type and afterwards recursively initializing the tree leaves. Every data structure is loaded only once up to the
search space. This means that a search space lookup is started before a data structure is created as
there is a chance that it already exists due to the initialization of another data structure mesh. The
loaded objects are stored in a composition of hash maps. There, entries are ordered by data structure
type and value type. This categorization allows selecting groups of data structures by the characteristics of the search patterns and therefore helps to limit the list size through which it searches.
In ARSi10 a linear search is used to accomplish the comparison process. It is a simple algorithm,
but feasible for a prototype implementation. In case the search space increases, the arising costs ex-
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Fig. 4-22: Instance editor of BUBBLE01 (screenshot)

ceeds the advantage of simplicity. The worst-case cost for using linear search on an unsorted list is
Ο(n) 41. The variable n stands for the size of the input data set. The given Bachman-Landau notation
indicates that the worst-case cost grows linearly and in direct proportion to n. Hence, the search
space must be pre-filtered before the comparison process is started. In a first step, only data structures are added to the list which realize the same data structure type as the search pattern. In case the
value type is known, the list can be additionally limited in its size while an identification number
avoids the comparison process. A correspondence between data structure attributes result in an increasing match factor. Class associations are higher valuated than instance associations. The search
result is retrieved to the decision unit in a list that is ordered by the match factor.
An alternative to the implementation of a search algorithm into KB01_SecondaryMgmt would be the
use of the reasoning mechanism that is provided by the knowledge framework Protégé. It is useful in
networks of logic relations where a search context must be provided and a simple data structure
comparison brings unsatisfactory results. However, this works only for semantic net based ontologies that are not used in ARSi10. The integration into the ARS project can be useful for an extension
of action plans. At the current states, standard search algorithms are sufficient.
For ARSi10, association weights are introduced but remain static during runtime. Proper mechanisms for adapting data structures as well as the learning of new ones depend on the data structure
types – primary or secondary. For ARSi10, loaded data structures are not changed within the search
space during runtime though they are adapted and merged in the decision unit.
Above, the realization of the bionically inspired information representation system is given. Any
information that is processed by the agent is based on at least one of the atomic data structures.
They, in turn, are derived from sensor data and actuator commands. The model is implemented to an
embodied software agent that is situated42 in a game of artificial life. The simulator BWsim is based

41

The Bachman-Landau notation, or O-notation, is used to specify an upper bound on a function and applied to measure
the worst-case running time of algorithms [CLRS03, pp. 44-45].

42

Situated in this context means that the agent is embedded into its environment.
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on the multi-agent toolkit MASON and is implemented in Java. The proposed implementation is
labeled as ARSi10 and extends ARSi09 by a well-defined information representation concept, the
information management system and interface adaptations in the decision layer.
In Chapter 5, use cases are introduced to verify ARSi10. Three critical points are thus identified
which have great influence on the feasibility of the proposed model.
First, the definition of the data structures in the ontology and their handling by the information management modules affect the overall system performance; not in terms of speed, which is an incidental characteristic here, but in retrieving correct data structure matches. The introduction of a
match factor helps to order the search results and helps to filter the required data structures. The
differentiation between class associations and instance associations adds an additional differentiation
to the process.
Second, it must be proven that the proposed data structure model provides the right data structures to
close the gap between perceived raw sensor data and action plans with the ARS decision unit in between. The mapping of sensor data to primary data structures as well as the same process between
primary data structures and secondary data structures are of specific interest as they represent the ties
between data structures of different abstraction levels. This is also true for the transition from secondary data structures back to actuator commands.
Third, not only the generation of action plans out of sensory input is important but also the influence
of predefined knowledge to the plan selection process. System engineers must define rules to avoid
safety-critical system states. The integrity of these rules within the ARS decision unit is important
for real world applications. The specification of WPs and acts intends to allow the inhibition or activation of specific input data.
These three points are part of the model examination in Chapter 5, where use cases are specified and
their simulation results analyzed.
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Chapter 3 provides the technical specification of a psychoanalytic model on information processing
and information representation by going along with Premise 1 and therefore proves Hypothesis 1,
both listed in Section 1.3. As it is stated in Chapter 1, the evaluation of the proposed information
management system cannot be decoupled from the decision unit layer as the functionality of the
overall system must be discussed in order to make a feasibility statement. First, it must be shown
that the gap between sensory input and action plans can be closed by the proposed information representation concept. Every secondary data structure is derived from atomic primary data structures.
Second, it must be proved that ARSi10 is not only equal to ARSi09 but leads to an explicit improve
in functionality and flexibility. Here, the specific challenge is to store information in one single
search space and structure it the way that required information is retrieved from it. In Chapters 3 and
4, these questions are handled in theory. Below, the developed model is tested in practice in a simulation of artificial life. Following Hypothesis 3 in Section 1.3, this is done by the integration into an
embodied software agent and investigating the system’s behavior with therefor specified use cases
(Hypothesis 4).

5.1 Evaluation Toolkit
As discussed in Section 4.1, the BWsim simulation framework is based on a toolkit for multi-agent
simulations called MASON. The world setup is inspired by M. Toda’s Fungus Eater thought experiment. An agent is placed within an environment that assigns specific tasks to it and drives it to conflictive situations. The agent possesses certain actuator and sensor characteristics that can be used to
solve these tasks. Sensors and actuators are available by a body that is grounded with a physics engine to physical laws. Even though a physics engine cannot replace realistic conditions, the provided
physical dependencies are sufficient in a first step. It is not the aim of the simulation to prove the
agent’s abilities in a physical environment but its functionality and behavior in certain situations.
Therefore a world-body interaction is required that in turn requires physical laws in a simple specificity. A simple world setup is shown in Fig. 5-1. It consists out of an agent and an energy source.
The agent is surrounded by circles that represent the sensor ranges, which differ in respect to the
sensor type. The agent contains the ARS decision unit as controller. A simulated world is designed
and configured in a way that confronts an embodied software agent with certain tasks. Within this
artificial world the functionality of the ARSi10 information representation system is verified.
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First, use cases are introduced that trigger certain agent functionalities. In Chapter 4 three objectives
are specified whose compliance must be fulfilled by the use cases.
1. It must be shown that the information representation concept closes the gap between raw
sensor data and action plans.
2. The functionality of the information management system must be verified.
3. It must be verified if rules can be integrated into the information representation system and
in which way they influence the decision process.
These use cases must not exceed a certain complexity as the agent’s functionality must remain traceable by observing only its behavior. Hence, the use case setup is limited to a minimum number of
objects and agents.
Second, even though behavior must be traceable it is a tightrope walk to deduce between functionality and behavior. Hence, to prove the correct processing of sensed information a debugging tool in
the form of inspectors is introduced. They are used for global measurement analysis as well as for
the representation of information that circulates within the decision unit. Every module input and
module output is provided with an inspector. A set of inspectors is provided that differ in the type of
data that are visualized. They are categorized into three groups. The first summarizes certain data to
tables and visualizes their static and textual content with Hypertext Markup Language. The second
group uses charts to visualize their input values. They are applied in case dependencies between
certain dimensions must be shown, as it is true for the internal sensor system. They are displayed by
the use of the open source library JFreeChart that is available under the GNU/LGP license. The third
group of inspectors visualizes dependencies in the form of tree structures. This kind of inspector is
applied to the proposed ARSi10 data structures. The open source graph visualization tool JGraphX,
also available under the GNU/LGP license, is used for this task. JGraphX is provided by its Java
archive file43 and is available by Version 6. Beneath displaying decision unit data, the inspectors are
used to represent a global state like the percentage of consumed energy sources or the number of
accomplished tasks. Especially the last value is used to evaluate the agent’s performance.
ARSi09 [Lan10] has provided the first implementation of a psychoanalytic inspired decision unit for
autonomous software agent. Hence, the possibility to merge neuropsychoanalytic concepts in a technical concept is approved and applied to a system controller. ARSi10 goes one step forward and
unifies the data storage and information representation concept. Control units that are inspired by
the multi-store model (see Section 2.3), differ by the type of information content and define a separate data storage for every type. In contrast, the ARSi10 information representation concept is realized in a single ontology without paying attention to the information content but only to the way it is
represented. This leads to an information representation system that interconnects low-level sensor
data with high-level44 symbol sets. This concept is tested by the use cases, defined below.

43

Java archive files (jar) are used to distribute Java libraries and class libraries.

44

The terms low and high are not mapped to different hierarchies but to the different types of processes that operate on
data on different abstraction levels. Low-level data is processed by primary processes while secondary processes operate
on high-level data.
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5.2 Definition of Use Cases
Section 5.1 lists three objectives that must be fulfilled by the defined use cases. Regarding Objective 1, every use case presented in this work implicitly tests the functionality of the knowledge base
and the interaction with the decision unit. There must not be introduced an extra use case. Objective 2 is handled in Use case 1. Basic agent functionalities as well as the reaction of the ARS decision unit to environmental changes and their influence on the agent’s action plans are shown. Use
case 2 satisfies Objective 3 and shows the influence of rules (micro-acts) to the selection of action
plans. The use cases do not introduce high-level social interactions between agents like communication or any kind of cooperation. They require a system-environment and a body-decision unit interaction instead which is based on the basic set of sensors, actuators, and abilities. At this stage of the
simulator development, the basic functionalities must be verified in order to form the foundation for
more AI focused objectives like navigation and learning. The feature that the detail-level of sensor
information changes with varying sensor range, which is proposed in Section 4.1, is deactivated for
the use cases as it is not required to fulfill Objectives 1 to 3.

5.2.1 Use Case 1
For satisfying Objective 1, the hierarchical way of information processing (sensor data to actuator
commands) must be verified. This is done based on Use case 1 that is shown in Fig. 5-1. Its setup
includes two objects, an ARS decision unit driven agent, and an energy source. The agent is visualized in the middle of the figure together with its sensor ranges, while the energy source can be seen
in the upper right corner marked by a bitmap showing a cake. Any of the agent’s actions require a
certain amount of energy. Hence, it periodically runs low on energy and is driven by the demand to
consume energy sources. The primary use case task is to deal with this requirement. The agent therefor requires a basic set of actions that is limited to the moves MOVE_FORWARD, TURN_LEFT,
TURN_RIGHT, SEEK, and the object manipulating action EAT. In case no energy source is detected,
the seeking action is triggered, which is a randomized call of the actions MOVE_FORWARD and
TURN_RIGHT. The agent roams its environment in order to find an object that it can use for satisfy-

Fig. 5-1: Simulation setup for Use case 1
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ing its internal requirements. Fig. 5-2 shows the energy source within the agent’s field of vision on
the left. The seeking procedure is rejected and the agent searches for a sequence of acts that enables
it to reach the goal that is consuming the detected energy source. On the right currently received
external and internal data is shown. An object is detected in the distance FAR to the agent towards
the direction MIDDLERIGHT. This corresponds to the current position of the energy source within
the sensor segments.

Fig. 5-2: Internal and external state (screenshot)
The current simulation setup is shown on the left while the outcome is shown on the right by the external
data. The combination of slow messengers and fast messengers affects the demand to refill the energy
sources. In this case the stomach tension and blood sugar level are already rather high (0.7, 0.55) and therefore represent a high demand for consuming an energy source.

The internal sensor data gives an overview of the agent’s homeostatic state that is defined by its
health status, blood sugar, adrenalin, stomach tension and energy consumption. As it is discussed in
Section 4.1 it is differentiated between slow messengers and fast messengers. All together form the
homeostatic input to the decision unit. The slow messengers blood sugar, adrenalin and fast messenger stomach tension evaluate the agent’s demand to refill its energy sources and are mapped to
DMs as it is shown in Fig. 5-3. In short, both DMs represent the need to consume an energy source.
The internal state of energy consumption implicitly triggers this demand while the health system
affects different ways to satisfy it. The agent is initialized without any injury (100% health system)
and a minimal energy consumption level (0.02 per simulation step). In case of increasing interaction
with the environment, the chance to be harmed as well as the energy consumption increases. The
current system requirements are defined and passed on to the subsequent modules. The internal data

Fig. 5-3: Perceived homeostatic information (screenshot)
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as shown in Fig. 5-2 on the right, are mapped to DMs labeled as NOURISH and BITE. Each contains a TPM that defines the drive content and an affect that marks the intensity of the demand. This
process is discussed in detail by Lang et al. [Lan10] [LKZD10, pp. 715-721]. The external sensor
data is converted to TPs and TPMs the way it is shown in Fig. 5-4. Up to this processing step the
identity of the perceived object is not known. Its identity number is set to “-1” that characterizes
data structures that are not compared to stored ones and therefore have not been identified yet. The
perceived physical attributes are converted to TPs and TPMs whose value type and value are derived
from the attribute characteristics. For the situation sketched in Fig. 5-2 the agent perceives an object
of type ENTITY with the visual characteristics SHAPETYPE circle, a RGB45 value for COLOR, and
an ALIVE status false. This information is forwarded to the decision unit module E16 (see Fig.
3-19).

Fig. 5-4: Data structure manipulation in E16
Data structures in (a) and (b) are compared. There correspondence is evaluated by calculating a match factor that depends on the weights of the different associations. For ARSi10 it is differentiated between class
and instance associations. A correspondence with class associations is higher weighted (5.0) than a correspondence with instance associations (1.0).

In Fig. 5-4 the knowledge representation of energy source (object cake) is compared with its sensory
representation (see (a) and (b)). It is obvious that the sensory representation adds additional information like a location or an alive status information to the object. The different dash weight in (b)

45

RGB represents the fraction of red, green and blue in a specific color.
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and (c) mark the differentiation regarding instance associations and class associations (thick dashes).
This kind of information depends on the environmental situation, which is dynamic and cannot be
stored to every object in the information representation layer. Hence, stored object information
holds static characteristics that compose the object. Dynamic information like locational data is
stored independent to an object in the form of TPs. As shown in Fig. 5-4(c), E16 merges the input
information and forwards it to the output.
1. The input object is compared with the stored data structures. The information management
system retrieves a list of possible matches that are ordered by their match factor.
2. Additional information like locational data is send to the information management module in
order to retrieve corresponding data structures. In case the search result list is not empty, its
content is merged with the previously retrieved data. Otherwise, perceived sensor data is not
known and therefore ignored.
3. In addition to dynamic sensory data, the perceived information is completed by stored homeostatic evaluations of objects in the form of associated DMs.
4. Any information that is forwarded to the subsequent modules has an identification number
that is assigned by the information management system. This speeds up further data structure
comparisons as not the whole attribute tree must be searched through but only those parts
that are generated by the decision unit and therefore do not possess any identification number.
Before the conversion from primary to secondary data structures takes place, the current snapshot of
perceived information is compared with stored images. These images merge information that coincidentally occurs and define similar content. For Use case 1 the similarity between distance and direction values defines a TI that represents an object location. A TI of the current situation is composed
of multiple predefined TI. As a side effect, the number of perceived data structures is reduced. The
formed image is forwarded to the modules E8 and E21 via I1.6 and I2.10 (see Fig. 3-19) where they
are converted to secondary data structures. A request for the secondary data structure pendants of
primary data structures is sent to the information management system. As the data structure identification numbers are already known, they do not must be identified and their associated WPs are directly read out of the search space. In Section 3.2.1 it is specified that for ARSi10 only a one to one
association between primary data structures and WPs is realized. Hence, the returned list contains
exactly one match for every search pattern. This data is forwarded to the subsequent modules.
There they are ordered by their affect intensities and the current homeostatic state. The decision for
the current goal is influenced by theses evaluations. The goal deliberation process is broadly discussed by Lang [Lan10, pp. 107-111]. Summarized, the goal represents a homeostatic need that is
elected by the decision making process to get satisfied. For Use case 1, this corresponds to the requirement to refill the agent’s energy resource. Beneath the goal, also the current possibilities to
accomplish this task are defined. An object is used to satisfy an internal requirement. In case there
does not exist an object that meets the current requirements, the seeking procedure is invoked and
the agent roams its environment by randomly triggered moves (see Fig. 5-1). When an adequate
object is detected, as it is the energy source in Fig. 5-2, the goal is combined with the object’s status
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to a new WP and forwarded to the decision unit module E28 (see Fig. 3-19). For the sketched situation, the new WP’s content is a string object in a form that is shown in Fig. 5-5. For the string representation, “:”, “|”, and “||” are introduced as delimiters. The char “:” delimits value type and value of
a data structure, “|” differentiates between associated data structures and “||” marks specific information groups, goal and current state in case of Fig. 5-5. In case more than one corresponding object
is detected, a list of WPs is generated that includes the adapted WP content. In the next step, the
information management searches for acts whose consequence match with the goal state. This
means that in a first step stored micro-acts and acts, whose actions lead to a satisfaction of the nourish drive, are retrieved. For Use case 1, a micro-act is activated that reaches the goal state by eating
the detected object and therefore contains the action EAT. In order to accomplish an act, its precondition, which lists required objects or specific object positions, must be fulfilled.
Fig. 5-6 shows the micro-act that leads to the goal state in Use case 1. As precondition, the object of

Fig. 5-5: Representation of the current goal
Delimiter: “:” separates content and value type of a data structure; “|” separates data structures; “||” separates goal
and object that is used for achieving the goal

interest must be within the eatable area. In this configuration, the eatable area is within the gustatory
sensor range (see Fig. 4-1). For BWsim, this distance is the lowest possible one. In the next step, an
act is searched whose consequence corresponds to the localization of the object within the eatable
area. The corresponding micro-act is shown in Fig. 5-6 and labeled as ACT:GOALSTATE-1. The
procedure is repeated n-times until the precondition of an act corresponds to the current state. In
ARSi10 an exit condition is integrated that stops this process in order to avoid an endless loop. In
case a result cannot be found, the seeking process is invoked again after a defined number of iterations. Only if every precondition is fulfilled an action is triggered. As mentioned in Section 4.3, act
entries of the same type (e.g. LOCATION in ACT:GOALSTATE-1) are linked by a disjunction. The
same object cannot be at two locations at the same time. Entries of the same condition type are

Fig. 5-6: Act generation process
Delimiter: “:”separates content type and value type of a data structure; “|” separates associated data structures; “||”
separates parts of the act
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linked by a conjunction. This makes perfect sense for the described use cases. However, it must be
verified in future work if this implicit definition of logical relations is sufficient or if they must be
explicitly introduced by additional WPs. Fig. 5-6 shows the generalized definition of acts. They possess a generic format that allows applying them to more than one object or more than one situation.
For example, acts that define a locational change are decoupled from any restriction to a special
entity type. Only the entity’s position is important. Hence, no specific categorization of the required
ENTITY is defined in the act in Fig. 5-6. On the other hand, some actions can only be accomplished
by the use of specific entity types. Though, the generic ENTITY tag in the act entries must be replaced by the particular entity type.
The generated act-sequence is submitted to E27. In case more than one sequence leads to the goal
state, they are evaluated in terms of the micro-act number that is directly mapped to the duration of
the act. For ARSi10 the act with the shortest length is taken which is reasonable for Use case 1 but
may turn up with challenges in case of more complex scenarios. The selected action sequence is
converted to action commands, which are send to the actuator control and correspond to the content
of the act’s action entry. The same action commands are triggered as long as the next act’s precondition is fulfilled. Table 5-1 summarizes the main processing steps by the ARS control unit within one
single simulation step. The BWsim setup corresponds to the situation shown in Fig. 5-2, Fig. 5-7(a)
and Fig. 5-8(a).
Step

Layer

Module

1

Decision Layer (PP:
Primary Process)

E3, E14

Description
1.

External sensor data (see Fig. 5-2) is received in the form of neurosymbols.

2.

Conversion to psychoanalytic inspired data structures (affects and TPs).

3.

The identification number is set to minus 1.

2

Decision Layer (PP)

E4-E5

3

Decision Layer (PP)

E15

So-called repressed content in the form of DMs is added to the perceived
input.

4

Decision Layer (PP)

E16

External information is forwarded to the information management system. In
addition to search pattern matches, associated DMs are requested.

5

Information Management System

EPM

1.

Search patterns are compared with stored information; the calculated
match factor depends on the weights of class and instance associations

2.

The search results are ordered by their match factor and retrieved to
E16.

1.

Best search result match replaces the corresponding input parameter (in
this case the detected object is identified as cake).

2.

Additional information that is familiar to the system but not part of the
replaced data structures (e.g. location), are associated to the result (see
Fig. 5-4).

3.

The new formed TPMs have an identification number higher than zero.

1.

Identified TPMs are merged with repressed content (DMs) and homeostatic impact information about the particular TPM (retrieved from the in-

6

7

Decision Layer (PP)

Decision Layer (PP)

E16

E17, E18

The homeostatic input (TPs and affects) is merged to the DMs of type nourish
and bite.
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formation representation layer in Step 5)

8

Decision Layer (PP)

E6, E19

2.

This results in the homeostatic evaluation of externally perceived input.

1.

Perceived information is transformed to WPs.

2.

Information is filtered with respect to their homeostatic evaluation.
Homeostatic demands must exceed a threshold in order to pass the defense mechanisms.

For Use case 1 the detected energy source is associated with high effect on
satisfying nourish and bite demands.
9

10

Decision Layer (SP:
Secondary Process)

Information Management System

E8, E21

EPM

1.

Received data structures are merged to TIs with respect to their value
type (e.g. location information like distance and angle).

2.

Resulting TIs are assigned to the search pattern.

3.

The search pattern additionally defines the requested data structure type
that is associated to the search matches (WPs in this case).

1.

The knowledge base is searched by the EPM for TIs that match the
received search pattern; instance associations and class associations
do not have an effect as temporal associations are not categorized into
these groups .

2.

Found matches and associated WPs are returned.

11

Decision Layer (SP)

E8, E21

E8 and E21 select the best matching search results and forward their associated WPs to E22, E23, E26, and E29.

12

Decision Layer (SP)

E23

Homeostatic and external perception is synchronized and ordered by priority
(VERY LOW to VERY HIGH).
For Use case 1, the detected energy source takes the first position in this list

13

Decision Layer (SP)

E26

1.

The current goal is selected in dependence to the homeostatic input and
prioritized external input.

2.

For Fig. 5-1, a new formed WP includes the goal only.

3.

For Fig. 5-2, the WP that is shown in Fig. 5-5 is generated and includes
the goal and the current state

For Use case 1 the current goal is NOURISH while the Super-Ego rules are
ignored
14

Decision Layer (SP)

15

Information Management System

16

Decision Layer (SP)

17

Decision Layer (SP)

E28
SDSM

E28

E27

Micro-acts are retrieved from the information representation layer for establishing an act (search pattern = goal state).
Micro-acts are searched whose consequence corresponds to the goal state.
The returned list is ordered by the match factor. The final filtering process is
done by E28.
1.

Retrieved micro-acts are compared with the current state.

2.

An act is formed in an iterative process (see Fig. 5-6).

3.

The resulting act is shown in Fig. 5-7 (left).

Actions are extracted from the act.
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18

Decision Layer (SP)

E30

Actions (WPs) are converted to action commands (neuro-symbols) and sent to
the actuator interface.

Table 5-1: Main steps for accomplishing Use case 1

Fig. 5-7 defines the steps that must be set to accomplish Use case 1. The complete act is shown on
the left hand side as well as the corresponding simulator screenshots are shown on the right hand
side. The act starts with the initial situation (a) and ends with the goal state (e). The rectangles represent the different states while the arrows in between define the actions that must be triggered. The
action is repeated as long as the next state has been reached. The agent starts at state (a) and decides
to turn right in order to reach state (b). Afterwards the required object is in the center of its field of
vision. In order to reach the detected entity, first the agent moves forward to the manipulable area
and then goes on to the eatable area (see (c) and (d) on the left hand side). Now the precondition for
ACT:GOALSTATE in Fig. 5-6 is reached as the energy source is located within the eatable area.
Now, the action command EAT can be executed on it. In Fig. 5-7 (a) and (e) the energy source characteristics are additionally presented. It is shown that the energy source’s mass is reduced in (e) after
the invocation of the action eat.
The invoked actions influence the homeostatic state as it is represented in Fig. 5-8 that shows the

Fig. 5-7: Use case 1 (screenshot) – Action plan (left) and simulator screenshots (right)
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gradient of the homeostatic requirements nourish and bite on the left. On the right, the corresponding action selection is represented. The x-axis marks the number of simulation steps while the y-axis
lists the actions SEEK, TURN_LEFT, TURN_RIGHT, MOVE_FORWARD and EAT and defines their
current activation level (0 for deactivated and 1 for activated). Only one action can be executed during a simulation step. Labels (a) to (e) in Fig. 5-8 correspond to the act-states marked in Fig. 5-7. In
the beginning the nourish demand is on a medium level while the bite demand is rather low. In the
course of the simulation both values increase and reach a maximum at state (d). Than the agent starts
to eat the energy source (see Fig. 5-7 (e), Fig. 5-8 simulation step 162) which results in a sharp decline of the homeostatic demands between (d) to (e). The action state diagram in Fig. 5-8 shows this
sequence in dependence to the simulation steps. After the energy source is detected, the agent stops
seeking and starts to turn right (around simulation step 50). At around simulation step 110 the energy source is located in front of the agent. From there on, the agent moves forward and alternately
turns right in order to keep the object in the center of its field of view. After 160 simulation steps,
the EAT action is activated and lasts for 15 steps. When the system’s demands are satisfied, the seeking action restarts again. Fig. 5-7 and Fig. 5-8 show the correlation between the agent’s internal demands, the environmental state, and the selection of goals and acts.

Fig. 5-8: Correlation between homeostatic demands and executed actions – Gradient for the homeostatic
demands nourish and bite (screenshot) on the left, the current action state on the right

Use case 1 shows the feasibility of realizing the proposed information representation concept in
combination with the ARS decision unit. External as well as internal sensor data are converted to
primary data structures. After their comparison with stored data structures, they are associated with
high-level information in the form of WPs and used to define and evaluate acts. This complies with
the conditions to accomplish Objective 1 in Section 5.1. The agent is able to accomplish the given
task by interacting with the environment, based on its set of abilities. ARSi10, hence, is the first
implementation that provides a fully functional controller for autonomous agents that is inspired by
neuropsychoanalytic information processing and information representation concepts. This applies
to Objective 2 of this chapter.
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5.2.2 Use Case 2
While Use case 1 verifies the basic control functionalities of ARSi10, Use case 2 goes one step further targeting directly at Objective 3 in Section 5.1. In addition to the knowledge that is required to
form simple action plans, rules in terms of micro-acts are introduced which inhibit and enforce actions. Regarding Use case 2, rules are specified that are handled by the module E22 (see Fig. 3-19).
This is important for the Super-Ego module’s task that is to manage rules which specify boundary
conditions for the system operation. Hence, this section verifies the rule structure and shows its activation as well as influence on the control unit.

Fig. 5-9: Simulation setup for Use case 2 and internal/external sensor data(screenshot)

Fig. 5-9 shows the setup for Use case 2. Use case 1 is extended by one remote agent that is placed
left to the agent. A remote agent does not possess a decision unit and is controlled by a human being.
However, the ARSi10 agent identifies it as one of its kind as both have the same body. While the
agent’s environment has changed in comparison to Use case 1, the basic task does not. It is still the
aim of the agent to stay alive by refilling its energy resources in time. In contrast to Use case 1, two
types of energy sources are available to fulfill the given task. Fig. 5-10 shows the perceived environmental and bodily state in terms of secondary data structures at the scenario startup. The presented WPs are sent by E21 and E8 to the Super-Ego module E22 (see Fig. 3-19).

Fig. 5-10: Input of Super-Ego module E22
Delimiter: “:” separates content type and value type of a data structure; “|” separates associated data structures; “||”
separates data structure type from content

The agent in the middle of Fig. 5-9 detects a cake at the far right and an additional agent on the left
hand side within medium distance. The agent is labeled ARSINO. Both detected entities have high
effect on the energy level. In E26 (see Fig. 3-19) the current goal is selected based on the state that is
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presented in Fig. 5-10. The goal selection leads to a verification of possible action plans that invokes
actuator commands. As this process is already discussed for Use case 1, it is not shown here. The
accomplished actions are summarized in Fig. 5-11. The decision for an energy source aims at the
most effective way, which is in this case the fastest way, to satisfy the energy requirement. As the
ARSi10 driven agent is closer to the remote agent than to the cake, the shortest action plan leads to
the consumption of the remote agent and is selected therefore. Hence, the agent turns left (Fig. 5-11
(a)), moves forward and eats the remote agent (Fig. 5-11 (b)).

Fig. 5-11: Use case 2 without Super-Ego rule (screenshot)

For the second simulation run, which is shown in Fig. 5-14, a rule is introduced whose task is the
limitation of the number of potential energy sources to one. This is guaranteed by the micro-act that
is shown in Fig. 5-12. The micro-act in Fig. 5-12 specifies a Super-Ego rule that avoids considering
the remote agent as an energy source. Rules are specified by micro-acts and therefore contain preconditions, action and consequences. Super-Ego rules in particular evaluate the level of pleasure that
results out of a specific act represents the main difference to micro-acts that are used to form an action plan. The Super-Ego rule in Fig. 5-12 additionally introduces limitations regarding the type of
entity. In this case, the rule applies to entities of the type BUBBLE. As the remote agent belongs to
this group, the rule is applied to it.
The defined rule is retrieved from the information management system and evaluates the consumption of an agent for satisfying the NOURISH demand with very high unpleasure (PLEASURE:VERYLOW). The information is processed by the Super-Ego module E22 that maps its input,
shown in Fig. 5-10, to the retrieved rules. For this particular scenario, information about the per-

Fig. 5-12: Super-Ego rule (micro-act)
Delimiter: “:” separates content type and value type of a data structure; “|” separates associated data structures; “||”
separates different parts of the act
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ceived agent is compared with the precondition in Fig. 5-12. As both match, the rule is activated and
forwarded to the decision making module (E26 in Fig. 3-19).

Fig. 5-13: Aggregation of individual input data of E26

E26 selects a goal with respect to environmental information, bodily information, affective evaluation of the situation and Super-Ego rules. Fig. 5-13 shows the correlation of these four input parameters. The discreet values very low, low, medium, high, very high are mapped to the intervals
[-1, -0.75[, [-0.75, -0.25[, [-0.25, 0.25[, [0.25, 0.75[, [0.75, 1.0].
The exact value is randomly assigned. For the startup conditions in Use case 2, the expected satisfaction (see Fig. 5-10) is assigned to 0.5 (high), the impact of the Super-Ego rule (see Fig. 5-12) is assigned to -0.8 (very high) while the other parameters have a medium impact factor and are assigned
to 0.0 and 0.1 (see Fig. 5-13). These factors (α) are used to calculate the weight gk(ω) (see Equation
5-2) for the goals that are received by I2.13. Equation 5-1 shows the normalization of the factors α
with respect to the number of input parameters (n). Index k labels the goal while index i labels the
specific input parameter.
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This concept is inspired by Lang [Lan10, p. 109] and Engel [Eng10, p. 48] but has had to be adapted
to the ARSi10 concept of rules. In case the above-mentioned values are applied to the equations 5-1
and 5-2, the goal of discharging the requirement nourish by consuming the remote agent is evaluated
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with minus 0.05. As these calculations result in a negative value, the information that ARSINO can
be used to satisfy the nourish requirement is discarded as the threshold value gth(ω) for considering
goals is set to zero (see Equation 5.3). Hence, the remote agent is not considered for the generation
of action plans. The entity cake is the last remaining object that is able to refill the agent’s energy
resources. Fig. 5-14 shows the impact on Use case 2. In Fig. 5-14(a), the agent ignores the remote
agent. Even though it is closer to the agent it turns right towards the cake. Afterwards it moves on to
the cake and consumes it (Fig. 5-14(b)).

Fig. 5-14: Use case 2 with activated Super-Ego rule

The weight of a Super-Ego rule is defined by the level of pleasure that is specified as consequence.
Hence, the possibility that a Super-Ego rule is considered varies with the simulation setup. In case
the cake is not placed within the sensor range and the agent is very low on energy, the requirement to
satisfy the homeostatic state gets very high. As a consequence, the expected level of unpleasure is
lower than the current requirement. Hence, the remote agent is not ignored but incorporated to the
definition of action plans. This particular scenario leads to a consumption of the remote agent, even
though the Super-Ego rule is still active. Hence, it is possible to define rules with a different level of
priority and allow a system engineer to differentiate between non safety-critical (bids) and safetycritical (bans) rules. Table 5-2 summarizes the influence of Super-Ego rules to the decision making
process.
Step

Layer

Module

1

Decision Layer (SP:
Secondary Process)

E22

Description
1.

Internal and external information is matched regarding their associated DMs.

2.

External information in the form of TIs is defined as search pattern and
micro-acts are requested from the information management system.

For Use case 2 the homeostatic requirement nourish is matched with the
detected energy source.
2

Information Management System

3

Decision Layer (SP)

SDSM
E22

Received TIs are compared with stored micro-acts (preconditions and consequence states)
1.

Returned micro-acts are investigated.

2.

Micro-acts whose consequence tags contain PLEASURE tags are
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extracted.

4

Decision Layer (SP)

E26

3.

The current homeostatic state (WP) is compared with the consequence states of extracted rules.

4.

Externally perceived information is compared with the preconditions of
extracted rules.

5.

Corresponding matches from 3. and 4. are loaded to a list and forwarded to E26.

1.

Homeostatic input is compared with prioritized external input.

2.

Received Super-Ego rules are incorporated; level of UNPLEASURE
and PLEASURE is compared with homeostatic demands and the capability of externally perceived objects to satisfy them.

3.

In case the level of expected unpleasure is higher than the expected
satisfaction of the corresponding homeostatic demand, one possible
way to reach the goal is blocked.

As a consequence the possibility to satisfy the nourish demand by consuming the detected agent is blocked (see Fig. 5-14).

Table 5-2: Influence of Super-Ego rules on the decision making process

The realization of the proposed bionically inspired information representation system leads to the
ARSi10 controller for autonomous software agents. Two use cases are defined that aim at the objectives which are listed in Section 5.1. Both use cases verify the information representation layer functionalities and therefore handle Objective 2. It is shown that the differentiation between instance
associations and class associations allow a steady identification of detected objects regarding the
current knowledge base dimensions. The selection of the requested data structure type can be individually adapted.
Even though both use cases adhere to Objective 1, it is discussed based on Use case 1 in detail by
dividing one specific action sequence to five snapshots (see Fig. 5-7) and combining it with the analyzes of one single simulation step (see Table 5-1). It is shown that the proposed information representation provides data structures that enable to convert homeostatic and external sensor data to
semantic symbols, merge them to images in order to reduce the amount of input data, and transfer
them to secondary data structures. Especially the conversion between primary and secondary data
structures poses a challenge as the corresponding processes are based on completely different principles. Obtained secondary data structures are used to reason about goals and plans and result in action
commands. Hence, it is shown that Objective 1 is accomplished.
Table 5-3 lists all defined interfaces between the decision layer and the information representation
layer. The requirement level defines the interfaces that are required for a minimal reasonable functionality and therefore to accomplish Use case 1. The decision unit modules E8, E16, E21, and E28
(see Fig. 3-19) hold a minimum required interface and implement at least the basic information processing functionality (implementation state) as well. Otherwise retrieved data structures would not
be feasibly manipulated which inhibits the decision making process. Fig. 5-15 shows the outcome in
case any of the mandatory information representation layer accesses are deactivated. E22 is not re-
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quired for accomplishing Use case 1 and therefore introduces additional functionality by means of
Super-Ego rules.
Module

Implementation status

Requirement
level

Impact

E8

Active

Mandatory

Executes the conversion of primary data structures to secondary data
structures. In case IR-I 1.9 and IR-I 1.10 are deactivated the conversion
is inhibited. Externally perceived data could not be evaluated and prioritized by homeostatic information. The decision making process could
not define a goal, therefore an action plan cannot be defined. Hence, the
agent accomplishes the seeking action (see Fig. 5-15).

E16

Active

Mandatory

In case IR-I 1.5 and IR-I 1.6 are disabled, externally perceived information cannot be compared with stored knowledge and therefore remains unidentified and cannot be interpreted. External information gets
lost and a decision making is impossible.

E21

Active

Mandatory

As E8 it converts primary to secondary data structures. In this case
externally perceived data is converted. By disabling IR-I 1.11 and IR-I
1.12, WPs cannot be retrieved and not all subsequent modules possess
information about the environment. The decision making process does
not result in a goal. The seeking action is activated (see Fig. 5-15).

E28

Active

Mandatory

By deactivating IR-I 2.8 and IR-I 2.7, action plans cannot be defined as
micro-acts cannot be retrieved from the data storage. As for the other
mandatory interfaces, a deactivation leads to a behavior as shown in
Fig. 5-15.

E22

Active

Additional

Super-Ego rules are used by the decision making process but are not
mandatory for the basic model functionality. They enable additional
evaluation mechanisms as it is described for Use case 2. The action
state diagram is similar to the one that is shown in Fig. 5-8. However for
a larger and more crowded environment the phases between eat actions
become longer on average as the possibility to find an adequate energy
source is reduced.

E7, E9,
E25, E34

Inactive

Additional

See below

Table 5-3: Active and inactive information representation layer access

The impact of Super-Ego rules to the decision making process is shown in Use case 2. Rules are
modeled in the form of micro-acts and are stored in the same search space as any other type of acts.
The consequence state in Super-Ego rules contains a specific attribute that holds the expected pleasure level. Apart from that attribute, rules (facts) are not differentiated from experiences as it is done
for the multi-store approach. In ARSi10 both types of information are stored in acts. The feasibility
of defining rules by the use of the proposed information representation concept is shown as well as
their usage is proved. Hence, Objective 3 is considered as accomplished.
As it is listed in Table 5-3, the access to the information representation layer of the decision unit
modules E7, E9, E25 and E34 (see Fig. 3-19) is not mandatory. In addition, they are not realized in
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ARSi10. Their impact to the overall system is discussed below in order to elaborate a focus for future implementations.
Super-Ego (primary proc.) – E7
E7 deals with restrictions that arise due to social interactions that do not exist in the current BWsim.
While these restrictions are factored into the ARSi10 information representation design the current
use cases do not support them as the first step is to verify basic functionalities. Any type of social
interaction introduces additional complexity to the implementation and the verification process.
Without these interactions, E7 lacks on any influence to the decision making process and is deactivated therefore.
Knowledge about reality (primary proc.) – E9
E9 is deactivated in ARSi10 as it deals with the handling of system demands in case of failing system abilities. However, for ARSi10 an operative system is expected and E9 is currently not required.
It must be verified if the decision unit can get along without E9 for further revisions of the ARS
decision unit in a simulated world. An activation would require the definition of an additional failure
model that does not have an additional value except for the realization in a real world application.
Therefore, its functionality depends on hardware malfunctions and the activation of E9 could be an
advantage. The required knowledge must be implemented by the system engineer in advance.

Fig. 5-15: Drive-affect chart and current action state
In case one or more minimum required interfaces between the decision layer and the information representation layer (see Table 5-3) are deactivated, the agent is not able to fulfil its task. As long as it does not run out
of energy, the nourish and bite demands evolve towards a static level (see on the left, step 110 ). As it is impossible to identify or derive stored acts, the agent activates the default act (SEEK) and executes it for the
whole simulation run (see on the right).
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Knowledge about reality 1 and 2 – E25, E34
The modules E25 and E34 depend on the development level of E24 and E33. For ARSi10 both reality check modules are deactivated and map input to output data without manipulating it. Apart from
that the information representation system supports this kind of rules as they do not differ from the
Super-Ego rules which are processed by E22. As for E7 rules, the basic use cases do not require
knowledge about reality rules.
From the author’s point of view currently deactivated modules and information management interfaces are not required for accomplishing basic functionalities. However, the ARS project aims at
interactions between systems as well. Hence, it makes sense to consider them in future realizations
and use case definitions. Those may base on an own language or on the use of acts like attacking or
fleeing. Currently deactivated modules and interfaces must be activated for that.
Summarized, the proposed information representation system is implemented into an embodied
software agent. It enables the ARSi10 agent to operate in observance of the environmental, homeostatic and bodily state as well as stored knowledge. This satisfies hypotheses 3 and 4 in Section 1.3.
Functionalities are based on the same data structure principle. These principles are deduced from the
same theories as the ARS decision unit. In Section 1.3 the decision layer is decoupled from the information representation layer. This is not common for bionically inspired control units in autonomous agents.
Memory based control structures as SOAR and ACT-R, which are discussed in Section 2.3.2, mix
functional and informational structures. They focus on the definition of knowledge and define a set
of operators for manipulating this data. Contrarily, the ARS model is designed with a balance between stored knowledge and functional modules in mind. There is a clear differentiation between the
functional description and stored data that is compared to input data. The underlying theories, which
also support this distinction, are thus observed.
The aspects of data structures are discussed theoretically first and hence allow a conceptual technical
design. Only then is the incorporation of information and mechanisms specified. Information and
functional model share the same underlying theory. The technical model is completely based upon
bionics. Lastly, the feasibility of this concept is shown by the use cases above.
ARSi10 covers the conversion and filtering of sensor data up to the definition and selection of action
plans, as well as the introduction of environmental and social rules. The proposed model introduces
adaptable data structures that merge low-level sensor signals from three different sources with stored
knowledge and convert them to actuator commands. In order to reduce the amount of data, TPs are
bound to TPMs and TIs with respect to their associative context. The conversion to secondary data
structures introduces temporal and logical relations that lead to the generation of action plans by
combining predefined acts. In ARSi10 the shortest plan is carried out. This simple assumption is
feasible for the discussed use cases, even though it must be rethought in case the planning mechanisms are extended to allow higher complexity in the selection process. The differentiation between
primary and secondary data structures allows an optimization of their composition regarding the
specific functional definitions. This is done by categorization into homeostatic, physical, and secondary representation that leaves space open for further optimizations due to different types of in-
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corporated associative data structures. In fact, the introduction of primary and secondary data structures allows the use of different concepts regarding the definition of knowledge (semantic nets vs.
frame structure) and search mechanisms.
ARSi10 represents the first implementation that realizes principles of human-like information representation and information processing in one technical model. This fusion of psychoanalytically inspired data structures and the ARS decision unit’s functions is shown in the use cases above. The
underlying findings are transferred to a technical specification in extensive interdisciplinary work.
This allows extension of the model by future neuroscientific findings, an advantage that would be
lost were the theories interpreted by engineers only.
The discussed use cases are configured to prove the functionality of the identified concept. Implementation details like search or planning algorithms must be evaluated in comparison to alternative
AI technologies. They leave space for the improvement of system performance in their current state,
but this has no effects on the fundamental concept of the model. While Chapter 5 proves the feasibility of the proposed model, Chapter 6 gives a conclusion and prospects for further research and refinement.
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“Trust me, everything’s gonna be fine.”
[Edward Norton as narrator – Fight Club]

6. Conclusion and Outlook

The term information has a central role in the area of AI. The way information is represented within
a system has been the subject of much research and is covered in many theories. They range from
purely mathematical approaches to biological inspired ones. Representatives of the respective areas
of science are discussed in Section 2.3. They lack a description of the data structure or do not possess a common basis for different types of information. Another issue is the integration of developed
memory systems into their host systems, as there is no distinction between control functions and
information flow. One reason for this is the lack of coherent biological models that unify a functional description of the mind’s processes and a structural description of the processed information.
Even though research disciplines in neurosciences may not require this separation, computer scientists cannot rely on such. ARSi10 deals with these issues and introduces the information representation system to the ARS control unit which has neuropsychoanalytic concepts as its basis.

6.1 Achieved Solution
Dealing with the transfer of concepts between different scientific disciplines is a challenge that engineers must face in interdisciplinary work. The interpretation of theories and neuroscientific concepts
is part of common research work in the area of AI. This interdisciplinary work offers great possibilities, but it is also fraught with traps. The benefits lie in obtaining another point of view on the examined problem, learning from other sciences and using their theories to find new solutions. However,
the greatest trap is using the knowledge gained thereby in the wrong way. When transferring
knowledge from one scientific discipline to another, this knowledge must be interpreted and described appropriately. One example is the engineering use of neuroscientific findings, which is discussed in this work. Problems occur when the interpretation of a model and its technical specification is done by the engineer only. The engineer generally does not have the expertise to achieve a
correct interpretation. Hence, the result is a technical model whose original theoretical basis is insufficiently implemented.
This challenge is faced in the ARS project by cooperation with scientists from neurology, neuropsychoanalysis and psychoanalysis. This helps to avoid misinterpretations and inconsistencies with the
original theory. The model definition is clearly separated from the implementation in order to avoid
mixing up both disciplines. In a first step a model is defined in scientific interdisciplinary work.
Later, this model is implemented with the use of common computer scientific methods. The proposed ARSi10 is developed in line with this methodology.
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ARSi10 extends ARSi09 and adds bionically inspired data structures that are processed by the decision unit. While ARSi09 focuses on the decision unit’s functional description, ARSi10 additionally
introduces a dedicated structure of processed information and the interface to the information representation layer (see Fig. 1-1). Thus, the technical specification of the decision unit and the information representation both have neuropsychoanalytic concepts as basis. The proposed interface is
formed due to the separation between processing and storing of data. It is labeled as information
management and controls the access to the search space. The information representation layer defines the way this data is stored in the search space.
The proposed information representation is based on four atomic data structures labeled TP, affect,
association and word presentation. Their description corresponds to the psychoanalytic definition
and is translated to a technical specification in cooperation with neuropsychoanalysts and psychoanalysts. It turns out that these terms can be used to describe any type of information processed in the
decision unit or stored in the information representation layer. This is also the reason why they are
identified as atomic data structures. Together with the restrictions defined in 3.2, the resulting search
space defines a network where nodes correspond to TPs, affects and word presentations, while associations form the edges in between. In order to simplify this description, additional data structures
are introduced. They define meshes of atomic data structures with certain characteristics. The type of
association that is used to bundle them differentiates them in particular. Hence, the data structures
TPM, TI, DM and acts are introduced. Questions that remain open in the theory of psychoanalysis
are solved by the use of findings from the related research discipline neuropsychoanalysis. For the
definition of acts and TIs preliminary work in [R07] and [DZ08, p. 16-17] is analyzed and adapted.
DMs and TPM are novel and introduced with ARSi10.
While Section 3.2 introduces psychoanalytically inspired data structures, Chapters 4 and 5 discuss
their technical realization in autonomous software agents. Proof is shown that the proposed information representation model is technically realizable and allows mapping of perceived sensor data
to atomic data structures. Even though additional data structures are introduced they are traced back
to the atomic ones. In contrast to other realizations in AI, in ARSi10 the functional description of the
decision unit as well as the definition of the data structures are based upon the same theory. This
creates the drawback that the proposed model is only realizable in combination with the ARS decision unit. Similarly, the decision unit requires the proposed data structures in order to exercise its
functionalities.
The proposed data structures are categorized into primary and secondary data structures. They are
mapped one to one to primary and secondary processes that define the functional principles applied
to the decision unit. The work at hand provides the required data structures for both process types
and closes the gap between perceived data and secondary data structures. Every decision on upcoming actions bases upon secondary data structures that introduce logic and temporal relations. This
results in the settlement of Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2 stated in Section 1.3.
Common implementations of bionically inspired memory systems in autonomous agents categorize
information with regard to its content. As discussed in 2.3, the multi-store model that introduces
different memory systems for specific information content has a lot of influence in this area. However, this model does not possess a structural description of the processed information nor does it
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offer a shared basis for the different types of data structures. As the structural information is important for a technical specification, its definition must be generated by engineers. Hence, the outcome is a memory system whose outlines are inspired by a bionic approach, but engineers produce
the definitions that are required for the technical realization on their own. This is different for the
model specified in this thesis. Information is not categorized according to its content, but instead is
described in three different ways. First, it is mapped to its physical representation by external and
internal perception. Second, the impact on the agent is defined by drives and affects. Third, it is set
into a logical context by secondary data structures. The proposed model is a technical description of
an already existing model, which is devised in interdisciplinary work, and not a concept introduced
by engineers.
Psychoanalytic concepts provide a functional description of the human mind and a structural description of the processed information. This distinction between information and control flow is
upheld in this work by the differentiation between the information representation and information
processing. In addition, the data storage is decoupled from any functional description. It is located
parallel to the decision layer that holds the ARS decision unit (see Fig. 1-1). The decision layer
holds the functional description of operations that lead from input parameters to a decision and the
resulting output. The information representation layer contains knowledge that helps to deal with
the environmental and internal state. It must not be mistaken for information that influences the
transfer function of decision unit operations. These are static operations. Further research may go
towards a dynamic functional change. The information management forms the interface between the
decision layer and the information representation layer. Information management as well as the
information representation layer are not the subject of any theoretical conditions. They must be defined in order to realize the introduced model. Hence, they are an engineering solution without any
background in psychoanalysis or neuropsychoanalysis.
For ARSi10 knowledge is defined in an ontology by use of the knowledge framework Protégé. Due
to its correspondence to the object-oriented approach, the frame structure approach was chosen for
the definition of this ontology. The data structures specified in the ontology can be easily mapped to
Java objects at the simulation startup.
It must be pointed out that implementation details like the selection of search algorithms or the definition of the ontology structure are not based upon performance requirements. The implementation
of ARSi10 is purely a feasibility study of transferring neuropsychoanalytic concepts of information
representation to a technical specification and implementing it in autonomous software agents. In a
next step, optimization criteria and performance tests can be applied to the implementation. Hence,
Chapter 5 does not define performance tests for the ARSi10 operations but use cases that verify specific functions of the proposed information representation system. This acknowledges Hypothesis 3
and Hypothesis 4 claimed in Section 1.3.
Unlike ARSi09, ARSi10 introduces a single ontology that holds the required knowledge to handle
upcoming situations. In [Lan10] the specification of several data stores is pointed out as a possible
issue that is solved with ARSi10. All static knowledge is stored in one search space. The term static
points out a minor limitation that is discussed in Section 6.2.
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In summary, psychoanalytic theory provides a model of the human mind whose principles can be
consigned to a technical specification. All four hypotheses that are stated in Section 1.3 are approved
in this work. Together with the neuropsychoanalytic approach and neuroscientific theory a control
unit for autonomous agents can be defined. Psychoanalytic theory not only provides a model for
information processing but also a definition for the structure of processed information. The discussed artificial life simulation BWsim defines a first test bed for the ARS model and the proposed
ARSi10. In the future, it is destined for an implementation in real world applications as discussed in
Section 6.3.

6.2 Future Research Hot Spots
The aim of this thesis, to create a technical specification of bionically inspired information representation in the context of the ARS decision unit in cooperation with psychoanalytic advisors, is completed with this work. However, ARSi10 leaves several questions unanswered which are common in
prototype implementations but represent possible starting points for future research work. These
open questions are summarized below.
Feedback Loops
Up to now the modules of the ARS model are accessed in a one-way process. With the exception of
one loop around the module E15 (see Fig. 3-19) no recursions are implemented in the model. This is
not because recursions are not intended. It is planned to define a recursion between the decision unit
output and input in order to enable filtering of perceived data depending on to the current action
plan. This means that secondary process operations influence primary processes. Further recursions
also must be discussed in the lower layers where neuro-symbolization operations are carried out. For
example, a reactive loop between decision unit and perceptive processes can integrate a focusing
mechanism that is able to filter relevant data. This would result in a performance gain for systems
where a great amount of data is expected. Recursions can also assist learning mechanisms that are
required within the decision unit and the neuro-symbolization layers. However, recursions may also
introduce stability issues that must be avoided within a system. The influence of every newly introduced reactive loop must be analyzed in detail. This is an extensive procedure within a complex
system like the ARS system and must be done step by step. It is a costly topic that raises additional
issues and highlights drawbacks of the ARS model, but it is also a prerequisite for further steps.
Search Algorithm
The information management module introduces the list search algorithm. Certain parameters like
data structure and value type define the search space structure and therefore limit the list size. However, the cost for a list search as well as its limited scalability demands the integration of alternative
search methods. In case the search space grows larger by the integration of knowledge for further
use cases, the list search algorithm’s drawbacks become obvious. This is pointed out in Section 4.3.
In order to improve the performance, the search algorithm should be adapted to the respective data
structures. Hence, there is not a single solution for all data structures. Primary data structures give
different boundary conditions to the search method than secondary data structures do. However, the
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information management system design in ARSi10 allows the implementation of various search
algorithms.
Temporal Information Storage
Section 6.1 mentions a possible extension of the information representation layer to dynamic
knowledge. In ARSi10, knowledge that is required to handle common situations is stored. The defined search space is not adapted during the simulation run in the current implementation. However,
some of the modules require certain information like knowledge of the present location of the system or the actions currently being triggered. This information should not change for every simulation step and must be provided for upcoming simulation steps. As they are parameters that change
dynamically during the simulation run, this information cannot be predefined in the proposed information representation layer. Hence, a temporal storage must be introduced that provides a buffer for
this information beyond the current simulation step. In ARSi10, knowledge about the current context
as well as so-called repressed content is affected by this drawback. For this implementation the solution from ARSi09, which predefines this kind of information, was adopted. This works for use cases
that test individual capacities but must be adapted for unbounded simulation runs. The temporal
storage must not be confused with the term working memory. The latter is defined in psychology and
holds the information that the human being is dealing with in a given situation. The required solution
contains a lot more information.
Ontology Restructuring
The ARSi10 ontology is not optimized regarding a specific search algorithm or towards the advantages or disadvantages that are introduced by the frame approach. It must be evaluated whether
an adaptation towards the stored information structure leads to better system performance. A possible improvement may be a stronger structuring of the ontology. For example, the categorization of
TPMs to specific entity types can be extended to a greater number of groups. This higher granularity
can become an advantage for search algorithms.
Frame vs. Semantic Net Representation
As stated above, the frame approach was chosen to define the agent’s knowledge due to the advantages frames offer when dealing with object-oriented design and programming. However, future
extensions to ARSi10 should investigate the advantages of a semantic net approach by introducing it
to the ARS model. Even though the frame approach seems to fit better with an object-oriented design, semantic net technologies like OWL are standardized and broadly used. In addition, knowledge
frameworks like Protégé include reasoning concepts for OWL that may support the ARS model in
retrieving certain information from the search space. A semantic net description can be an alternative
especially to the ARSi10 implementation of secondary data structures and the logical relations between them. Another possibility may be to combine the advantages of both approaches and remain
with the frame method for the primary data structures but use the semantic net approach for secondary data structures.
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Introduction of Learning Algorithms
As mentioned above, retrieved data structures are adapted by the ARS decision unit during runtime,
but these changes are not stored to the search space or established in the ontology. Machine learning
is required therefor, which is not included in ARSi10. Possible implementations are discussed elsewhere [LZD+08, pp. 639-644]. A discussion thereof requires the specification of information structures that is done in this work. Future work can thus deal with this topic based upon ARSi10. It must
be stressed again that the data structure type on which the learning algorithm is to be used is an important factor. An adaptation of association weights of primary data structures requires different
learning strategies than the definition of relations between word presentations. In addition, a differentiation must be made between a learning mechanism that adapts already existing data structures
and one that introduces new ones. For the latter case a value must be defined to mark the threshold
between recognizing a data structure as new and matching it to an existing one.
Logic and Temporal Dependencies
For ARSi10, conjunctions and disjunctions are implicitly integrated into secondary data structures.
When word presentations with the same value type are merged into one act they are said to be linked
by a conjunction, while word presentations with diverse content are linked by a disjunction. This
assumption is sufficient for ARSi10. However, the flexibility in designing acts increases in case
these relations are explicitly introduced by word presentations. In addition, negations or temporal
dependencies expand the possibilities of defining goals and acts for the agent. For ARSi10 temporal
dependencies are limited to an order on the timeline. Neither the duration of actions nor a common
time base is defined. Future work on this topic should be done in combination with the restructuring
of the frame ontology or the integration of a semantic net approach.
Perception, Symbolization of Sensor Data
As for ARSi09, the neuro-symbolization between the sensor array and the decision unit remains an
open issue in ARSi10. Even though it is theoretically described by Velik et al. [Vel08], no implementation exists thus far due to various open questions. Their solution is part of current research in
the ARS project. For ARSi10 a shortcut for bundling sensor data is introduced. This is possible for
the software simulation, as the required data can be transferred from the detected object to the sensor
arrays. However, neuro-symbolization must be introduced in case the ARS model is integrated into a
real world application. Even though this part of the ARS model is not within the scope of this work,
the proposed concept and model are based upon the outcome of the neuro-symbolization. Following
the theoretical description [Vel08], assumptions for the input parameters to the decision unit are
made. In order to guarantee the functionality of the ARS model, these assumptions must be taken
into account for the neuro-symbolic realization.
Real World Application
ARSi10 is realized in a simulated environment. This enables testing the model’s functionality in a
predefined environment without unexpected influences. However, the ARS model is developed to be
applied to real world applications. Besides the issue of neuro-symbolization, additional challenges
will emerge on the path to this goal due to real world conditions. The inaccuracy of sensor data or
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highly dynamic environmental changes represents only two of possible challenges that influence the
ARS model’s functionality as well as the definition of predefined knowledge. Before the decision is
ported from the ARS model to a real world application, a detailed investigation on upcoming issues
must be undertaken.
In summary, ARSi10 is an enclosed implementation and therefore the aim of this work is accomplished. This merely forms the basis for further research towards different ways. Their priority must
change with the type of application in which the ARS model is integrated. Section 6.3 discusses a
number of possible areas of application.

6.3 Ethical Questions and Upcoming Challenges
The ARS project originates from building automation. Although its development is conducted in a
simulated environment, it is obvious that the long-term goal is to return to this area. In doing so,
ethical questions must be addressed regarding the human-system interaction. Some of them must be
discussed in the near future, others become relevant further on and are to be kept in mind, but are not
considered to be of immediate concern in the initial development phases.
Thoughts about the influence of machines on human beings belong to the first group. In order to
assist human beings in their daily routines, machines must be able to interact with their environment.
A balance must be found, however, between helpfully impacting people’s lives and invading their
privacy. Automated systems are perceived differently depending on the application area. For example, video surveillance systems are more accepted when used in public space (e.g. an airport) than in
private areas (e.g. a nursing home). This distinction must be considered for any building automation
system. The area of ambient assistant living is often highlighted regarding the use of smart systems
as the demography for the European Union shows a rising average age over the next decades. The
old age dependency ratio, which defines the percentage of persons who are older than 65 years
among the overall population, is estimated by Eurostat to rise from 25.4% today to 38% in 2030
[Gia10, p. 6]. Hence, the increasing number of elderly people as well as limited expenses in this area
requires new ways of assisting health care staff. Since this is nearly impossible to achieve without
machine support, two basic use cases emerge. While the assistance of nursing staff by surveillance
systems is a short-term goal, applying active care is a long-term goal and requires systems capable
of coping with their environments. In the second, long-term category of issues, not only the ethical
usage of machines with respect to human privacy but also the ethical behavior of machines towards
people must be discussed as part of the area of machine ethics [AA07 ].
The replacement of nursing staff with machines is more fiction than reality, and rumors about such
concepts most likely originate from people’s fears (like the fear of unchecked engineering omnipotence) and journalistic interpretation, rather than from the actual chance of them being realized in the
near future. From the author’s point of view the primary goal of AI is not to design a ‘human being
clone’ but to improve systems. Among other concepts, this can be achieved by the use of biological
mechanisms that are designed to be more effective than any known algorithm. The human being, of
course, is based on numerous such principles and is therefore used as archetype in the ARS project.
Discussion of the ethical consequences of creating smart systems should be accompanied by a cer-
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tain sense of reality, although the author does not think that issues such as robot rights regarding
their use for military combat – except for the obvious ethical questions about military combat itself –
or the consequences of shutting down a personal computer possessing human-like intelligence, become relevant soon.
Computer scientists have always searched for a way to integrate the principles of human decision
making into a technical system. However, they have lacked a theoretical model that covers wide
areas of human perception up to decision making. This is why the author is confident that the ARS
approach leads to new ways and chances for AI and the area of building automation in particular.
The way internal and external sensor data is processed by the use of bionic findings enables to deal
with future challenges of integrating complex systems and processing huge amount of sensor data.
This legitimates the introduction of psychoanalysis and neuropsychoanalysis to the area of engineering. While psychoanalysis provides a functional description of the human mind, neuropsychoanalysis combines psychoanalytic and neuroscientific concepts of the connection between higher brain
functions and the sensor system. The ARS model is the first technical description of these principles
and ARSi10 extends its current implementations by data structures designed upon a novel approach
and a consistent memory system. This work however represents neither the first nor the last step on
the way to a complete control system that is based upon new principles. ARSi10 must be taken to
reach final goal and provides a basis for upcoming research work.
The idea of the airport that detects security issues and supports the staff in handling them, as it is
proposed in the course of the SENSE project [BVZ08, pp. 1092-1096], is only one of the possible
scenarios where the ARS model can be applied. Ambient assistant living is one of the crucial factors
in future health care. Ethical components as discussed above must be taken into account and the
system must be adapted towards them. A building automation system within a nursing home has
limited use of video surveillance while an airport will not do without it.
Besides the integration into a building automation system different application areas are possible.
The implementation in autonomous robots is the real life application that comes to mind. It would be
the first contact of the ARS model with the real world and could provide additional clarity on the
usability of the ARS model in the real world. First investigations are undertaken that go in this direction.
The use of an artificial life simulation as an intermediate step before current reality opens doors to
the growing areas of intelligent avatars and game logic. Both areas face increasing interest but cannot actually cope with the set of requirements. They depend on rule-based decision making that does
not allow any deviations from a predefined concept and hence is not sufficient for game intelligence.
It must be investigated if the ARS approach can improve on these concepts. Another possible area of
application is the use in avatars for e-learning systems or any kind of product support. In these areas,
extensive system-user interaction is required, which predestines them for the use of the ARS approach.
There is still a lot of research work to be done. Even though psychoanalysis and neuropsychoanalysis provide the most consistent model of the human mind, they leave questions unanswered. For the
technical realization in ARSi10, some of these questions have been elaborated in cooperation with
scientists from the aforementioned areas. Others are handled by a shortcut. Future work aims at clos-
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ing these gaps, thus providing knowledge flow not only towards the engineering side. The author is
convinced that the scientific areas of neuropsychoanalysis and psychoanalysis can benefit from engineering findings and developments. Computer science can introduce simulation frameworks for
testing neuropsychoanalytic models and therefore provide tools to verify them. This requires open
minds, a lot of convincing and research work on both sides.
This work extends the ARS decision unit by a bionically inspired information representation concept. Both have the same theoretical foundation and complete one another to a unit. This results in
the first model that introduces neuropsychoanalytic inspired functional and information processing
principles to engineering and additionally covers a huge area with which a system controller must
deal. In effect, the computational framework ARSi10 is described in a consistent model of humanlike information representation and processing. Therefore, the author is confident that the concept
proposed in this work takes advantage of knowledge from neuropsychoanalysis in an effective way
and helps the ARS project on its way towards a new generation of AI and the design of systems that
are able to cope with future requirements. Maybe the project brings computer science one step closer
to the aim that was announced by scientists at the Dartmouth conference in 1956 and whose attainment has been delayed so often: the design of a machine with human-like intelligence.
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A. Unified Modeling Language Notation
For the presentation of program code and timing dependencies the Unified Modeling Language version 2.2 infrastructure [uml09a] and superstructure specifications [uml09b] are used.

Fig. A-1: Path type notations for UML class structure diagrams [uml09b, pp. 140-142]


Fig. A-1 specifies the used path type notations generalization, composition, and interface realization. The composition can include an additional notation that is named multiplicity and is explained
in Fig. A-3.

Fig. A-2: Notation for the UML association path type [uml09b, pp. 140-142]


The definition of an association class is given in Fig. A-2. An association links an instance of class
A with an instance of class B.
Fig. A-3 defines the multiplicity notation. The multiplicity specifies the number of instances that

Fig. A-3: Association multiplicity notations for UML class structure diagrams [uml09b, pp. 94-97]
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participate in an association. One number defines an exact value while two numbers, for example
0..1 define an interval between a lower boundary (left number) and an upper boundary (right number).

Fig. A-4: UML sequence diagram notation [uml09b, pp. 506-524]


Fig A-4 shows the UML sequence diagram notation. There are instances of class A and class B. The
bars define class functions while the arrows define messages. There exist different types of messages. In this case the upper arrow defines a function call that invokes a method in a class B instance.
The lower arrow defines the reply message of the invoked function.
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